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(ii)________________________________________________________________________

Short Ques+ons
SECTION
A (100 marks)

__________________________________________________________________________

Answer
1)
2018six
Q2of the nine short response type questions in the spaces provided. (16 marks)
2.
1.

1.

SECTION A (100 marks)

Raising
interest
rates
before
end of under
the decade
could
the long sought‐after
The
diagram
below
shows
a firmthe
operating
conditions
of threaten
perfect competition
in the short run.
economic
recovery
in
the
Eurozone,
the
OECD
has
warned.
Answer six of the nine short response type questions in the spaces provided.
1
Price
Outline
possible economic
effects
of an1 to
increase
in interest rates on the Irish economy.
(a)
Whattwo
is represented
by the lines
numbered
3?
Use the
answer box
provided.
The Irish
government
is under
pressure to restore public sector pay to pre‐financial crisis levels.
2
(i)
________________________________________________________________________
Outline two opportunity costs for the Irish economy of this restoration.
Number
Name
3
1
__________________________________________________________________________
(i)
______________________________________________________________________________
2
3
(ii)________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
(ii)
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

(16 marks)
Quantity
___________________________________________________________________________________
(b) (i) Show clearly on the diagram the total supernormal profit of the firm.
3.

The2017
EU is Q2
an example of a customs union. Explain the term customs union.
2)
(ii) Explain the term supernormal profit___________________________________________

2.

_____________________________________________________________________________
Indicate
by means of a tick ( ) which of the following statements is TRUE or FALSE.
(16 marks)
__________________________________________________________________________
STATEMENT
TRUE
FALSE
Define the Law of Diminishing Marginal
Returns and illustrate this with a suitable
example.

2.

(16 marks)

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
The labour________________________________________________________________________
force includes part‐time workers.
Definition
Quasi‐rent is economic rent earned by a factor of production in the long run.
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

(16 marks)

The market value of an existing bond rises if the rate of interest falls.
_________________________________________________________________________________

Capital Widening refers to the situation where the capital stock is increasing at
_________________________________________________________________________________
the same rate as the labour force.
Example__________________________________________________________________________
Leaving Certificate Examination 2018
2
Economics – Higher Level

_________________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)

3.

_________________________________________________________________________________
(a)
Distinguish
3)
2016
Q3 between Direct Taxation and Indirect Taxation and state one example of each.
(16 marks)

3.

___________________________________________________________________________________
Outline two ways the Irish government could improve the mobility of labour in order to reduce
unemployment.
___________________________________________________________________________________

(i) _____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(b) Why are Indirect Taxes sometimes seen as inequitable? _________________________________
(ii) _____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
2
(16 marks)
___________________________________________________________________________________
Page 2 of 12
(16 marks)

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Example__________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
4)
2016 Q5

Example: __________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)

5.

(a)

Outline two possible effects on the Irish economy of high levels of youth unemployment.
(16 marks)

(i) _____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

2.

If the marginal cost (MC) is less than average cost (AC), then AC must be falling when output
(ii) _____________________________________________________________________________
increases.
_________________________________________________________________________________

(i)

Is this statement true?

Circle the correct answer.

YES / NO

_________________________________________________________________________________

(ii)

Explain the reason for your answer: _________________________________________

(b) State one economic policy the government could introduce to reduce youth unemployment.

___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)

(16 marks)

6.

5)
2014forQ3
demand
Product A for two years.

The table below shows the annual average level of income in a country and the corresponding

3.

Define the termYear
‘structural
unemployment’
and outline one policy
response that the Irish
1
57,000
100
Government could
Year take
2 to reduce it. 63,000
200

Year

Income (€)

Product A (units)

Definition: ________________________________________________________________
(i) Calculate the income elasticity of demand (YED) for Product A.
Show your workings.
___________________________________________________________________________
Workings:
(ii) Using your knowledge of YED, explain the

___________________________________________________________________________
economic meaning of this figure you calculated in
(i) above.

Government
Policy: _________________________________________________________
________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Answer:

___________________________________________

(16 marks)

(17 marks)

Page
of 812
Page 23 of

3

(ii)

SECTION A (100 marks)
______________________________________________________________________

Answer
six of the nine short response type questions in the spaces provided.
______________________________________________________________________
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State
four steps
6)
2014
Q7 involved in constructing a Consumer Price Index (CPI).

(17 marks)

Step 1 ____________________________________________________________________________

Outline two ways in which the return to the factor of production enterprise differs from the
Step 2 to
____________________________________________________________________________
return
other factors of production.
(i)
______________________________________________________________________
Step 3 _________________________________________________________________

6.

SECTION
(100 marks)
Study the table below and calculate
(i) and (ii),Ashowing
all your workings.
______________________________________________________________________
Step
4 _________________________________________________________________
Answer
six
of the Income
nine short
response type Investment
questions in the spaces
provided. Imports
Year
National
Consumption
Exports

(16 marks)

1.
2.

1 ______________________________________________________________________
V24,000
V15,000
V6,000
V10,000
V7,000
(ii)
The fundamental
economic problem is one of ‘scarcity’. Explain this concept.
2 a mixed V34,000
V22,000
V8,000activity which
V16,000
V12,000
Define
economy. State two
examples of economic
supports the view
that
______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Ireland
is
a
mixed
economy.
(i)
The Marginal Propensity to Save (MPS).

__________________________________________________________________________________
Definition:
_________________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

7) 2013 Q2
2.

3.

3.

OVER
(16 marks)

Page 3 of 8
Example 1: ________________________________________________________________________
Define the ‘Marginal Efficiency of Capital’ (MEC). Outline two possible reasons for a fall in MEC.
Example
________________________________________________________________________
Answer: 2:
________
Definition:
________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)

(ii) The size of the Multiplier.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Name the market structure (Perfect Competition, Imperfect Competition or Monopoly) to which
each statement below is most likely to apply:
Reason 1: _________________________________________________________________________
STATEMENT
MARKET STRUCTURE
Reason
2: _________________________________________________________________________
(i)
The firm has a perfectly elastic demand curve.
(16 marks)
(ii) The product of the firm is unique.
(iii) each
Restaurants
could
be an
Answer:
________
Read
statement
below
andexample
indicateof
if this
the price elasticity of demand (PED) for the product is most
8)
2012
Q7
market
structure.
likely to be elastic or inelastic. (Tick the correct box.)
(17 marks)
(iv) Average costs of the firm are at a minimum.
(16 marks)
INELASTIC

7.

STATEMENT
ELASTIC
Outline
three factors currently affecting the rate of savings in the Irish economy.

4.

Consumers
are strongly
attached and
loyal
to the product.
(i)_______________________________________________________________________________
Outline
three areas
of responsibility
of the
National
Treasury Management Agency (NTMA).
Many close substitutes are available for the product.
(ii)_______________________________________________________________________________
(i) The product
____________________________________________________________________________
is a luxury product.
(iii)______________________________________________________________________________
The product accounts for only a small fraction of a consumer’s
(ii)weekly
____________________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)
expenditure.

8.

(16 marks)
NImperfect
Competition is wasteful of resourcesO. Do you agree with this statement?
Yes /No
(iii) ____________________________________________________________________________
9)
2011
Q5
Explain
your
answer.
(16 marks)
(a)
Collusion may be a feature of an oligopolistic market. Explain what is meant by ‘collusion’.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Define the term occupational mobility of labour. Outline two factors which can influence it.
__________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Definition: ______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

4.
5.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)

9.

(b)
Collusive practices may be undermined by price wars. Outline two benefits of price wars for the
Factor
1:Government
__________________________________________________________________________
The
Irish
introduced the household charge (property tax) of V100 per household in its
consumer.
2012 budget.
Factor
2: __________________________________________________________________________
(i) State____________________________________________________________________________
(a)
two advantages of this charge/tax for the Exchequer.
(16 marks)

(i)
(ii)

Page 2 of 8
___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

(16 marks)

5.

(ii)
Outline___________________________________________________________________________
three mechanisms for restricting free trade.

4 Explain your answer.
(b) Is this a progressive tax or a regressive tax?
(i)
____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(ii)
____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

economy.
____________________________________________________________________________
Answer 1:
(ii)
____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Jonathan
Traynor
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____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
10)2011
Q7

(17 marks)

7.

Answer 2
State three reasons why multinational firms are re-locating to countries like Vietnam, Indonesia and
_________________________________________________________________________________
Thailand in Southeast Asia.

3.

_________________________________________________________________________________
(i)
____________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
A consumer spends T200 monthly on Product A when its price is T2 and continues to spend T200
(ii)
____________________________________________________________________________
monthly
when its price increases to T2.50. Calculate the consumerWs price elasticity of demand.
(See Formulae and Tables Booklet p.28) Show all your workings and explain your answer.
(iii)
____________________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)

8.

1.

4.

Workings:
Answer:
A consumer buys 20 units of Good A when the price of Good B is X8. When the price of Good B rises
______________________________________
to X10 (the price of Good A remaining
unchanged)
the consumer
SECTION
A (100
marks)buys 12 units of Good A.
Using an appropriate formula, calculate this consumer^s
cross elasticity of demand for Good A.
Explanation:
11)2010
Q1
(Show
your
workings.)
Answer six of the nine short response type questions in the spaces provided.
_______________________________________
State three reasons why prices of land for housing development
Answer: have fallen in recent years in
WORKINGS
Ireland:
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
(16 marks)
(i)_______________________________________________________________________________
Define the term Ynon-price competitionW. State two examples.

Definition:
______________________________________________________________________
(ii)
______________________________________________________________________________
Is Good A a substitute for, or a complement to,
Good B? Explain you answer.
_________________________________________________________________________________
(iii)______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________
(16 marks)
Example
1: _______________________________________________________________________
2.
Outline
two
measures the Irish Government could take
to
increase
consumer
spending
in
the
______________________________________
economy.
(17 marks)
12)
2010
Q5
6.
It is estimated
that in the Irish economy:
Example
2:
_______________________________________________________________________
9.
In
September
2010 approximately
of mortgage
accounts
were
in arrears
(behind
mortgage
MPS
= 0.25,
= 0.3, MPT = 5.1%
0.2. Calculate
the value
of the
Multiplier
in the
Irishon
economy.
Answer
1: MPM
(16
marks)
payments)
of
90
days
or
more.
Outline
two
economic
reasons
for
this
development
and
two
actions
Explain
the economic
economic reasons
meaningwhy
of the
Multiplier figure.
(See Formulae
and
Tables Booklet
p.29)
_________________________________________________________________________________
5.
State
three
entrepreneurship
is
important
to
the
development
of
the
Irish
financial
institutions
could take to help mortgage customers.
Show your
workings.
economy.
Reasons:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Answer:
Workings
______________________________________________________________________________
(i)
_______________________________________
(i)
_______________________________________________________________________________
Answer
2
_________________________________________________________________________________
Explanation:
(ii)
(ii) ______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(iii)
_____________________________________________________________________________
Actions:
(16
(16 marks)
marks)
_______________________________________
3.
A consumer spends T200 monthly on Product A when
its price is T2 and continues to spend T200
2 of 8 the consumerWs price elasticity of demand.
(i) _______________________________________________________________________________
monthly
when its price increases to T2.50.Page
Calculate
13)
Q7and Tables Booklet p.28) Show all your workings and explain your answer.
(17 marks)
(See 2010
Formulae
(ii) _______________________________________________________________________________
7.
Outline
two limitations in using the Live Register as a means of measuring unemployment.(17 marks)
Workings:
Answer:
Remember to return this question paper with the answer book(s) used to answer the questions in Section B.
______________________________________
(i)
___________________________________________________________________________

4.

8.

Explanation:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Page 3 of 8
_______________________________________
(ii)
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
(17 marks)
Define the term Ynon-price competitionW. State two examples.

Explain, with______________________________________________________________________
the aid of an example, the meaning of the term dRent of Abilitye.
Definition:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
5
_________________________________________________________________________________
Example
1: _______________________________________________________________________

• Perfectly Inelastic
_________________________________________________________________________________
• Perfectly Elastic
(ii)
___________________________________________________________________________
www.thebusinessguys.ie
P1Jonathan Traynor
D=AR=MR State the reason for your choice:
_________________________________________________________________________________
14)
2010 Q8
______________________________________________
(17 marks)

8.

Explain, with the aid of an example, the meaning
of the term dRent of Abilitye.
______________________________________________
(16 marks)

Q

3.

9.

1.
4.

2.

5.

_________________________________________________________________________________
Ireland has a mixed economy. What do you understand by the underlined term? State one economic
advantage
and one economic disadvantage of this type of economic system.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Explanation:
_______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)
__________________________________________________________________________________
The Irish Government is considering
the introduction
water charges for households. Outline
SECTION
A (100ofmarks)
Advantage:
________________________________________________________________________
three possible economic arguments in favour of the introduction of water charges for households in
Ireland.
Answer
six of the nine short response type questions in the spaces provided.
15)
2009 Q1
Disadvantage:
______________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
(i)
___________________________________________________________________________
Outline two non-insurable risks faced by entrepreneurs.
Define
‘cost-push’ inflation. Identify two sources of this form of inflation in the Irish economy.
_________________________________________________________________________________
(i)
____________________________________________________________________________
Definition: _________________________________________________________________________
(ii)
___________________________________________________________________________
(ii)
____________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
__________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
The diagram
below represents the demand curve facing a firm in Perfect Competition.
Source
1: __________________________________________________________________________
(iii) ___________________________________________________________________________
This demand curve is;
( correct answer)
Source
2: __________________________________________________________________________
P16)
2009
Q5
• Unitary Elastic
_________________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
(17 marks)
• Perfectly Inelastic
The demand for land is a derived demand. Explain what is
by the
underlined term with reference
• meant
Perfectly
Elastic
to land. to return this question paper with the answer book(s) used to answer the questions in
Remember
P1
theB.
reason for your choice:
Section
D=AR=MR State
__________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
Page
3 of 8
__________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
Q
(16 marks)

3.

Ireland has a mixed economy. What do you
understand
by the underlined term? State one economic
Page
2 of 8
advantage and one economic disadvantage of this type of economic system.

SECTION A (100 marks)

Explanation:
_______________________________________________________________________
17)
2008 Q1

Answer six of the nine short response type questions in the spaces provided.
1.

__________________________________________________________________________________
State three factors that determine the efficiency of labour:
Advantage:
________________________________________________________________________
(i)
____________________________________________________________________________
Disadvantage:
______________________________________________________________________
(ii)
____________________________________________________________________________

(16 marks)

4.
2.

(iii) ____________________________________________________________________________
Define ‘cost-push’ inflation. Identify two sources of this form of inflation in the Irish economy.
(16 marks)

Definition:
_________________________________________________________________________
“It
is estimated
that the ‘Black Economy’ costs the Irish Economy over €1 billion per month”.
(Irish Small and Medium Enterprises (ISME), August 2007).
__________________________________________________________________________________
Explain the underlined term and state one method by which the government could discourage this
Source 1: __________________________________________________________________________
activity.
6

Source 2: __________________________________________________________________________
Explanation:
_______________________________________________________________________

(16 marks)

Method: ___________________________________________________________________________

Jonathan Traynor
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18) 2007 Q6
6.

Outline TWO circumstances under which a factor of production can earn Economic Rent.
(i) ________________________________________________________________________________

SECTION A (100 Marks)

___________________________________________________________________________________

Answer six of the nine short response type questions in the spaces provided.

SECTION A (100 Marks)
(ii) ________________________________________________________________________________
State THREE economic uses for a census of population in Ireland.
Answer___________________________________________________________________________________
six of the nine short response type questions in the spaces provided.
(i) __________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)
1.
State THREE economic uses for a census of population in Ireland.
__________________________________________________________________
7. (ii)
‘An Irish
banking group owns thirty branch offices. There is no opportunity cost to the banking
(i)
__________________________________________________________________
group using these offices as they are fully owned’.
True / False.
(iii) __________________________________________________________________
19)
2006
Q2
(ii)
(16 marks)
Circle__________________________________________________________________
your choice and give a one sentence explanation of your answer.
1.

2.

2.

8.

3.

State
three reasons why profits are important in a market economy.
(iii)
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
(i)
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
State three reasons why profits are important in a market economy.
(ii)
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
(i) __________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)
(iii) __________________________________________________________________
(ii)
__________________________________________________________________
Define
Social Costs. State TWO significant examples currently facing the Irish economy. (16 marks)
A
firm
wishes
more labour. In order to increase its labour force from 5 to 6 employees, the
Definition:
_________________________________________________________________________
(iii)
__________________________________________________________________
20)
Q3to attract
firm 2006
must increase
the weekly wage rate from €400 to €440 per employee. Calculate the firm’s

(16 marks)
___________________________________________________________________________________
marginal
cost of labour. Show your workings.
3.
A firm wishes to attract more labour. In order to increase its labour force from 5 to 6 employees, the
Example 1: _________________________________________________________________________
firm must increase the weekly wage rate from €400 to €440Answer:
per employee. Calculate the firm’s
marginal
cost
of labour. Show your workings.
Workings
Example
2:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________
(17 marks)
Answer:
SECTION
A (100
Marks)
9. Energy
costs (e.g. electricity) increased
significantly
in Ireland
during 2006.
Workings
_________________________________
for
the
increase
and
TWO
economic
Outline
TWO
economic
reasons
Answer six of the nine short response type questions in the spacesconsequences
provided. of this specific
development for the Irish economy.
(16 marks)
1.
Explain the concept Opportunity Cost. Why is the concept central to the study of Economics?
Reasons:
4.
Define economic development. State TWO policies by which governments of developed countries
__________________________________________________________________________________
(i) ________________________________________________________________________________
could
promote economic development in less developed countries (LDCs).
(16 marks)
__________________________________________________________________________________
(ii) ________________________________________________________________________________
Definition:
_____________________________________________________________
4.
Define
economic
development. State TWO policies by which governments of developed countries
__________________________________________________________________________________
could promote economic development in less developed countries (LDCs).
Consequences:
______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
21)
2005 Q2
Definition:
_____________________________________________________________
(i) ________________________________________________________________________________
Policy
(i): _________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
2.
Outline
THREE
reasons
for
the
survival
of
small
firms
in
the
Irish
economy,
even
though
they
do not
______________________________________________________________________
(ii) ________________________________________________________________________________
Policy
________________________________________________________________________
have
the(ii):
benefits
of economies of scale.
(17marks)
marks)
(16
Policy
(i):
_________________________________________________________________________
(i)
5.
Define internal economies of scale. State TWO examples.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Policy (ii): ________________________________________________________________________
(ii)
(16 marks)
Definition: _____________________________________________________________
Remember
to return this question paper with the answer book(s) used
to
__________________________________________________________________________________
(iii) internal economies
answer
questions
in Section B.
5.
Define
of scale.the
State
TWO examples.
______________________________________________________________________
7
__________________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
Definition:
Example (i):_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Page
3
of
8
3.
Explain what is meant by Consumer Surplus.

______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________
P
___________________________________________________________________________________
Definition: _______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Jonathan Traynor
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___________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Measure
___________________________________
22)
20041: Q9_______________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)
Measure 2: _______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________
State FOUR reasons why different categories of workers are
paid at different wage rates. (16 marks)
___________________________________

9.

Q
(17 marks)
Define _____________________________________________________________________________
the term ‘Balance of Payments on Capital Account’. State TWO examples of items which
(i)
may appear in it.
(ii)
_____________________________________________________________________________
State FOUR
economic assumptions used for analysing consumer behaviour.
Definition:__________________________________________________________________________
(iii)
_____________________________________________________________________________
(i)
_____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
(iv)
_____________________________________________________________________________
(ii)
_____________________________________________________________________________
Example 1: _______________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)

4.
7.

Example
2:
_______________________________________________________________________
(iii)
_____________________________________________________________________________

Remember to return this question paper with the answer book(s) used to answer the questions in Section B.

23) 2003 Q5

(16 marks)
_____________________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)
State THREE economic reasons why entrepreneurs
are important to the development of an economy.
Page 3 of 7

(iv)

5.
8.

Define social benefits and state TWO examples of social benefits which may arise from the Irish
(i)
_____________________________________________________________________________
Government’s payment of student fees for most third level colleges in Ireland.
(ii)
_____________________________________________________________________________
Definition: _______________________________________________________________________
(iii) _____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
Example 1:

_______________________________________________________________________
Page 2 of 7

Example 2:

_______________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)

24) 2003 Q9
9.

A firm wishes to attract more labour. In order to increase its labour force from 7 to 8 employees, the
firm must increase the weekly wage rate from €250 to €300 per worker. Calculate the firm’s marginal
cost of labour. Show your workings.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
(17 marks)

Remember to return this question paper with the answer book(s) used to answer the questions in Section B.
Page 3 of 7

8

Step 2:

_______________________________________________________________________

Step 3:

_______________________________________________________________________

Jonathan Traynor
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Step 4:
_______________________________________________________________________
25)
2002 Q3
(16 marks)
Answer any six of the following:
3.
Define occupational mobility of labour. Outline TWO factors which influence it.
1.
6.

What is meant by
the concept ‘consumer surplus’?
Definition:
_______________________________________________________________________
With the aid of a clearly labelled diagram, explain the relationship between the average and marginal
............................................................................................................................................................................
___________________________________________________________________________________
costs.
............................................................................................................................................................................
Factor
1:
_______________________________________________________________________
Diagram
Explanation
............................................................................................................................................................................
Factor
2:
_______________________________________________________________________
.........................................................................................
(16
(16marks)
marks)

4.
2.

5.

3.
7.

Outline THREE key ideas which John Maynard Keynes
contributed to economic thought.
.........................................................................................

26) 2001 Q2

(i)
_____________________________________________________________________________
State TWO non-insurable risks which entrepreneurs
face.
.........................................................................................
(ii)
_____________________________________________________________________________
ii(i) .....................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................
(iii) _____________________________________________________________________________
(17marks)
marks)
i(ii) .....................................................................................................................................................................
(16
(16 marks)
Outline TWO benefits to consumers of non-price competition.

27) 2001 Q7

(i)
_____________________________________________________________________________
Define
SOCIAL
COSTS.
Give
examples.
State THREE
roles
of profits
in TWO
a market
economy.
(ii)
_____________________________________________________________________________
(16 marks)
............................................................................................................................................................................
ii(i)
.....................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................
i(ii)
.....................................................................................................................................................................
Page 2 of 7
Example
i(i) .......................................................................................................................................................
(iii) .....................................................................................................................................................................
(17 marks)
Example (ii) .......................................................................................................................................................
(16 marks)

4.
8.

State THREE economic benefits of economic development to the citizens of underdeveloped countries.
State THREE contributions made to economic thought by the Monetarist economists.
ii(i) .....................................................................................................................................................................
ii(i) .....................................................................................................................................................................
i(ii) .....................................................................................................................................................................
i(ii) .....................................................................................................................................................................
(iii) .....................................................................................................................................................................
(iii) .....................................................................................................................................................................
(16 marks)
(17 marks)

5.

Identify TWO means by which semi-state companies which are monopolies could be made operate more
cost effectively.

9.

A
country
is said to be overpopulated in the economic sense when
ii(i)
.....................................................................................................................................................................
9
............................................................................................................................................................................
i(ii)
.....................................................................................................................................................................
(16 marks)
............................................................................................................................................................................

(a)

(b)

(i)
(ii)
(ii)

term labourtrade,
productivity.
inDefine
relationthe
to international
using an example to support your answer.
State
and how
explain
reasons
whyincrease
one country
be betterof
than
another country in [20]
Explain
a firm
could
themight
productivity
labour.
Jonathan
Traynor
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the production of a particular good.
[30]
Long Ques+ons

Globalisation allows firms to exploit economies of scale.

(b)

In his 1958 study, “Economic Development” T. K. Whitaker urged the Irish Government to
2018
Q4
(a) and
+ (c)to accept instead the challenge of free
stop
a protectionist
blockade’
(i) sheltering
Explain‘behind
the term
economies
of scale.
trade.
(ii)
Discuss how a firm might benefit from economies of scale, providing examples

(a)

(i)
Define
the term
labour productivity.
to
support
your answer.
Describe
two
trade
protectionist
measures.
Explain
how
a firm Income
couldbig’?
increase
theyour
productivity
of labour. (I), Exports [20]
(iii) table
Can
firms
become
‘too
Explain
answer.
The
shows
National
(Y),
Consumption
(C), Investment
(X)
[30]
(ii)
Discuss
the
economic
arguments
for
and
against
a
government
introducing
trade
and Imports (M) for 2016 and 2017.
protectionist
to protect
‘infant
industries’.
Restrictions
placedmeasures
on workers’
mobility
can
impact on economic growth.
Globalisation allows firms to exploit economies of scale.
[25]
Y
C
I
X
M
(i)
Distinguish
occupational
mobility of labour and geographic mobility
(i)
the between
term
economies
of
scale.
2016
? terms of80,000
20,000years.90,000
The
tableExplain
below shows
Ireland’s
trade
for selected
(Base Year90,000
= 2010)
of
labour.
(ii)
Discuss
how
a
firm
might
benefit
from
economies
of
scale,
providing
examples
2017
150,000
100,000
30,000
120,000
?
Year
Index
Export
Index of of labour.
Terms of Trade
to support
answer.
(ii)
Discuss
theyour
factors
that limit
the of
geographic
mobility
pricesyour answer.
Import prices
(iii)
Can
firms
become
‘toowhich
big’?
Explain
The
table
below
shows
the
output
and
the
total
cost
of
a
firm producing
wireless
earphones.
(iii)
Suggest
one
measure
could
be
considered
to address
any 100
factor
Calculate the following,
showing all your
2010
100workings: 100
[30]
The firm charges €13 per unit of output. Use this table to answer the questions which follow.
identified
in National
(ii) above.Income
Explaininyour
2011
96.6
?
(i)
the
value
of
2016answer. 98.7
(Show
your workings.)
Restrictions
placed
on workers’ mobility can impact on 100.3
economic growth.
2015
106.5
(ii)
the value
of Net Exports in 2017106.8
[25]
(Source:
CSO,
Goods
Exports
and
Imports,
Published
August
2016)
(iii)Output
the(units)
level of Savings
in1,000
the economy
2017 4,000 5,000 6,000
0
2,000 in 3,000
[75
marks]
(i)
Distinguish between occupational
mobility
of
labour
and
geographic
mobility
201818,000
Q8 (b) 24,000 32,000 45,000 60,000
Costsize
(€)
5,000
13,000
(iv)
the
of
the
Multiplier.
[20]
(i) TotalExplain
the
phrase
terms
of
trade.
of
labour.
(i)
Explain
the
terms
fiscal
policy
and
monetary
policy.
(ii)
Calculate the terms of trade for 2011 from the data in the table above.
(ii)
Discuss
factors
thatthe
limit
the
geographic
mobility
of labour.
Outline
how
Ireland’s
membership
of when
the
Eurozone
affects
the operation
of
(i) Calculate
thethe
fixed
costchallenges
and
variable
cost
output
is 3,000
units.
(Show
your
workings.)
Discuss
the
benefits
and
of Foreign
Direct
Investment
(FDI)
for the Irish
the Government’s
monetary
policy
orconsidered
fiscal
policy
Ireland.
(ii)
the
average
variable
when
output
isof
5,000
units.
(iii) Calculate
Suggest
measure
which
be
toinaddress
any factor
(iii)
Outline
theone
possible
effects
oncost
thecould
Irish economy
the movement
shown
in the
economy.
(iii) Calculate
profit
if 4,000
units
are
sold.
[20]
Terms
oftotal
Trade
for above.
2015,
relative
to the
base
year 2010.
identified
in
(ii)
Explain
your
answer.
[25]
(iv) Using the data in the table above, draw one graph showing the average cost and the
[20]
[25]
marginal
the firm, labelling
them
AC and MC.policy
(You may
use graphto
paper.)
[75 marks]
Indirect
taxescost
areoffrequently
used
as
a
government
instrument
change
2017projections
Q3 (b) + (c)indicate that Ireland will fail
[75tomarks]
‘Official greenhouse gas emission
meet
[30]
certain consumer behaviour.
the EUExplain
2020 targets
by the
a substantial
margin.’
(i)
briefly how
Consumer Price
Index (CPI) is calculated.
(i)
Explain
the
terms
fiscal
policy
and
monetary
policy.measure
(i) Explain
thethree
termpossible
Marginal
Efficiencyofofthe
Capital
(ii)
Discuss
limitations
CPI
as(MEC).
an accurate
changes in
the
(Source:
Climate
ChangeofAdvisory
Council)
(i)
Explain
the
term
indirect
tax.
(ii)
Outline
how
Ireland’s
membership
of
the
Eurozone
affects
the
operation
of
Outline
possible
reasons for
a fall inwhy
MEC.protection of the environment is[20]
cost
oftwo
living
in Ireland.
(i)(ii)
Outline
three
economic
reasons
an
(ii)
Explain
how indirect
taxes could
beor
used
to policy
changeincertain
the Government’s
monetary
policy
fiscal
Ireland.consumer [20]
increasing
concern
for
governments.
behaviour,
using
examplesinflation
to support
your answer.
(i)
Define
the terms
demand‐pull
and cost‐push
inflation.
[20]
(ii)
Explain
one
measure
each
of
the
following
could
take
to
help
(iii)
Outline
one
intervention,
other
than
taxation,
that
a
government
could
(ii)
The Irish
at, orthe
close
to, 0% Revenue
between 2013
andof2016.
(i) Explain
withinflation
the aid rate
of a was
diagram
Marginal
Product
labour (MRPL).
achieve
Ireland’s
EU
targets
(i.e.
reduce
carbon
emissions):
Isconsider
such
a are
low
rate
of
inflation
good
bad
(a) households
and
firms?
(ii) Discuss
the
reasons
why
MRP
not
befor
a suitable
method
for (b)
setting
in the
tofrequently
change
consumer
behaviour.
Indirect
taxes
used
as aor
government
policy
instrument
towages
change
L might
Explain
your answer
eachIrish
case.Government.
public
sector.
[25]
Individuals;
Firms;inthe
certain
consumer
behaviour.
(iii)
Outline how the European Central Bank’s (ECB) monetary policy changes might
[25]
[30]
affect
the
rate of inflation.
[30]
[75
marks]
In
2016,
the
Government
[budget]
deficit
was
€1.8
billion,
an
improvement
on
the
(i)
Explain the term indirect 2017
tax. Q6 (c)
[75 marks]
2015
of how
€5.0 indirect
billion. taxes could be used to change
(Source:
July 2017)
(ii) deficit
Explain
certainCSO,
consumer
using
examples
to support
your answer.
“From thebehaviour,
trough in early
2013,
residential
property prices
nationally have increased by 49.1%.”
(i)
Define
budget
deficit.
(Source:
CSO, Residential
Property
Price
Index, December
2016)
(iii)
Outlinethe
oneterm
intervention,
other
than taxation,
that
a government
could
(i)
and explain
three consumer
factors
thatbehaviour.
caused
theisprice
of
property
(ii) State
Discuss
the
possible
economic
consequences
ofresidential
a reduction
in thetobudget
consider
tofor
change
(i)
One
method
calculating
National
Income
the output
method.
increase
considerably
since
2013.
deficittwo
for the
Irish
economy.
[25]
Outline
other
methods
used to calculate National Income.
(ii)
Discuss
two
possible
economic
consequences
of
the
above
situation.
(iii) Describe
Is a budget
deficit always
badcounting’
for an economy?
Outline
two reasons
for your
10
(ii)
the problem
of ‘double
when compiling
National
Income statistics.
[25]
[20]
In 2016,answer.
the Government [budget] deficit was €1.8 billion, an improvement on the
[75 marks]
2015 deficit of €5.0 billion.
(Source: CSO, July 2017) [30]

(a)
(c)
(b)
(c)

(a)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(b)
(c)
(a)

(a)
(b)
(b)
(c)

(b)

(c)
(c)

(a)

(c)

(i)
(ii)

3.

4.6.

5.

Marginal propensity to consume (MPC)
0.8
Jonathan
Traynor
www.thebusinessguys.ie
Marginal
propensity to import (MPM)
0.2
Current equilibrium level of national
€500m
2016income
Q3
Level of national income that would give full employment €620m

(a)

(i) Define
term marginal
to save
(MPS).
Explain
the the
following
terms in propensity
relation to the
factor
of production labour.
(ii) Calculate the MPS for this economy illustrated in the table above.
(iii) Calculate
the value
(i)
Participation
rate of the multiplier in this open economy.
(iv) How
will the government have to inject into this economy if it wants the economy to
(ii)
Realmuch
wages
its full employment level? Show your workings.
(iii) operate
LabouratProductivity
[30]
(iv) Derived demand
[20]

(c)
(b)

Explain how Ireland’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) could be affected by any two of the
following.
(i)
Discuss the factors that impact on the supply of labour.
(ii) Outline two challenges currently facing the Irish labour market and state one
(i) An
increase ingovernment
Child Benefit
payments.
appropriate
policy
response for each challenge identified.
(ii) A foreign-owned company, operating in Ireland, sends back to their home country all the
[35]
profits they have earned in Ireland.
(iii) An oil
spill off
Irish coast
costs are
the paid
Irish different
Government
significant
Discuss
reasons
whythe
different
workers
wage
rates. clean-up costs.
[20]
[20]
[75 marks]
[75 marks]

(c)

(a)
(a)

(i) Explain
the term
exchange
rate.
(i)
Distinguish
between
the short-run
and the long-run production periods.
2016
Q5
(ii) Outline
the possible
economic
effects
the (a)
Irisheven
economy
an making
appreciation
in the value
(ii)
In the short-run
firms
may stay
in theonindustry
if theyofare
a loss.
ofExplain
the eurothis
€ against
the
US
$.
[25]
statement.
[15]

(a) “The
(i) Define
theofterm
full employment.
(b)
Balance
(BOP) revenue
Current Account
had a cost.
surplus of €2.7 billion in the second
(b)
(i) Explain
the Payments
terms marginal
and marginal
(ii)
Discuss
the
possible
economic
benefits
and
economic
challenges of full employment in an
quarter of 2015, equivalent to 5.2% of quarterly GDP.”
economy.
Nevin
Economic
The table below shows(Source:
costs and
revenue
data ofResearch
a firm. Institute (NERI), Autumn 2015)
[25]
(i) Describe
the mainPrice
elements
Ireland’s
balance
of payments
(BOP)
account.
Output
(€) of
Total
Revenue
(€)
Total
Cost
(€)
(b) (ii)
Use Explain
the information
in
the
table
to
answer
the
questions
below.
what
is
meant
by
a
surplus
on
the
BOP
current
account.
1
20
20
42
(iii) Can a surplus on the BOP current account pose problems for an economy?
2Marginal propensity
20 to consume (MPC)40
60
0.8
Explain
your answer.
2016 Q660(c)
3
20
77
[30]
Marginal propensity to import (MPM)
0.2
4
20
80
97
equilibrium
of national income
5Current
20 levelEnterprises)
100too dependent on the€500m
130
(c) “Irish SMEs
(Small and Medium
are
home market, Europe
Level of national income that would give full employment €620m
warns.”
Use the data in the table above to:
(Source: Irish Independent, November 2015)
(i) Define the term marginal propensity to save (MPS).
(ii) Calculate
the
this
economy
illustrated
in the
above.
(ii)
Calculate
theMPS
marginal
revenue
marginal
cost
at table
each
output markets.
level.
Outline
the benefits
andfor
challenges
forand
Irish
SMEs operating
in foreign
(iii) Calculate
theworkings.
value of the multiplier in this open economy.
Show your
[20]
(iv)
How
much
will
government
have to inject
intoand
thismarginal
economycost
if itand
wants
the [75
economy
to
(iii) Draw one graphtheshowing
the marginal
revenue
identify
themarks]
operate
at its full employment
level?forShow
your workings.
profit-maximising
level of output
this
Page 7 of
12firm. Explain your answer.
[30]
[30]
(c) Explain how Ireland’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) could be affected by any two of the
following.
(c) “Overall
Ireland’s improving competitiveness performance over the period 2011 to 2014 has
been central to the recovery in employment and economic growth.”
(i) An increase in Child Benefit
payments.
(Source:
The 11
National Competitiveness Council, December 2015)
(ii) A foreign-owned company, operating in Ireland, sends back to their home country all the
they
earned
Ireland.the competitiveness of firms in Ireland.
(i) profits
Outline
thehave
factors
that in
influence
(iii) An oil spill off the Irish coast costs the Irish Government significant clean-up costs.
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(a)

(i)
(ii)

(a)
(b)

(i)
(i)
(ii)
(ii)

State
and explain
twothe
economic
characteristics
of enterprise
a factor
of production.
Distinguish
between
terms capital
and investment
as usedasby
economists.
Explain
the
importance
of
profits
in
a
market
economy.
(30)
Discuss the case for and against the Government investing in Ireland’s railways.
(30)

(b)

(i)
(ii)
(i)

Distinguish between the terms capital and investment as used by economists.
Discuss
case for
against
the put
Government
investing
in Ireland’s
railways.
State andthe
explain
theand
three
motives
forward by
John Maynard
Keynes
for holding (30)

(ii)

assets in the form of cash.
Outline one main influence on each motive.

(c)

(c)

(i)
(ii)

State and explain two economic characteristics of enterprise as a factor of production.
Q4 economy.
Explain the importance of profits2015
in a market
(30)

(15)

State and explain the three motives put forward by John Maynard Keynes for holding
[75 marks]
assets in the form of cash.
Outline one main influence on each motive.
(15)
[75 marks]

(a)

(i)
(ii)

Outline three factors that limit the ability of banks to create credit.
Discuss the economic reasons why the financial system in Ireland should be regulated.
(30)

2015 Q5 (b)
(a)

(b)
(a)

(i)
Outline three factors that limit the ability of banks to create credit.
(ii)
Discuss
thethe
economic
reasons
the (CBI)
financial
system in
Ireland should
be regulated.
In January
2015,
Central Bank
of why
Ireland
introduced
restrictions
on residential
(30)
“Prices onlending
average(bigger
as measured
the Consumer
Index
(CPI)
were
0.1%
higher
in
mortgage
depositby
requirement
for Price
mortgage
loans
and
upper
limits
on borrowing
November
2014 compared with November 2013.”
(CSO statistics)
based
on income).

(b)

In
2015,
the
Bank
Ireland
(CBI)
introduced
restrictions
residential
(i)January
Doexplain
you
consider
the CPI
an of
accurate
measure
of changes
in theoncost
of
living?
State
and
the Central
possible
economic
impacts
of these
restrictions
theon
Irish
property market.
mortgage
lending
(bigger
deposit requirement for mortgage loans and upper limits on borrowing
Explain
your
answer.
(20)
based
income).
(ii) onDiscuss
two possible economic effects of price deflation on the Irish economy.

(c)

State
and explain
the possible
economic
impacts
of these
on the Irish
market.
(25)
The Strategic
Banking
Corporation
of Ireland
(SBCI)
wasrestrictions
set up to support
SMEsproperty
(small and
(20)
medium enterprises) by providing finance under favourable terms (e.g. lower cost credit).
Economists classify unemployment into different types.
Discuss the possible economic benefits of increased access to funding for the SME sector in
The
Banking
Corporation
(SBCI) was set up to support SMEs (small and
(i) Strategic
State and
explain
three typesofofIreland
unemployment.
Ireland.
medium
enterprises)
by providing
finance under
favourable
(e.g.
cost credit). types
(ii)
Outline
one appropriate
government
policy
response terms
for each
oflower
two unemployment
(25)
that you have explained in part (i) above.
[75 marks]
Discuss the possible economic benefits of increased access to funding for the SME sector in (25)
Ireland.
According to the Quarterly National Household Survey (QNHS) the rate of unemployment was(25)
[75 marks]
11.1% in the third quarter of 2014.

(b)

(c)

(c)

2015 Q6 (b) + (c)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Name one other commonly used source of unemployment statistics in Ireland.
State and explain the reasons for the differences between both sources.
Outline the possible economic effects which a rise in the level of employment, due to
economic recovery in Ireland, may have on the Government current finances.
(25)
12

[75 marks]

Use this information to answer the following question:
(ii) In the case of an economy which is expected to remain in recession for the next five years,
what, if any, will be the likely impact on the demand for the product? Explain your answer.
Jonathan Traynor
www.thebusinessguys.ie
(25)
[75 marks]
2014 Q4

4.

(a)

Explain, with the aid of an example, each of the following terms:
Derived Demand
Transfer Earnings
Supply Price
Economic Rent.

(b)

(i)
(ii)

(20)

Outline two economic characteristics of ‘land’.
Discuss three economic factors which influence a firm’s decision on where to locate its
operations within Ireland.
(25)

(c)
5.

(i)

State and explain three factors that caused the price of residential property to
fall considerably in Ireland in the years following 2007.
(a) (ii)
The following
shows
of National
(Y),loan
Consumption
(C),
Investment
(I),
Mortgagetable
arrears
(i.e.the
thelevel
inability
to meetIncome
mortgage
obligations)
is the
biggest single
Government
Spending
(G),
Exports
(X)
and
Imports
(M)
for
2013
and
2014.
personal debt issue for many households.
I
G
M
DiscussYone possibleCeconomic impact
of mortgage
arrearsXon each of following:
the household €?
€80,000
€10,000
€40,000
€100,000
€120,000
2013
the banking sector
€90,000
€56,000
€15,000
€34,000
€110,000
€?
2014
the Irish Government.
Use this data to calculate the following: (Show all your workings.)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The level of Consumption in 2013
The Marginal Propensity to Consume (MPC)
The level of Imports in 2014
Page
6 of 8
The Marginal Propensity to Import
(MPM).
2014
Q5 (b)

(30)
[75 marks]

(20)

(b) “Ireland heads Forbes’ list of the best countries for business.”
(Forbes Magazine Dec 4 2013)
Discuss the economic benefits Multinational Companies (MNCs) can bring to a small economy
such as Ireland.
(20)
(c)

Economists use Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross National Product (GNP) as measures
of economic activity.
(i)
(ii)

Define each of the underlined terms.
Which of these terms do you consider to be a more useful measure of economic activity for
Ireland? Explain your answer.
(iii) Discuss three limitations of national income statistics.
(35)
[75 marks]
13

6.

(a)

(i)

State and explain four current economic aims/objectives of the Irish Government.

Jonathan Traynor

7.

(a)

(a)
(b)

www.thebusinessguys.ie

2013 Q3 (a) + (b) + (c)

‘The Balance of Payments figures give the most detailed information on Ireland’s large and
rapidly growing internationally traded services sector’ (The Irish Times, September 2012).
State and explain four economic influences on an individual firm’s demand for labour.
(25)
(i)
Explain the term Balance of Payments Current Account.
(ii)
Explain
economic
of ainsurplus
on the
Balance
of Payments
Current
Explain,
with the two
aid of
a labourconsequences
market diagram
each case,
how
equilibrium
wage rates
are
Account.
determined
in:
(iii) Describe how foreign firms operating in Ireland may affect Ireland’s Balance of
Payments
Current
(30)
A free
labourAccount.
market;

A labour market where a trade union has negotiated a minimum wage.
(b)
(c)

(c)

Discussinthe
possible
effects
forless
the per
Irish
economy
of the
euro rising
valueby the
Women
Ireland
earneconomic
on average
17.1%
hour
than men,
according
to ainstudy
relative
to
many
other
international
currencies.
(25)
European Commission (Tackling the gender pay gap in the European Union, 2011).

(i)
Outline two possible reasons for the lower wage rates earned by women in the Irish
'Exporting
businesses need to become the engine of economic growth.'
economy.
(Statement
of Strategy
Department
Enterprise
(ii)
Outline
one measure
that2011-2014,
could be taken
to close of
theJobs,
gender
pay gap.and Innovation) (15)
Discuss the key challenges for Irish businesses on international markets.

8.

(25)

(20)

(d)

Explain briefly Karl Marx’s economic theory about the exploitation of labour in a capitalist
[75 marks]
system.
2013 Q8 (a)
(10)

(a)

marks]
‘The rate of unemployment among 15-24 year olds in Ireland has increased by 74% [75
between
2006 and 2011’ (Profile 3 At Work, Central Statistics Office, July 2012).
(i)

(a)

(b)

(b)
(c)

(c)

Explain three economic consequences of a high rate of youth unemployment on the Irish
economy.
(ii)
Discuss three measures which the Irish government may introduce to reduce the problem
‘The Exchequer
deficit
in December 2012 was €14.89bn’.
of youth
unemployment.
(30)
(Department of Finance, January 2013)

(i)'Ireland’s
Discuss
four possible
of the Government
National
Debt waseconomic
€137.6bnconsequences
at the end of December
2012'. Current Budget Deficit
for the Irish economy.
(National Treasury Management Agency)
(ii)
Explain how a government budget could be used to reduce income inequalities in an
(30)
(i) economy.
Discuss the disadvantages for Ireland of having a high National Debt.
(ii)
Outline two means by which Ireland’s National Debt may be made more sustainable.
(i)
State and explain two reasons why the government increased taxes on cigarettes and (30)
alcohol in its most recent budget.
(ii)Ireland,
Outline
three economic
for countries,
the Irish economy
increase inofMotor
Tax.
in common
with manyimpacts
developed
is facingof
theanchallenges
an ageing
(30)
population.
Discuss
theCapital
possible
economic must
consequences
of an ageing
population
for the Irish
economy.
‘The
Public
Programme
make a further
contribution
to budgetary
consolidation’.
(Infrastructure and Capital Investment, 2012 – 2016)(15)
[75 marks]
As an Advisor to the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, discuss two economic
arguments in favour of a reduction in capital expenditure in the Budget.
(15)
14

Remember to return this question paper with the answer book(s) used to answer the questions
in
[75 marks]
Section B.

Country

3.

(a)

Output
(production per worker per week)
Jonathan Traynor
www.thebusinessguys.ie
Food
Clothing
2012 Q3
United Kingdom
40 units
10 units
China
60 units
20 units
Total Output
100 units
30 units
(i) Explain the following terms in relation to a factor of production:
Supply Price;
(i) State the Law of Comparative Advantage.
Transfer
(ii) Explain
howEarnings.
both countries benefit from international trade in the above example.
(iii) Calculate the terms of trade for both goods. Show your workings.
(ii) Explain the concept Economic Rent and outline two circumstances under
which a factor of production can earn it.

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

8.

(a)

(30)

(25)

(i)

Discuss three economic factors which affect the competitiveness of Irish firms in
international trade.
(i)
State
andhow
explain
the economic
reasons why
is important to the
(ii) Outline
international
trade benefits
Irish entrepreneurship
consumers.
(25)
development of the Irish economy.
(ii) State and explain three means by which the Irish Government could encourage
in Ireland.
(30)
NEuroentrepreneurship
area growth is forecast
to slow down from 1.6% in 2011 to 0.2% in 2012O.
(OECD, 2011)
Discuss the possible effects on the Irish economy of the slowdown in the growth rate in the
NThere
are 200,000 small firms in Ireland employing 655,000 peopleO.
euro area.
(20)
(Small Firms Association, December 2011)
[75 marks]
Discuss the reasons why small firms survive in the Irish economy.
(20)
It is often said that NpushO factors and NpullO factors drive emigration.

[75 marks]

(i)

4. (a)
(b)

(b)
(c)
(c)

Describe two economic NpushO factors OR two economic NpullO factors currently affecting
emigration from Ireland.
With
the
aidand
of two
clearly
labelledand
diagrams,
the relationship
between:
(ii) State
explain
the positive
negative
consequences
of emigration
for the Irish
2012
Q8explain
(b)
(i) the
short
run
average
cost
curve
and
long
run
average
cost
curve.
economy.
(30)
(ii) the short run average cost curve and marginal cost curve.
(25)
(i) State the rate of unemployment in Ireland during 2012, as indicated by the Live Register.
(ii) Outline the limitations of the Live Register in measuring the rate of
Discuss
the economicinfactors
which
should be considered by a firm when deciding where to(20)
unemployment
the Irish
economy.
locate its operations.
(25)
The economist John Maynard Keynes, author of The General Theory of Employment, Interest
and Money
supported
useweekly
of fiscaland
policy
by the
Government
create costs:
full employment.
Ocean
Blue (1936),
Ltd produces
twothe
boats
incurs
followingtoweekly
(i) Rent:
Explain the above
statement.
V1,200
(ii) Raw
Discuss
two other
key concepts which Keynes contributed to economic thought.
materials:
V2,000

Labour:
V1,600
Normal profit: V1,000

(25)

[75 marks]

What is the minimum price at which each boat can be sold if production is to continue:
(i) in the short run?
(ii) in the long run?
Explain your answers in each case.
15
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(25)
[75 marks]

Jonathan Traynor
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2011 Q3
(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Define the term Marginal Revenue Productivity (MRP) of a factor of production.
State and explain two factors that can influence MRP.
Outline two difficulties that may arise in measuring MRP.

(25)

cCapital Investment has been an important driver of economic advancement in Ireland
over the past ten years, providing the capacity and scope for growth0.
(The National Recovery Plan 2011 = 2014)

The
a statement
of thereasons
Government^s
fiscal policy.
The Irish
in its
(i) Budget
Stateisand
explain three
why investment
is important
for Government,
the Irish economy.
National
Recovery
Planfactors
2011-2014
committed
to reducing
the of
General
Government
Deficit to
(ii)
Describe
three
that currently
influence
the level
investment
in the Irish
under 3%
of
GDP
by
2014.
economy.
(30)
(i)
Explain the underlined term.
(ii)
and explain
four possible
economic
on the
Irish economy
the
AdviseState
the Minister
for Transport
on two
possibleeffects
economic
advantages
and twoofpossible
government^s
planoftoinvesting
significantly
reduce
the deficit
over
theinvesting
next four
economic
disadvantages
in public
transport,
rather
than
inyears.
the construction
(30)
of new roads.
(20)
It has been suggested that in order to reduce the National Debt the government should privatise
state owned companies in the coming years.
[75 marks]

(i) below
Explain
The table
showsthe
the term
shortcprivatisation^.
run production costs for a small firm producing and selling kitchen
(ii)
Outline four economic arguments in favour of privatisation OR outline four economic
furniture.
arguments against privatisation.
2011 Q5
(c) Costs
Number of units
Fixed Costs
Variable
Total Costs
(25)
of output
i Irish public sector grewiby 15.5% from 2001 to 2008,
i
(c)
OThe number of staff in the
according to
400
600
1,000
1
OECD statistics0.
(Report on the Sources of Ireland0s Banking Crisis, 2010)
400
1,200
1,600
2
1,850 take to reduce the public
2,250sector wage
3
Discuss
four measures400
the Minister for Finance could
400
2,900
3,300
4
bill.
400
4,100
4,500
5
(20)
[75 marks]
(a)
(i) Using the information in the table above calculate the following:
The marginal cost of producing the 4th unit.
The average cost of producing 5 units.
The profit earned by the firm selling 5 units of output at X1,200 per unit.
(Show your workings.)
(a)
Money is usually defined by reference to the functions it performs.
(ii) Using the information in the table above, draw the firm^s short run average cost (AC)
(i)
Outline
four functions
money.
curve.
Explain
the reasonsoffor
its shape.
(30)
(ii)
Explain the term cMonetary Policy^.
(b) (iii)
cThe cost
of doing
business
in Ireland
is falling.
However,
costs continue to increase or
Explain
a central
bank^s
function
as clender
of last some
resort^.
remain relatively high0.
(National Competitiveness Council Report, 2010) (35)
(b)

(i) Discuss the economic advantages of falling costs of production for the Irish economy.
16
(ii) Outline
restrictions
on the(clight-touch
growth
of businesses
in the
economy
at
Many
believe possible
that a lack
of supervision
regulation^)
of Irish
financial
institutions
in
present.
(30)
Ireland contributed significantly to the banking crisis.

(b)

(c)

cIreland is experiencing the highest level of net outward migration since 19890.
Jonathan Traynor
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(The Central Statistics
Office, 2010)
Discuss the reasons why Ireland is now
experiencing
a
high
level
of
net
outward migration.
2011 Q8 (c)

(25)

cThe unemployment rate in Ireland in December 2010 was 13.6%0.
(The Central Statistics Office)
(i) Discuss two economic measures which the Government could take in order to
reduce the level of unemployment in Ireland.
At the end of the year 2010, the EU and the IMF agreed X85bn of financial support for Ireland.
(ii)

Discuss the economic effects of this financial support on the Irish economy.
(30)
[75 marks]

2010 Q3 (a) + (b)

.

Remember to return this question paper with the answer book(s) used to answer the questions in
Section
B. explain the following terms:
(a)
With reference to the factor of production
labour,

Derived Demand;
Marginal Revenue Productivity;
Wage Drift;
Page 7 of 8
Cyclical Unemployment.
(20 marks)
(b)

(i)

State and explain four factors which influence the efficiency of labour as a factor of
production.

Recently the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
recommended that lower wages are necessary to restore stability to the
Irish economy and that consideration should be given to reducing the National Minimum
Wage over time.
(ii)

(c)

Outline one possible economic advantage and one possible economic disadvantage, to
the Irish economy, of reducing the National Minimum Wage.
(30 marks)

IrelandIs JBlack EconomyI (underground economy) activity results in a loss of up to L6.1bn to
the Exchequer annually, according to the economist Friedrich Schneider.
(i)
(ii)

State and explain three economic effects of this activity in Ireland.
Outline two economic measures the Irish Government could take to discourage this
activity.
(25 marks)
[75 marks]
17

4. (a)

SNext year, almost half of income earners will pay no income tax and 4% of income earners
will pay almost half of the total tax yieldV.

.

The number of emigrants from Ireland, in the year to April 2009 was 65,100, up from 45,300
(i) Explain the meaning of the underlined term in the context of international trade.
for the previous year.
(ii) Jonathan
Identify
the main assumptions underlying this law.
Traynor
www.thebusinessguys.ie
(iii) Identify two sources of comparative advantage for the Irish economy.
(ii) State and explain three economic
consequences
2010
Q8 (c) of the recent increase in emigration.
(30 marks)
(25 marks)
(b)
(c)

Ireland is a small open economy which relies very heavily on international trade.
There has been a sharp increase in the rate of savings in Ireland in the past year.
(i) Discuss the importance of international trade to the Irish economy.
(i)(ii) Discuss
twoany
factors
currently
influencing
rate of savings
in the Irish
economy.
Are there
economic
justifications
forthe
a government
intervening
in order
to restrict
(ii) Outline
three
economic
effects
which
an
increase
in
the
rate
of
savings
may
have on the
international trade? Outline reasons for your answer.
Irish economy.
(30 marks)

(c)

Write a brief note on David Ricardo’s contributions to economic thought.

(25 marks)
(15 marks)
[75
[75marks]
marks]

2009
Q8book(s) used to answer the questions in
Remember to return this question paper with the
answer
Section B.
(a)
Discuss the factors that influence the size of the Irish labour force.
(20 marks)
Page 7 of 8

(b)

(c)

‘According to the Quarterly National Household Survey (QNHS) the rate of unemployment
was 7.7% in December 2008’.
(i)
(ii)

Name a source, other than QNHS, for unemployment statistics in Ireland.
State, with reasons, which of the measurements of unemployment used by each of these
sources gives the most accurate estimate of Irish unemployment.
(15 marks)

(i)
(ii)

Outline the major causes of the recent increases in unemployment in the Irish economy.
Discuss economic policies which the Irish government might pursue in order to reduce
the level of unemployment.
(40 marks)
[75 marks]

Remember to return this question paper with the answer book(s) used to answer the questions in
Section B.

18
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3.

4.
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2008 Q3
(a)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(b)

A computer software engineer, who earns €40,000 annually in her current employment, decides
to become an entrepreneur and set up her own business in which she expects to earn €75,000
annually.
(i)
(ii)

(c)

(ii)
(iii)

(i)
(ii)

(b)

Explain why Marginal Revenue Productivity (MRP) might not be a suitable method for
setting wages in the Public Sector.
Outline an alternative method for determining wage levels in the Public Sector.
Identify possible ways in which the Minister for Finance could reduce the Public Sector
wage bill.
(30 marks)
[75 marks]
Define the terms Gross Domestic Product at Current Market Prices and National
Income.
Explain the relationship between these two terms.
(30 marks)

The Circular Flow of Income for an open economy describes the flows that influence the level
of National Income.
(i)
(ii)

(c)

What is this entrepreneur’s ‘supply price’? Explain your answer.
If the business performs as expected, will the entrepreneur earn an ‘economic rent’?
Explain your answer.
(15 marks)

Public services are labour intensive and as a consequence the public sector wage bill accounts
for a significant proportion of government current spending.
(i)

(a)

Define the factor of production ‘Enterprise’.
Outline two characteristics which make ‘Enterprise’ a unique factor of production.
Do all entrepreneurs earn the same level of profit? Explain your answer.
(30 marks)

State and explain three leakages from and three injections into the Circular Flow of
Income in an open economy.
Outline the effect on the level of employment in the economy if leakages exceed
injections. Explain your answer.
(20 marks)

The Central Bank of Ireland has predicted a slower rate of economic growth for the Irish
economy in 2008.
Discuss the economic consequences of a slower rate of economic growth for Ireland.
(25 marks)
[75 marks]
19
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2007 Q3
(a)

The demand for labour as a factor of production is a derived demand and is affected by
that factor’s Marginal Revenue Productivity (MRP).
(i)

Explain each of the underlined terms.

(ii) Outline TWO developments, other than a fall in MRP, which may result in a firm
reducing its number of employees.
(20 marks)
(b)

(i)

State and explain THREE factors which are currently affecting the supply of labour
to the Irish economy.

(ii) The demand for labour has increased significantly in certain sectors of the Irish
economy in recent years, e.g. construction.
Discuss THREE economic consequences of this situation.
(30 marks)
(c)

‘At a time of full (or near full) employment in the Irish economy, it is important that there should
be the maximum occupational mobility and geographical mobility of labour.’
(i)

Distinguish between the two underlined terms.

(ii) Outline THREE economic policies which could increase either occupational mobility of
labour or geographical mobility of labour, in Ireland.
(25 marks)
[75 marks]

(a)

Free Enterprise (Laissez Faire) and a Command Economy (Central Planning) are examples
of economic systems.
(i)

Explain each of the underlined terms.

(ii) In relation to any ONE of the economic systems above, outline TWO possible economic
advantages and TWO possible economic disadvantages.
(25 marks)
(b)

(i)

‘The Irish Economy can be described as a Mixed Economy’. Outline FOUR examples of
economic activity in the Irish economy to support this view.

(ii) Do you consider that the Irish economy is moving towards more free enterprise or towards
more central planning in recent years? Explain your answer, using appropriate examples.
(30 marks)
20

(c)

In the case of any TWO of the following economists, outline TWO contributions which each one
has made to the development of economic ideas:

(25 marks)
(b)
(a)

(c)
(a)
(b)

(c)
(b)

(a)
(c)

(b)

(a)

(c)
(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

Outline possible positive and negative economic consequences of a Government Current
Jonathan
Traynor
www.thebusinessguys.ie
Budget
Surplus.
(i)
What economic uses are made of a Consumer Price Index?
(25 marks)
2006 Q3
(ii)
Explain how a Consumer Price Index is constructed.
You are the economic advisor to the Minister for Finance. The Minister is considering raising
(25 marks)
tax revenue between
through indirect
taxation.
Discuss
economic
advantages
economic
Distinguish
the following
terms,
using the
relevant
examples
in eachand
case:
disadvantages
of suchand
a policy.
(i)
Fixed Capital
Social Capital;
Explain
the
likely
economic
effects on the Irish economy of a significant increase in (25
the marks)
(ii)
Savings and Investment;
annual rate
of price
inflation.
[75 marks]
(iii)
Capital
Widening
and Capital Deepening.
(25
(25 marks)
marks)
Outline
economic
role
played
by TWO
the following
international
banking
State
andthe
explain
FIVE
factors
affecting
theoflevel
of investment
in the Irish
economy.
organisations:
(25 marks)
(i)
Explain why international trade is essential for the Irish economy.
(i)
The
Monetary
Fund
(IMF);
(ii)
Has International
Ireland,
in recent
years,THREE
tended
tomotives
have a for
surplus
or amoney.
deficit on the Balance of
(i)
State
and explain
Keynes’s
holding
(ii)
The
World
Bank;
Payments Current Account? Outline the economic consequences of this situation.
(iii)
The
European
Central
(ECB). Keynes’s theory on the relationship between
(30 marks)
(ii)
Explain,
with the
aid ofBank
a diagram(s),
the
(25
marks)
holding of money and the rate of interest.
State and explain how imports into the Euro-zone would be affected by each of the[75 marks]
following developments:
(25 marks)
[75 marks]
(i)
the US dollar rises in value against the euro;
(ii)
employment within the Euro-zone increases.
Q6 (c)
The government announced plans to 2006
decentralise/re-locate
many government departments
(20 marks)
and state agencies throughout the country.
DiscussExplain
TWO
possible
economic
advantages
and TWO
possibleoperations
economic in
disadvantages
Ireland
has
attracted
multinational
to
establish
recent years.of
(i)
what many
is meant
by the
termcompanies
‘National
Income’.
this
policy
for
the
development
of
the
Irish
economy.
There has
also been
a recent would
trend for
of these
to than,
relocate
to eastern
Europe
(ii)
In Ireland
at present,
yousome
expect
GNP companies
to be greater
equal
to, or less
than,
(20 marks)
or Asia.GDP? Explain your answer.
(20 marks)
It is argued
that reasons
the Irishwhy
economy
is currently experiencing
close to
employment.
(i)
Outline
these multinational
companies locate
infull
Ireland.
(i)
Explain
the underlined
term.
(ii)
Outline possible
reasons
for
current
relocation to other regions.
(i)
Explain
what
is meant
by
thethe
term
‘the multiplier’.
(ii)
Discuss
TWO
economic
benefits
and
TWO
economicindifficulties
of a full (25 marks)
(ii)
State the formula by which the multiplier is measured
an open economy.
employment
economy
in
Ireland
today.
[75 marks]
(iii) Explain the variable elements in the formula.
2006
(c)
(iv)
It has been estimated that in the
IrishQ8
economy:
(25 marks)
MPM = 0.4, MPT = 0.24, MPS = 0.26.
Calculate the value of the multiplier in the Irish Economy. Show your workings.
There has been high expenditure in recent years on developing transport and
(30 marks)
communications infrastructure in Ireland. With the use of examples, outline TWO possible
social National
costs andProduct
TWO possible
social
benefits
of for
these
Gross
at Current
Market
Prices
thedevelopments.
year 2005 in Ireland was
(30 marks)
approximately 45% higher than the figure for the year 2000.
[75 marks]

State and explain the relevance of FOUR other pieces of economic information which you
would use to assess whether or not the average standard of living had also risen by
approximately 45% between 2000 and 2005.
(25 marks)
[75 marks]
Page 6 of 8
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2005 Q3
Marginal Revenue Product (MRP) equals Marginal Physical Product (MPP) multiplied by
Marginal Revenue (MR).
(i) Explain the underlined terms.
(ii) the
Outline
the factors
5. (a) Explain
following
terms:which influence MPP and MRP.
(25 marks)
(i) Balance of Trade;
(ii) Balance of Payments on Capital Account;
(iii) Terms of Trade.
(b)
(i) Define LAND as a factor of production.
(25 marks)
(ii) Outline TWO economic characteristics of land.
(b)
(iii) Explain the concept of Economic Rent and illustrate with a relevant example.
(30 marks)
Country
Output
(production per worker per week)
MACHINES
CARS
(c) The price of residential
property
has
increased
in
Ireland
in
recent
SPAIN
20
5years.
Discuss FOUR reasons
for
this
development.
JAPAN
40
15
(20 marks)
Total Output
60
20
[75marks]

3. (a)

4. (a)
(c)

(b)
6. (a)

(i) Explain how benefits for both countries arise from international trade, in the above example.
(ii) Calculate the Total Output when specialisation takes place. Show your workings.
(iii) Calculate the terms of trade for both commodities. Show your workings.
(25 marks)
2005
(c)
In each of the following distinguish between
theQ5
terms:

(i) ismonetary
and
policy; location for investment by foreign firms.
Ireland
promotedpolicy
abroad
as fiscal
an attractive
progressive
andreasons
regressive
(i) (ii)
Discuss
THREEtaxation
economic
whytaxation;
foreign firms choose to invest here.
(iii)
tax
avoidance
and
tax
evasion.
(ii) Describe how these foreign firms, operating in Ireland, may affect Ireland’s Balance of
(30 marks)
Payments.
(25 marks)
There has been an increase in government income from taxation in the past year.
[75marks]
(i) Outline THREE reasons for this outcome.
Statewith
ONE
ONE Flow
expenditure
opportunity
for the
government
(i) (ii)
Explain,
therevenue
aid of aopportunity
diagram of and
Circular
of Income
for an open
economy,
the
arising
from
this
increased
income.
Which
of
these
would
you
consider
a
priority?
main elements of aggregate demand.
Explain your choice.
(25 marks)

(ii) Outline the expected effects which an injection of government spending into the economy, could
have in each of the following cases:
(c) Explain •how an
understanding
Finance of the concept of Price Elasticity of
a closed
economyby
at the
lessMinister
than fullfor
employment;
Demand• would
setting levels
indirect taxation. Use examples to illustrate your answer.
an help
openineconomy
at fullof
employment.
(20 marks)
marks)
(30
[75marks]
(b) It has been estimated that MPM = 0.2, MPT = 0.1 and MPC = 0.9.
Calculate the following, showing all your workings:
(i) The size of the Multiplier;
(ii) The increase in the level of national income if there was an injection of government spending of
€500 million.
(20 marks)

Page
522of 7of the Central Bank and Financial Services
(c) “GNP growth of 5% is forecast for 2005”.
(Report
Authority of Ireland-Autumn 2004).
Discuss the economic consequences (positive and negative) of economic growth on the Irish

.

(d)

While there can be advantages from producing on a large scale, the majority of firms in Ireland
are small. Explain THREE reasons why small firms survive in the Irish economy.
Jonathan Traynor
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(15 marks)

2004 Q4

[75 marks]

(a)

In relation to the factor of production Enterprise:
(i) Distinguish between insurable risks and non-insurable risks and state TWO examples in
each case.
(ii) Explain TWO reasons why ‘enterprise’ is considered to be a unique factor of production.
(25 marks)

(b)

(i)
(ii)

(c)

Discuss the role of profits in promoting development in a modern market economy.

Explain what is meant by the term Marginal Efficiency of Capital (MEC).
Discuss FOUR factors, other than MEC, which influence the level of investment by
entrepreneurs.
(30 marks)
(20 marks)
[75 marks]

Page 5 of 7
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Distinguish between the substitution effect and the income effect of the price reduction in
Good A.
Jonathan Traynor
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(25 marks)

2003 Q4

(a)

[75 marks]

Define each of the following:
(i)
Supply price of a factor of production.
(ii)
Transfer earnings.
(iii) Economic Rent.
(20 marks)

(b)

A principal factor influencing the demand for labour by an individual firm is the Marginal
Revenue Productivity of Labour (MRP).
(i)
Explain what is meant by the underlined term.
(ii)
Discuss the factors, other than MRP, which influence the demand for labour by an
individual firm.
(30 marks)

(c)

The diagram below represents the supply curve of labour to a particular firm.

€
Wage rate

Supply Curve

Supply of Labour
Explain the effect which each of the following developments may have on this supply curve.
Illustrate each answer by means of a diagram.
(i)

The workers shift their preference towards increased leisure time.

(ii)

The workers’ trade union negotiates a minimum wage.
(25 marks)
[75 marks]
Page 5 of 7
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.

(10 marks)
Jonathan Traynor
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[75 marks]

2002 Q4
(a)
(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)
(c)

Define: (i)
Capital
Efficiency
of Capital.
Outline,(ii)
using Marginal
appropriate
figures, how
the Irish economy performed in the past twelve months
(iii)
Investment
in each of the following areas:
(20 marks)
(i)
price inflation
(i)
State
and explain
(ii)
the national
debt TWO reasons why investment is considered to be important for the
economy.
(iii) Irish
economic
growth
(iv)
employment.
(ii)
State and explain FOUR factors that influence the level of investment (20
in the
Irish
marks)
economy at present.
Outline the positive and negative economic consequences of a Current Budget Surplus.(30 marks )
(25 marks)
J. M. Keynes identified three reasons (motives) for holding money.
(i)
Outline, giving examples, TWO reasons why Irish semi-state companies are facing
Explain increasing
the THREE
reasons and outline ONE main influence on each reason.
competition.
(ii)

Discuss ONE advantage and ONE disadvantage of this development for:

(25 marks)

•

[75 marks]

Consumers
• Employees of semi-state firms

(30 marks)

2002 Q8
(a)

(b)

(c)

[75 marks]

(i)

Name the TWO main sources from which the figures relating to unemployment in the
Irish economy are taken.
Page 5 of 7

(ii)

State, with reasons, which of these gives the most accurate measurement of Irish
unemployment.
(20 marks)

(i)

Define full employment.

(ii)

Outline the major economic consequences of very high employment in the Irish
economy.
(30 marks)

In 2001 the Irish economy began to experience a downturn in the level of economic activity.
Discuss the reasons for this development in the Irish economy.
(25 marks)
[75 marks]
25
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2001 Q4
4.

(a) A principal factor determining the wages to be paid to a worker is the Marginal Revenue Productivity
of Labour (MRP).
(i) Explain what is meant by the underlined term.
(ii) Discuss the factors, other than MRP, which influence the wage rates paid to different categories of
workers.
(30 marks)
(b) How appropriate is MRP for setting wages in the public sector? Explain your answer.

(20 marks)

(c) At present, the demand for labour exceeds the supply of labour in certain sectors of the Irish Economy.
Discuss the possible economic effects which this situation may have on the Irish economy. (25 marks)
[75 marks]

5.

(a) Define clearly any THREE of the following terms:
(i) Invisible Exports;
(ii) Tariffs;
(iii) Balance of Payments on Current Account;
(iv) Balance of Payments on Capital Account.

(25 marks)

(b) Irish exports have been steadily rising in recent years. Discuss how this development affects each of the
following:
(i) the level of Irish imports;
(ii) the amount of borrowing by the Irish government.

(25 marks)

(c) Discuss the possible effects on the Irish economy of the EURO declining in value relative to other
international currencies.
(25 marks)
[75 marks]
6.

(a) For a composite (weighted) price index covering the three types of expenditure given in the following
table, calculate the index for the current year. The base year value is 100. Show your workings.
Category

Food
Clothing & Footwear
Other Items

% of Income
spent on Item(s)

Prices of Item(s)
in base year
£
8.50
37.503
20.003

35
15
50
1000
26

Price of Item(s)
in current year.
£
12.75
45.00
35.00
(20 marks)

(b) Does the Consumer Price Index (CPI) accurately measure changes in the cost of living in Ireland?
Explain your answer.
(30 marks)
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Short Ques+ons Answers
1) 2018 Q2
Q
2

1.

Possible responses

Marks

Raising interest rates before the end of the decade could threaten the long sought-after
economic recovery in the Eurozone, the OECD has warned.

Outline two possible economic effects of an increase in interest rates on the Irish
2x8
economy.
(4 + 4 )
Borrowing discouraged / disincentive to invest as borrowing is more expensive.
Savings encouraged as the return on savings will increase / consumers’ real
disposable incomes will fall which will lead to a reduction in spending in the
economy and demand for firms’ products may fall/firms’ profits fall.
Increased mortgage interest repayments impact on families having high debt
already.
Government finances affected as cost of servicing the national debt increases / tax
SECTION
Aincreased
(100 marks)
revenues down due to
less spending or
tax revenue from DIRT.
Contraction in spending and investment leading to a fall in GDP / economic growth.
The Irish government
is underincrease
pressure
to restore
public sector pay
pre-financial
Costs of production
/ reduced
competitiveness
/ lesstolikely
to borrowcrisis
or levels.
expand
limiting
growth
potential
/
fall
in
profits
/
price
increases
to
maintain
profit
Outline two opportunity costs for the Irish economy of this restoration.
(16 marks)
margins.
Fewer sales
and
less revenue will result in fewer employees or lay off of existing
Possible responses
may
include:
employees / unemployment.
Less funds available to improve state services such as improving the health services.
International trade could be affected as high interest rates increase the value of the
Less fundseuro.
available
to hire
more
public
as teachers,thereby
gardaí, reducing
nurses etc.
A stronger
euro
makes
Irishservants
exports such
less competitive,
Less fundsexports
available
increase imports.
social welfare payments such as old age pensions / other allowances.
andtoincreasing
lead to
to an
increase
in non-performing
(NPLs)
private
indebtedness
Less fundsCould
available
reduce
taxation
rates such asloans
income
tax–rates
or VAT
rates.
already
a
problem.
Less funds available to invest in capital infrastructure such as provision of social housing.

Less funds
to help
the union.
national
debt.the term customs union
The EUavailable
is an example
of arepay
customs
Explain
3

A Customs
countries
agree to remove all trade barriers
2 at 8 marks
each
2) 2017
Q2 Union exists where the member
2.

between them and impose a common external tariff on imports (from non-member
countries).
Indicate by means of a tick ( ) which of the following statements is TRUE or FALSE.
(a) State the Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns.
4

STATEMENT

lawforce
of diminishing
marginal returns
states:
The The
labour
includes part-time
workers.

(16 marks)

TRUE

FALSE

√

10

If increasing quantities of a variable factor of production are added to a given quantity of
Quasi-rent
is economic
rent earned
a factor
of production
in the long
run.
a fixed factor
of production
then aby
stage
will eventually
be reached
where
the addition to
totalvalue
output
to decline.
The the
market
ofbegins
an existing
bond rises if the rate of interest falls.
(b) Does this apply in the short run or the long run? Explain your answer.

Capital Widening refers to the situation where the capital stock is increasing at
It applies in the short run only.
the same rate as the labour force.
Why?
It is only in the short run that at least one input is fixed.
6+4+3+3
In the long
st run all inputs are variable.
nd

12 + 4

√
√

√
6
(2 + 4)

1 correct response: 6 marks 2 : 4 marks 3rd & 4th: 3 marks each

3.

(a)

Distinguish between Direct Taxation and Indirect Taxation and state one example of each.

Direct Taxation
These are taxes on all forms of income
27
or wealth. They are paid directly by
the taxpayer to the Government.

(16 marks)

Indirect Taxation
5|Page
These are taxes on consumption / spending.
They are taxes on the purchase of goods and
services. They are collected by an intermediary
and paid to the Government

Jonathan Traynor
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3) 2016 Q3
3.

Outline two ways the Irish government could improve the mobility of labour in order to reduce unemployment.

(16 marks)

Occupational mobility
!
!
!
!

Provide retraining programmes so that workers can gain the skills they need to move across sectors.
Introduce laws that ban professional and trade union restrictive practices which may prevent workers
moving between jobs / allow for ease of hiring and firing.
Government could change the regulations on work permits making it easier to access permits.
Provide courses for further educational opportunities at reasonable costs.
Geographical mobility

!
!
!
!

Government could offer relocation subsidies to overcome geographic immobility/encourage workers to
move where they are needed / assist with the cost of relocation.
Access to knowledge regarding the existence of vacancies.
Provide more affordable (social) housing / offer subsidies to those wishing to buy or rent
accommodation.
Improve social infrastructure by making areas more appealing for families in terms of parks, leisure
facilities, shops etc.
2 x 8 marks each

4.

Firms within the aircraft industry can benefit from economies of scale. Explain the term economies of
scale and provide one example for a firm in the aircraft industry.
(16 marks)
Explanation
These result in a reduction in the LRAC of production as the firm / industry increases its size of
operation/Ways in which an increase in output or capacity can reduce costs per unit / average costs.
10 marks

!
!

!
!
!

!

Some Examples:
Technical economies – A firm in the aircraft / airline industry could justify the purchase of a large fuel
efficient aircraft because it can spread the cost of such equipment over a larger number of passengers.
Construction economies – Large hangers cost less per square metre to erect than small ones / building
costs do not increase in proportion to the size of the firm i.e. it does not cost twice as much to build an
extension of 20,000 m square as it does to build 10,000 m square / There are certain fixed costs in the
initial stages e.g. surveyor’s costs etc.
Production economies - firms in the aircraft industry can keep the production process continuous.
Integrated production – An aircraft manufacturer can reduce its per unit cost by involving itself at more
than one stage in the production process.
Purchasing economies – large firms can usually negotiate discounts as they buy in bulk e.g. Ryanair
negotiated more favourable prices when buying a large quantity of Boeing aircraft/economies for the
purchase of fuel.
Financial economies – A large aircraft manufacturer will have access to a greater range of finance
options than a small manufacturer and is more likely to be able to borrow at lower rates of interest.
Example must refer to the aircraft/airline industry: 6 marks
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5.

(a)
(b)
(a)
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Increase government expenditure due to increased costs of social welfare payments.
Reduction in government revenue as less income received from direct and indirect tax.
Loss of return on investment in education with the young unemployed not contributing to the state/
financially the state is losing out on the taxpayers’ investment in their education.
Emigration people leave the country in search of a better life elsewhere / “brain drain” effect / effect on
rural Ireland with fewer younger people remaining within these communities.
Fewer incentives for investment. As there is less demand for goods and services, businesses may be
less willing to invest, resulting in lower output.
Increased demand for third level places. With poor employment prospects young people, who had not
availed of third level education, may now seek that opportunity putting pressure on college resources.
Social costs/psychological impact. Crime, vandalism and anti-social behaviour may increase among
young people who are bored and have no stake in society. Increased stress resulting in deteriorating
health.
Greater pressure on public services – those who are unemployed may have greater need for health
services etc.
2 x 5 marks each (2 + 3)
(b)

!
!
!

!
!

!

!

Outline two possible effects on the Irish economy of high levels of youth unemployment.
State one economic policy the government could introduce to reduce youth unemployment.
(16 marks)
Outline two possible effects on the Irish economy of high levels of youth unemployment.

State one economic policy the government could introduce to reduce youth unemployment.

Reduce minimum wage for younger workers which will help reduce costs for business and may
encourage them to hire younger workers.
Improve education opportunities / access / reduce college registration fees and ensure that good quality
education and training takes place for skills that are in demand in growing sectors of the economy.
Lower PRSI contributions for younger workers / subsidise wages for younger workers hired.
For those businesses that take on and train more young workers the government could reduce the
Employer’s PRSI / subsidise their wages.
Pursue policies to encourage geographic mobility of labour which may allow young people to take up
work in other geographical locations, thus increasing employment.
Reduce rates of social welfare for ‘young’ unemployed. The difference between the wage rate and the
rate of social welfare could then be increased and this may encourage more young people to move into
the labour market.
Review internship schemes to ensure that new schemes provide opportunities for young workers to
improve their skills but also provide a path towards viable long term employment opportunities.
Increased access to apprenticeship schemes.
Decrease retirement age – this would mean that there are more jobs available for the younger members
of the workforce.
One policy 6 marks
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5) 2014 Q3
3.

Define the term ‘structural unemployment’ and outline one policy response that the Irish Government
could take to reduce it.
Definition:
Structural unemployment arises from a change in the structure in an industry brought about by the
changing pattern of demand in the economy / or increasing mechanisation (technical progress).
One policy response that the Irish Government could take to reduce it:
A retraining scheme so that long-term unemployed workers can be upskilled for the jobs available
and then rejoin the workforce e.g. the Momentum Programme
Governments ‘Springboard’ programme: Third level courses aimed at increasing graduates in areas
where job vacancies exist.

Definition: 10 marks / One policy measure: 6 marks
3|Page

6) 2014 Q7
7.

Outline two ways in which the return to the factor of production enterprise differs from the return to
other factors of production.
It can earn a loss
It is the only factor that can earn a loss due to fall in demand or excessive production costs.
Returns can vary
The returns can vary enormously from supernormal profits to losses.
Return is residual
Enterprise receives its return only after the other factors have been paid for. It is different from the other
factors since their payments are agreed in advance. The returns to the other factors are contractual.

1st correct response: 10 marks / 2 nd correct response: 7 marks
8.

Ireland recently emerged from the EU/IMF/ECB ‘Troika Bailout Programme’. (December 15th 2013)
Outline two possible economic implications for the Irish economy of having exited this programme.
Increased consumer confidence
Consumers may feel more confident about the Irish economy which may lead to increased spending,
leading to employment and increased tax revenue for the government.
Increased economic sovereignty
The Irish Government may have more scope to make taxation and expenditure decisions / may regain a
greater degree of control over the national budget.
More difficult for government to maintain fiscal discipline
It may be more difficult for the Irish Government to maintain fiscal discipline as they are no longer
under direct supervision of the Troika.
Due to less direct supervision the Irish Government may undertake inappropriate fiscal policies.
Increased governance by outside agencies30
Annual budget will be scrutinised each year in Brussels / new EU rules and warning systems have been
put in place to avoid public finance crises etc.

must choose on the use to which the resources are put. Making choices involves an
opportunity cost.
Jonathan Traynor
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Any 2 points at 8 marks each

Define the ‘Marginal Efficiency of Capital’ (MEC). Outline two possible reasons for a fall in MEC.
(16 marks)

Definition:

It is the extra profit earned as result of employing one extra unit of capital.
8 marks
Two possible reasons for a fall in MEC:

1.
2.
3.
4.

An increase in interest rates.
An increase in the cost of capital goods.
A decrease in the price of the finished goods.
A decrease in the productivity of capital / deterioration in the capital goods used.
Any 2 points at 4 marks each (2 +2)

3.

each statement below and indicate if the price elasticity of demand (PED) for the product is most
8)Read
2012
Q7
likely to be elastic or inelastic. (Tick the correct box.)
ELASTIC
7. STATEMENT
Outline three factors currently affecting the rate of savings in the Irish economy.
Consumers are strongly attached and loyal to the product.

INELASTIC

√

Confidence in economy
Many close substitutes are available for the product.
People are concerned about the future of the economy which is affecting consumer√confidence.
The
a luxury
product.to postpone purchasing and save instead. Consumers√are spending less and
Asproduct
a result is
people
are tending
are
deferring
spending
Thisfraction
results of
in forced
savings.weekly
The product accounts foruntil
onlylater.
a small
a consumer’s
√
expenditure.
Security of savings
(16 marks)
Due to the current economic climate people
less inclined
4 at 4aremarks
eachtowards risky investments and
prefer the security of state backed savings. Due to the on-going banking crisis consumers are seeking
greater security for their savings e.g. An Post’s ‘National Solidarity Bond’.

(Real) Rate of interest
Savers will seek an interest rate greater than the current rate of inflation so as to maintain purchasing
power. If the products available produce reasonable returns / time deposits, then people are more likely to
use them as a form of saving.

Income levels
For some people income levels have fallen and so they are able to save less.

|Page

Rate of DIRT
The government increased the rate of DIRT in the December budget. This may discourage some
people from saving.
3 points: 6 + 6 + 5 marks.

8.

‘Imperfect Competition is wasteful of resources’. Do you agree with this statement?
Explain your answer.

Yes /No

31

Yes. It does not produce at the lowest point of average cost. This is due to spending by the firm on
advertising its products / services or the firm does not produce a sufficient quantity to benefit from
economies of scale.

Import prices
(from
US)brought
deareragainst Government departments and other State Authorities
8.1. Personal
injuries
claims
Price
of
imports
from
US
increased.
the State’s Clinical Indemnity Scheme managed by the NTMA as the State Claims Agency.
This will
in a agent
higherfor
import
bill for Irish
producers
/ decrease in imports from the US.
9. Acting
as result
Ireland’s
the purchase
of carbon
credits.
TheTraynor
cost of Irish people visiting the US is dearer so less Irish
people may holiday there.
Jonathan
www.thebusinessguys.ie
2. 2011
ExportQ5
prices (to US) cheaper 16 marks (10+4+2)
9)
5.

Price of exports from Ireland to US decrease and therefore are easier to sell.
Thisthe
may
result
in increased
exports
to the US.
Define
term
occupational
mobility
of labour.
Outline two factors which can influence it.
The cost of Americans visiting Ireland is cheaper so more Americans may holiday here.

Definition:
the ability/ease
of a worker to move from one job to another.
3.
Employment
opportunities
With a possible increase in exports, employment in those industries which depend on Irish
Two
factors:
exports
to the US may increase.
1. Availability and access to affordable education courses
4. Availability
Economic growth
maytoincrease
2.
and access
training, re-training courses and courses to update skills.
With
job
creation,
spending
the economy
maypermits;
rise. Expenditure
byof
thelanguage
government
3. Government policies whichwithin
aid mobility
i.e. work
elimination
/ on
social welfare
would
decrease.
Combined,
these will impact positively on the rate of
cultural
barriers;
offering
internship
programmes.
economic
growth.
4. Reduced barriers for entry to some occupations e.g. journalism; medicine, teaching etc.
5. US Investment in Ireland
marks (12+4)
It may be less costly for US firms16
to purchase
capital goods/invest in Ireland, so investment
may increase.

10)2011 Q7
7.

17 marks (9 + 8 )

4 and
|Page
State three reasons why multinational firms are re-locating to countries like Vietnam, Indonesia
Thailand in Southeast Asia.

1. Lower wage costs: wage rates outside Ireland are lower.
2. Lower costs of production: firms may avail of more competitive energy prices; utility
charges; insurance costs; professional fees etc.
3. Less restrictive regulatory framework: regulations may be less strict making it easier to
operate e.g. protection of the environment may face less regulation.
4. Emerging economies are in a growth phase: access to growing international markets/new
markets.
5. Development in communications technology: access to speedier broadband.

17 marks (10+5+2)
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SECTION A (100 marks)

State three reasons why prices of land for housing development have fallen in recent years in Ireland.

(a) Deflation: the general decrease in prices in Ireland has resulted in a decrease in land prices.
(b) Recession: unemployment and falling incomes has reduced the demand for housing
(c) Uncertainty about jobs in the future has stopped people from Etrading up< to larger houses
(d) Credit crunch: difficulty in getting mortgages has resulted in a decline in demand for housing.
(e) Emigration is rising / immigration declining: has resulted in a drop in demand for housing.
(f) Reduced speculation in property: the economic recession; introduction of the Property tax has
resulted in a decline in demand for housing and a resulting fall in prices of land.
(g) Overcapacity in housing market: supply now exceeds demand with many vacant properties
existing and hence the demand for land has decreased.

3 points: 6 marks + 5 marks + 5 marks each = 16 marks.

2.
5.

Outline
twoQ5
measures the Irish Government could take to increase consumer spending in the economy.
12)
2010

(a) Decrease indirect taxes e.g. VAT

StateThis
threewill
economic
reasonsprices
why entrepreneurship
is important
to to
thespend.
development of the Irish economy.
help reduce
and so encourage
consumers

(b) Provide incentives to consumers to spend

1. Creates
employment
The introduction
of the car scrappage scheme encouraged consumers to change their cars and
Entrepreneurs need workers to produce goods/services. Takes pressure off the government by
so demand has increased.
creating a healthy private sector which creates jobs.
Extending home insulation grants may encourage house owners to spend on insulation /
further improvements
2. Organises
production on their houses.
(c)
Decrease organise
direct taxes
e.g. income
taxes
/ increase
minimum
wage
Entrepreneurs
the other
factors of
production
intothe
production
units.
This would increase consumers< disposable incomes and so encourage spending.
3. Decides
what
commodities
willeconomy
be produced
(d)
Generate
confidence
in the
Entrepreneurs
decide
which
goods
and
services economic
are going to
be produced
andconsumers
in what quantities,
by
The government, by pursuing appropriate
policies,
may give
and
anticipating
consumer
demand.
producers
confidence
in the economy and so encourage both to increase demand.
(e)
Facilitate
thecharged
financial institutions
4. Decides
whatlending
prices by
to be
By
assisting
the
financial
institutions
mayservices
encourage
themthere
to give
Entrepreneurs decide what prices to chargethe
forgovernment
their goods and
hoping
willcredit
be a
which
will lead
an increased demand by borrowers/consumers.
demand
at these
pricetolevels.
(f) Capital investment programme: government could increase capital expenditure in
5. Encourages
furtheraggregate
investment
order to stimulate
demand and incomes e.g. complete the NDP.
Entrepreneurs put both their money and skills into a business in the hope of making a profit and this
may encourage further investment in the economy, if successful.

pointsforatsavers
8 marks
each. State: 4 marks. Explain: 4 marks.
6. Provides an2outlet
funds
Entrepreneurs provide an investment outlet for savers funds, generating a return on savings.
7. Generates revenue for the government
Entrepreneurs help generate revenue for the government through taxation revenues.
8. May increase exports
If the goods produced are exported this will help improve the balance of payments position.
9. Creates wealth within the country
Successful entrepreneurs create wealth which helps increase the standard of living.

3 points: 6 marks + 5 marks each + 5 marks each = 16 marks.
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This means that for any given injection into the economy national income will increase
by 1.33 times
This means that for any given injection into the economy national income will increase
by 1.33 times
Jonathan Traynor
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12 marks

13) 2010 Q7
7.

7.

12 marks

Outline two limitations is using the Live Register as a means of measuring unemployment.

Outline two limitations is using the Live Register as a means of measuring unemployment.

(a) It includes people who are legitimately working part-time and signing on part-time:
All those on Jobseekers Benefit, excluding systematic short-time workers

(a) It includes
who are
legitimately
working
part-time and
signing
on part-time:
All thosepeople
on Jobseekers
Allowance,
excluding
smallholders/farm
assists
and self-employed
persons
Part-time
workers
(thoseBenefit,
who work
up to 3 systematic
days a week),
seasonalworkers
and casual workers entitled to
All
those on
Jobseekers
excluding
short-time
Jobseekers
Allowance
or
Benefit.
All those on Jobseekers Allowance, excluding smallholders/farm assists and self-employed persons
who work
up to 3 days
a week),
seasonal
andmay
casual
workers
(b) It Part-time
includesworkers
people (those
who may
be drawing
social
welfare
but who
also
be entitled to
Jobseekers
Allowance
or
Benefit.
working in the black economy at the same time.

(b)
who may
may not
be drawing
social
welfare
but who may also be
(c) It
It includes
includes people
people who
be actively
seeking
employment.
working in the black economy at the same time.
(d) It includes those signing on only for 'PRSI credits' and are not unemployed.
(c) It includes people who may not be actively seeking employment.
2 points:
markscredits'
+ 8 marks.
(d) It includes those signing on
only for9 'PRSI
and are not unemployed.
2 points: 9 marks + 8 marks.
8.

8.

Explain, with
14)2010
Q8the aid of an example, the meaning of the term aRent of Abilityb

Explain, with the aid of an example, the meaning of the term aRent of Abilityb

Economic rent/SNP earned by an entrepreneur/labour/human effort due to their business
acumen / innate talent/natural talent
Economic rent/SNP earned by an entrepreneur/labour/human effort due to their business
12 marks
acumen / innate
talent/natural talent

12 marks
Premier League footballer d superior physical ability.
Premier League footballer d superior physical ability.
Example: any appropriate example c 5 marks.
Example: any appropriate example c 5 marks.
6|Page
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15) 2009 Q1
Outline two non-insurable risks faced by entrepreneurs.

1.

Loss of profits due to falling demand
Poor decision-making / poor management.
Industrial relations disputes.
Changes in consumers taste or fashion.
Entry of competition into the industry.
Changes in competitive conditions e.g. new legislation.
2 points @ 8 marks each for development
(16 marks)

16) 2009 Q5

2.
5.

The diagram below represents the demand curve facing a firm in Perfect Competition.
The demand for land is derived demand. Explain what is meant by the underlined term with reference
P to land.
This demand curve is;
( correct answer)

P1

Elastic to the production
Where a factor of production is demanded for itsUnitary
contribution
process.
Perfectly Inelastic
The demand for land will
decrease if there is a decrease in the demand for housing.
D=AR=MR
Perfectly Elastic

Explanation: 16 marks graded

(16 marks)
Q

State the reason for your choice:

17) 2008 Q1
6.

Section A - 100 Marks

OutlineAny
two possible
economic
effects
Sterling (£) falling in value relative to the euro (€) for the
deviation
in price
fromofPUK
1 will result in quantity demand falling to zero.
economy.
1. Irish
State
three factors that determine the efficiency of labour:
Perfectly
elastic:of4education
marks attained
and bybulleted
point above: 12 marks
1. Education: the
level / quality
the worker.
Import Prices
Cheaper
2. Training:
the quality
/ extent of training available to the worker which may improve the worker’s skill.
(16
marks)
Price
of
imports
from
UK hassome
decreased.
resulted
in talents
a lowermaking
importthem
bill for
Irish
producers
3. Innate talent of the
worker:
workersThis
mayhas
possess
innate
highly
efficient.
/ increase
from theifUK
/ more
Irish people
UK. efficiency will be
4. Quality
of in
theimports
other factors:
these
are exceptional
in holidaying
quality thenin
thethe
worker’s
enhanced.
Exports Prices Dearer
5. Quantity
of otherfrom
factors
available:
will and
be improved
the worker
sufficient
quantity
Price of exports
Ireland
to UK efficiency
has increased
thereforeifhave
becomehas
less
competitive.
This
of other FOPs available for use.
has resulted in reduced exports to the UK / less UK visitors holidaying in Ireland.
6. Living conditions of the workforce: if workers are healthy, well nourished and have decent
Employment then they will work in a more efficient manner.
accommodation
With a reduction
in exports,
employment on
in those
industries
which
Irish exports
to the
7. Degree
of specialisation:
by concentrating
performing
a single
taskdepend
workersonbecome
faster and
more
UK will
e.g. food
such as pork products.
skilful
andfall
therefore
areproduction
more efficient.
8. Climatic conditions: if a place of work is too hot or too cold then this may affect the workers effort.
Slowdown in rate of economic growth
9. Management expertise: good managers can get the best out of their workforce, leading to efficiencies,
With the loss of jobs, spending within the economy falls. Expenditure by the government on social
improved staff morale/staff motivation.
welfare increases. Combined, these will negatively impact on the rate of economic growth.
10. Commitment of the worker : if workers are highly motivated and committed to work then they will
3|Page
operate
more efficiently
UK Investment
in Ireland discouraged
It will be more costly for UK firms to purchase capital goods/invest in Ireland.

16 marks graded.

2.

35 marks graded.
2 points: 17

Explain the term the Black economy and
state one method by which the government could discourage it.

(17 marks)

1. State THREE economic uses for a census of population in Ireland.
Jonathan
Traynor
1. Demographic
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changes:

provides information on demographic changes both nationally and on a regional basis.
18) It2007
Q6

2. Infrastructural requirements:
It helps
the economy
plan
for which
futureainfrastructural
requirements.
6. Outline
TWO
circumstances
under
factor of production
can earn Economic Rent.
3. Planning and the Provision of Essential services:
1. Shortage
in the
supply of any
factor ofin
production:
It indicates
if additional
investment
services is required i.e. health, education etc.
if
land
/
labour
is
in
short
supply
–
its
price
will increase.
4. Regional policy:
2. Possession of a rare skill or talent: if a person has a skill which is in great demand
The government may be prompted to change/develop regional policy if some counties experience
e.g. a professional soccer player then they can command high fees.
depopulation.
3. Rent of Ability: an entrepreneur who invents a much sough after commodity may command high
5. income
Pension
planning:
e.g Bill
Gates and the invention of the ‘windows’ operating systems.
It can influence
thefactors
provision
of pensionthere
funds.
4. Completely
specific
of production:
is no opportunity cost in the use an existing factor
of
production
which
is
completely
specific
(not
adaptable
other
uses more
e.g. a accurately
railway station).
6. Future levels of consumer demand: Producers to
can
predict
future demand.
a paymentmarket:
is made for the use of this specific factor then this entire payment would be economic rent
7.If Labour

asThe
the opportunity
zero.
data can becost
usedisto
predict and make provision for future labour requirements.
5. Super normal profits earned in the short run (will be eliminated with the entry of firms) /
8.long
Profiling
of the topopulation:
run if barriers
entry exist e.g. in monopoly.

The population can be profiled by age, gender, nationality; place of residence, marital status, num
children, religion, ethnic background17etc.
marks graded.

7.

‘An Irish banking group owns thirty branch offices. There is no opportunity cost to the banking
marks graded
group using these offices as they are fully16
owned.

19) 2006 Q2

1 mark
True / False.
False
2. State three reasons why profits are important in a market economy.
The branch offices could be sold and the money invested or

1. Encourages risk taking: Profits are a pre-requisite for undertaking risks.
The branch offices could be rented out and an income earned.
2. Indicates the best use of resources / consumer demand:
Profits indicate what goods and services
consumers
demand.
16 marks
graded.
3. Encourages investment: profits may encourage entrepreneurs to invest further in ventures.
4. Provides funds for expansion: Existing business expansion or diversification.
8.
Define Social Costs. State TWO significant examples currently facing the Irish economy.
5. Continuity of production: If normal profit is not earned production ceases.
6. SNPs
reward
entrepreneurs’
innovations:
Definition
: Cost/Price
which society
has to pay for the existence of a particular product.
Those firms which are most efficient / or which minimise costs may earn SNPs.
7. Source of revenue for the government:
9 marks graded.
Government earns tax revenues for the benefit of citizens.
TWO significant
examples
:
8. SNP’s
may promote
Mergers
/ Takeovers:

Existing
profitable
firms may
over
by multinationals.
1. Pollution
of air/water
e.g.be
thetaken
current
water
pollution in Galway.
2. Disfigurement of the landscape e.g. construction of roads disfigures the landscape.
16the
marks
graded
3. Possible loss of cultural heritage e.g.
construction
of M3 through Hill of Tara.
4. Traffic congestion in cities and towns with resulting problems.
5. Reduction in public amenities / urban sprawl: communities have less public spaces.
6. Global warming: increased carbon emissions affects global weather patterns.
8 marks graded.
4
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20) 2006 Q3
3. A firm wishes to attract more labour. In order to increase its labour force from 5 to 6 employees, the
firm must increase the weekly wage rate from €400 to €440 per employee.
Calculate the firm’s marginal cost of labour. Show your workings.

Section A
€40 x 6 = €240
5 x €400 = €2,000
6 x €440
= €2,640
+ €400
1.
Explain the concept
Opportunity
Cost. Why is this concept central to the study of Economics?
Marginal Cost of labour = € 640
Marginal Cost of labour = € 640
Opportunity Cost is the cost of foregone alternatives.

16 marks graded

This concept is central to the study of economics because:

16 marks graded

Economics studies the allocation of scarce resources, which have alternative uses.
The allocation of these resources involves making a choice.
4. Define economic development. State TWO policies by which governments of developed countries could
21)
2005
Q2 development in less developed
16 marks
graded.
promote
economic
countries
(LDCs).

2. increase
Outline in
THREE
reasons
the survival
of smalloffirms
in the
Irish economy,
evenperson
though they
not
An
the level
of for
income
/ standard
living
/ output
/ GNP per
in a do
country
have the benefits of economies of scale.
which is accompanied by a change in the structure of society.
1. Small size of market
The restricted size of the market may not facilitate the operation of large scale business e.g. in a rural area a small shop may
TWO
policies by which governments could promote economic development in LDCs
be viable while a large supermarket may not.

1.
Assist foreign
aid programmes.
2. Personal
Services
Consumers
may desire
attention
in the
provision
of goods orsituations.
services and a small firm may be the only type of
Governments
canpersonal
continue
with aid
to help
in emergency
business
can provide
e.g. long
a plumber
repair
to households
Theywhich
can also
providethis
more
term providing
aid to help
withservices
the development
of. infrastructure/provision of
education, health programmes etc.
3. Consumer Loyalty
A small firm may have built up a reputation over the years in the provision of goods and services to its customers and

2.
Restructure
national
debts.
consumers
may respond
by being
loyal to that firm, making it difficult for other firms to gain entry.
If the respective national debts were cancelled then these funds would become available for the country to
4. Viable
use forCommunity
developments.
Citizens in smaller communities may support local business so that the continuity of supply is ensured. e.g. in many areas
throughout
Ireland
communities
wish to maintain the existence of ‘community’ hospitals. Enterprise Boards encourage
3.
Improve
trading
opportunities.

individuals
establish
small businesses.
Improvetoaccess
to markets
in the developed world – provide outlet for their exports.
Improve
the
terms
of
trade
5. Traditional / Niche marketsavailable – provide higher prices for their exports.
•

The type of product / service being supplied might make it more suitable for a small firm.

set up handmade/
firms there.
4. Encourage
Examplesmultinationals
include: wedding to
planners;
craft products; perishable products etc.
These
could
provide
the
workers
with
skills.close
Theto(fair)
wageswhere
received
could
help boost
• A small firm may find that it easier to locate
the market
it might
be difficult
for adomestic
larger firmdemand
to do so
ande.g.
provide
tax
revenue
for
the
state.
roadside sellers of local produce can be flexible in choosing their location.
6. Nature
of the commodity
5.
Assist LDC’s
with available technologies.
Heavy goods which are costly to transport may be manufactured locally on a small scale to supply local markets e.g. the
The provision of simple technologies to the LDCs could help improve standards of living; increase
manufacture of concrete blocks in areas which service local markets.
productive capacity.
7. Membership of voluntary groups/Alliances between firms at different stages of production
6.
Assist
measures
and
promote
political
stability.they have in competition with large producers by
Some
firms peace
producing
on a small
scale
may offset
the disadvantage
Economic
requires
a peaceful
environment.
Foreign
could
provide
peacekeeping
adopting
a joint development
marketing strategy
with other
small suppliers
e.g. hotel
groups,countries
individually
owned
grocery
shops trading
under
a shared
troops
andname.
encourage political stability.

16 marks graded.
16 marks graded.

3.

Explain what is meant by Consumer Surplus.

The benefit to consumers due to the difference between what consumers actually pay to consume a good and
what they would have been willing to pay, rather than go without the good.
3

16 marks graded.
2
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ThisThe
is aasset
recordcould
of a country’s
inflow
outflow
of capital/items
of a non-recurring nature
be sold and
the and
money
invested
or
be rentedreceipts
out and
anpayments
income earned
ThisThe
is aasset
recordcould
of a country’s
and
for capital items
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TWO examples of items that may appear in it are:
22)
2004 Q9
1. Investments by foreign companies/residents in Ireland.
2. Investments by Irish companies /residents abroad.
3. Borrowings / grants from foreign sources.
Grants/loans
to foreignProductivity
recipients. of the worker.
1. 4.
The
Marginal Revenue

9. State FOUR reasons why different categories of workers are paid at different wage rates.

2. Different skills attaching to different jobs / degree of specialisation involved.
The examples given by candidates may be stated as follows:
3. Length of training period involved.
Capital account
4. Educational qualifications.
1. Amounts receivable under the EU Regional Development Fund & Cohesion Fund.
5. Nature & Conditions of the job / degree of risk involved.
2. Migrants transfers (net worth of immigrants and emigrants)
6. Negotiating strength of the workers trade union / Benchmarking mechanism.
3. Acquisitions and disposals of non-produced, non-financial assets (patents,
7. Tradition
attaching to certain jobs.
copyrights)
8. Possession
of innate talents.
Financial
account
9. 1.
Gender
Bias: discrimination
in relation
to payment
to women in the workforce.
Transactions
in foreign financial
assets and
foreign liabilities.
10. 2.
Monetary
/ non-monetary
benefits attaching
tocompanies
the job. in Ireland.
Direct investment
i.e. net investment
by foreign
3. Portfolio investment: acquisition & disposal of equity and debt.
4. Other investment: loans, currency & deposits, financial derivatives & other accounts
receivable and payable. 4 points = 17 marks graded.
5. Reserve assets: qualifying assets under the control of the Central Bank of Ireland
Correct definition: 12 marks graded + 2 examples

23) 2003 Q5

5. THREE economic reasons why entrepreneurs are important to the development of an
economy:
1. Organise the other factors of production into productive units.
2. Decide which goods and services are to be produced and in what quantities.
3. Decide on the prices to be charged for goods and services hoping there will be a
demand at these price levels.
4. Encourage further investment in the economy, if successful: by investing both money
and skills in the business and making a profit they may encourage further investment in
the economy.
5. Provide an investment outlet for savers.
6. May improve the Balance of Payments: if some of the wealth produced is exported.
7. Relieve the government of the need to become involved in business by creating a
healthy private sector.

5

2

8. Generate revenue for the government through taxation revenues.
9. Help create employment: by establishing businesses they create jobs.
10. Introduce competition into the market place thus leading to more efficient use of scarce
resources.
3 reasons: 6 + 5 + 5 marks = 16 marks
6. Using the diagram, explain how higher consumers’ incomes (other factors
unchanged) may affect the demand curve for mobile phones in Ireland.
Complete Diagram
38

trap.
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marks graded and 2 examples

24) 2003 Q9
9. A firm wishes to attract more labour. In order to increase its labour force from
7 to 8 employees the firm must increase the weekly wage rate from €250 to €300
per worker. Calculate the firm’s marginal cost of labour. Show all your workings.

econ hl fr

7 x €250 = €1,750
8 x €300 = €2,400
pdf Marginal
9/08/2002Cost
2:09
Page =3 Paul
4Gb
ofpm
labour
€ 650

€50 x 7 = €350
+ €300
Backup:.......QUARK
TO
CONVERT
TO
PDFs:
Marginal Cost of labour = € 650

6 correct figures at 2 marks each = 12mks 4 correct figures at 3 marks each = 12mks
+ 5 marks for correct answer = 17m
+ 5 marks for correct answer = 17m

25) 2002 Q3

4
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26) 2001 Q2

27) 2001 Q7
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Long Ques+ons Answers
2018 Q4 (a) + (c)

Q4 Labour productivity, economies of scale & mobility of labour
Possible responses
(a)
(i)

Define the term labour productivity.

Max
Mark
8

The output produced per worker per period of time e.g. per hour / week / year.
(ii)

Explain how a firm could increase the productivity of labour.
Education / training/retraining
Skill levels will increase /allows workers to complete tasks more efficiently.
Productivity improves directly and may also encourage the growth in economic
activities, requiring higher skill levels.

2x6
(3 + 3)

Introduce incentive schemes / improved working conditions
Reward workers who increase their production. Increase the minimum wage.
Such rewards improve morale and make the workplace conducive to greater
productive effort.
Improve the quality of the other factors of production / technological progress/
expand the size of capital stock
If management can improve these factors of production, then workers may become
more productive, as they become more efficient. If the production process is made
more effective this may assist workers to become more productive.
Increased investment in newer more efficient equipment/Investment in R & D.
Introduce new work practices / improve management expertise
Introduce job rotation which introduces variety and may increase motivation.
Allow for increased specialisation which may further motivate workers to increase
their production. If management expertise in motivating the workforce improves,
then productivity may increase.

20
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2018 Q4 (a) + (c) Con+nued
Possible responses
(c)

Restrictions placed on workers’ mobility can impact on economic growth.

(i)

Distinguish between occupational mobility of labour and geographic mobility of labour.

(ii)

Max
Mark

Occupational mobility of labour is the ease with which workers can move from one job
to another.

5

Geographic mobility of labour is the ease with which workers can move from one area
to another for work purposes.

5

Discuss the factors that limit the geographic mobility of labour.
Accommodation/ high cost of renting property
The cost of accommodation in some areas acts as a deterrent to geographic
mobility. Differences in house prices in different regions and/or the unpredictability
of house prices means that some people are reluctant to move. Accommodation
problems exist in the cities in particular.
Transport / Communications
Limited access to good public transport; bottlenecks in cities and access from commuter belt into cities may also act as a deterrent. The lack of accessible broadband
in certain areas act as a deterrent.
Financial costs
The financial costs involved in moving home such as the increased costs of selling
the house, removal expenses and settlement costs may be considered prohibitive.
Family and social ties/Upheaval of moving to a new environment
Moving means disrupting family; leaving friends or uprooting children from schools.
Disruption to children’s education and to existing social connections in an area /
family and social ties – all may act as a deterrent to the mobility of labour.
Migration controls
Countries may have in place controls on migration and this will limit workers
entering a country. Cap on inward migration/ work permits / visas may not be
readily available.
Cultural and language barriers
The existence of different language / cultural mores may limit the geographic
mobility of labour.
42
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2018 Q4 (a) + (c) Con+nued
Possible responses
(iii)

Max
Mark

Suggest one measure which could be considered to address any factor identified in (ii)
above. Explain your answer.

5
(2+3)

Reform of the housing market
Increase the supply of affordable housing. - Provision of readily available and
affordable accommodation to rent or to buy, particularly in those areas where there
are shortages.
Transport / communication options
Improve availability of good transport links to cities and airports; provision of
improved broadband in those regions where it is not available.
Supports from the government / firms
The government could offer relocation subsidies to address geographic immobility
and to encourage workers to move to where they are needed / assist with the cost
of moving / grants for city living. Firms could support workers in relocation by
assisting with relocation costs.
Access to education
Ensure there is easy access to educational facilities to ease the concerns of parents.
Specific subsidies to encourage people to move into areas where there are
shortages of labour – for example teachers in Dublin and nurses and doctors
throughout the country.
Access to knowledge regarding the existence of vacancies
Availability of information and support - provide up-to-date information on the
opportunities that are available and on the possibilities of moving.
Social infrastructure provision
The improved provision of social infrastructure may make areas more appealing by
providing shops, leisure facilities, parks etc.
Immigration policy
A change in regulations in relation to work permits, visas etc. may encourage workers
to locate in Ireland, particularly in those areas where shortages exist.

25
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2017 Q3 (b) + (c)
(b)

(i)
(ii)

Explain the term Marginal Efficiency of Capital (MEC).
Outline two possible reasons for a fall in MEC.

(i)

Marginal Efficiency of Capital (MEC): It is the extra profit earned as result of employing one

[20]

extra unit of capital .

10 marks

(ii)

Outline two possible reasons for a fall in MEC.

Cost of capital increases / Rate of interest increases
Increase in cost of capital goods
Selling price of the good falling
Fall in productivity of the extra capital being used.
2 at 5 marks each (2+3)
(c)

(i)
(ii)

Explain with the aid of a diagram the Marginal Revenue Product of labour (MRPL).
Discuss the reasons why MRPL might not be a suitable method for setting wages in the public sector.
[25]

Explain with the aid of a diagram the Marginal Revenue Product of labour (MRPL).
MRP / Wage
€

W
MRP L=DL

QL

Quantity of labour / No. of workers

5 marks
Explanation: Marginal Revenue Product of labour (MRPL)
The marginal revenue product of labour is the additional revenue earned from the employment of one
additional worker. It is computed by multiplying the product price by the MPP L .
5 marks
and 1 other of the following points:
15 | P a g e
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2017 Q3 Con+nued
For a competitive profit-maximising firm the MRPL curve is the firm’s demand curve for labour:
A firm will employ the quantity of labour at which the wage rate equals the marginal productivity of
labour/A profit-maximising level of employment is given where a firm hires up to a point where the wage
paid to the last worker employed equals his/her marginal revenue productivity of labour/Therefore the
MRP curve is the demand curve for labour because it shows the quantity of labour demanded at each
price or wage rate.
OR
The reasons why MRPL slopes downwards:
The MRPL usually slope downwards from left to right, showing the lower the wage rate, the larger the number of
workers employed.
It slopes downward due to the following:
The Law of diminishing returns: as more and more workers are employed, their marginal product begins to decline
as each worker adds less to production. Hence the MRP of each extra unit of labour is less than the previous unit.
The law of demand: to sell a greater output a firm will have to reduce the price of its product. As a greater number
of units are produced, they can only be sold at lower prices. Hence the MRP of each extra unit of labour declines.

5 marks
Diagram + explanation of MRPL + one other point at 5 marks each
(ii) Discuss the reasons why MRPL might not be a suitable method for setting wages in the public sector.

Physical output not always produced.
Many jobs particularly in public sector are services/no tangible end products, so it is difficult to measure
output, thus making it difficult to measure Marginal Physical Product (MPP) and consequently MRP.
The goods/services produced within public sector are often not sold on the open market or at market
prices. Estimating price or marginal revenue is therefore difficult.
When capital and labour are used together it is difficult to estimate the marginal productivity is of
labour alone.
2 at 5 marks each (2+3)
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2017 Q6 (c)
(c)

“From the trough in early 2013, residential property prices nationally have increased by 49.1%.”
(Source: CSO, Residential Property Price Index, December 2016)

(i)

(ii)

State and explain three factors that caused the price of residential property to increase considerably since 2013.

Discuss two possible economic consequences of the above situation.

[25]

(i) State and explain three factors that caused the price of residential property to increase considerably
since 2013.
Possible responses include:
Recovery in employment and incomes / Confidence in the economy
Recovery in employment means more people could afford to purchase property, increasing the demand
and price. Confidence in the economy has improved so people are willing to borrow again to purchase
property.
Lack of supply
There has not been enough new properties built to match the increased demand. This lack of supply of
houses lead to increased prices. Hidden costs of developing sites for builders may push up prices.
Pent up demand for houses
During the recession with falling employment and incomes people held back from buying properties.
This is now reversed leading to increased prices.
Cost of borrowing / incentives
Interest rates are at a very low level and this makes the cost of mortgage repayment cheaper. The
government is providing incentives to buy houses currently such as tax incentives.
Financial institutions are more stable
Following the recession with the closure of some banks and the re-capitalisation of the remaining banks,
financial institutions are now more stable and are granting more mortgages.
Increasing urbanisation
The majority of this national increase in the price of residential property is because of price increases in
Dublin and other large cities. This is down to the increased urbanisation of the country as people go in
search of jobs and improved standard of services.
Demographics
An increasing percentage of the population is moving into the age group that is interested in buying
property. This coupled with increased employment is leading to increased demand for property.
Central Bank Guidelines
The Central Bank has eased the deposit requirements for 1st time buyers and this may boost demand
and increase prices.
3 at 5 marks each (2 + 3)
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2017 Q6 Con+nued
(ii)

Discuss two possible economic consequences of the above situation.
The list below is not exhaustive:
Increased pressure on the rental market
There will be increased pressure on the rental market as individuals unable to afford houses continue to
rent.
Increased government revenue
The government will receive more revenue from stamp duties /Local Property Tax as the prices of
properties increase.
Increased construction of property
Construction might begin again in the housing market if the prices become sufficiently high and this will
have a positive effect on employment.
Overheating of the property market
Further increases in property prices can be expected and this may lead to a continuing boom and bust in
the Irish property market.
Reduction in demand for other goods and services
People will be burdened with a high debt/income ratio trying to purchase property at higher prices. This
may depress the demand for other goods and services.
Lack of affordability
Some people might never be able to get on the property ladder and face uncertain and increasing rents,
reducing their standard of living.
Wealth effect
The assets have gone up in value. Negative equity diminished hence the wealth of individuals will have
increased. Could lead to disparities in wealth between regions due to different property values.
May discourage FDI
Expensive property may be a factor discouraging some companies locating in Ireland as it is too
expensive for employees to find homes.

2 at 5 marks each (2 + 3)
Other acceptable answers are marked on their merits.
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2016 Q3
Q3: Terms / Labour Market / Reasons for wage differences
(a) Explain the following terms in relation to the factor of production labour.
(i) Participation rate
(ii) Real wages
(iii) Labour Productivity
(iv) Derived demand

(a)

[20]

Terms
(i) Participation rate
! The proportion of the active age group who are in the labour force.
! The proportion of the population of working age who are employed or looking for work.
! The proportion of the population aged 15 and older that is economically active (World Bank).
(ii) Real wages
!
!

The purchasing power of wages / it measures the amount of goods and services the worker can buy
with the money wage.
The money wage adjusted to take account of the changes in prices between different time periods
(inflation)

(iii) Labour Productivity
!
!

The output per worker per period of time e.g. per week.
The total output divided by the number of hours of labour input.

(iv) Derived demand
!

Firms do not demand labour for its own sake but for its contribution to the production process / the
final product it makes.
1st correct response 8marks
2nd/3rd/4th at 4 marks

(b)

(i) Discuss the factors that impact on the supply of labour.
(ii) Outline two challenges currently facing the Irish labour market and state one appropriate
government policy response for each challenge identified.
[35]
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2016 Q3 Con+nued
(i)

Discuss the factors that impact on the supply of labour.

The average number of hours worked per week// Backward bending supply of labour / wage levels in
other countries
There is a strong relationship between wage rates and the number of hours which people are willing to work.
Higher wage levels in recent years act as an incentive for more people to supply their labour.
For some workers as wage levels increase they may prefer increased leisure and reduce their supply.
High marginal tax rates
May inhibit the supply of labour. High tax rates act as a disincentive to the supply of labour if workers feel
they are being taxed too much they may reduce the number of hours worked.
Government regulation / policies i.e. social welfare payments
The raising of the minimum wage rate recently may encourage more people to seek employment. The
comparative size of social welfare payments; if perceived as being generous, fewer people may be encouraged
to seek employment.
Participation Rate

The proportion of the active age group who are in the labour force. If the participation rate increases the supply of labour
increases. Any factors that may affect the participation rate affect the supply of labour: level of pensions available;
attitudes to work e.g. attitudes towards women working in certain jobs; improved job security may encourage people
to stay working.

Labour mobility
The greater the mobility of labour (geographic and occupational) the greater the supply of labour in an
economy. Provision of more information on vacancies or job availability may allow workers to move so the
supply of labour will increase.
Migration levels

The government is currently trying to attract Irish emigrants back to Ireland. If successful, this will affect the supply of
labour. Immigration levels into Ireland also affect the supply of labour.
4 x 5 marks (2+3)

(ii) Outline two challenges currently facing the Irish labour market and state one appropriate government
policy response for each challenge identified
Possible Challenges
Appropriate government policy response
Excess supply of labour
Different segments of the labour market have
Provision of (re) training where skill shortages
different rates of unemployment.
exist.
Help people search for jobs and try to match a
Currently Ireland is experiencing a high rate of youth person with job available.
unemployment.
Employ workers directly e.g. build social housing
Those in long term unemployment
Subsidise private sector employment.
find it very difficult to find employment etc.
Excess demand for labour
Possible labour shortages may make it difficult for
firms to meet production targets.
Wage demands. Where shortages are occurring
employers may be forced to increase wage rates to
keep the existing workforce.
Shortages exist in the health, construction, IT and
hospitality sectors etc.
(4+3) = 7 marks

Open up the Irish labour market: more efficient visa
system.
Encourage emigrants to return home.
Provide more attractive working conditions / wages
to encourage graduates in certain occupations to
work in Ireland and not go abroad.
(4+4) = 8 marks
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2016 Q3 Con+nued
(c)

Discuss reasons why different workers are paid different wage rates.

[20]

Productivity of worker
The more the worker can produce the greater their ability to negotiate higher rates of pay, as measured by
their MRP.
Different skills / degree of specialisation
The skills attaching to different jobs vary and pay is commensurate with the level of skill involved. The
greater the skill required to perform the job the greater the rate of pay e.g. a surgeon receives higher pay
than a nurse.
Length of training involved
The longer the length of time spent in training the greater the rate of pay e.g. a nurse who trains for work
in intensive care becomes more specialised and will receive higher pay.
Educational qualifications
The higher the level of education attained the greater the wage rate tends to be.
Nature / conditions / risk of the job
Certain jobs have unsociable hours or are temporary and are usually paid higher wages e.g. night shift
workers. The more risk involved in the work the higher the rate of pay e.g. prison officers.
Negotiating strength of the workers' trade union
If a worker is a member of a strong trade union this union may be able to negotiate higher wages for their
members. They may be successful in bargaining for pay increases when workers, with whose pay they are
linked, get a pay increase.
Regulation / tradition attaching to certain jobs
The more regulation or the greater the barriers to entry into an occupation then the higher the rate of pay
e.g. legal profession. Some occupations can maintain high pay levels because of the tradition which is
attached to such professions i.e. hospital consultants.
Possession of innate talents
Some people possess certain talents and thus may be able to earn very high incomes e.g. sports stars, those
in the entertainment industry.
Gender Bias
Despite legislation a bias continues to exist in the payment of women in the Irish workforce.

4 x 5 marks (2+3)
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2016 Q5 (a)
Q5: Full employment / National Income / Effects on GDP
(a) (i)
(ii)
(i)

Define the term full employment.

Discuss the possible economic benefits and economic challenges of full employment in an economy. [25]

Define the term full employment.
When everyone who seeks work can find work at existing wage levels/at the going market wage level.

(ii)

5 marks

Discuss the possible economic benefits and economic challenges of full employment in an economy.

Full employment in an economy
Economic benefits

Economic challenges

Increased standard of living for citizens
Higher incomes will enable the citizens to buy
more goods and services.

Possible skilled labour shortages
It may make it difficult for employers to meet
production targets.
Employers may need to recruit workers from
overseas.

Fall in social welfare bill /
Increase in tax revenues
As more people are employed the government will
be paying out less in social welfare payments.
With high employment the government will
collect more revenue from direct and indirect
taxation.

Possible wage demands
Where there is a shortage of workers, employers
may have to increase wage rates in order to retain
existing employees and attract new employees.

Increased aggregate demand /Economic growth Pressure on the state infrastructure
With more people working there will be pressure
Full employment will increase aggregate demand
on transport, public services, housing etc.
for goods & services in the economy and this will
increase economic growth and GNP.
Increased investment
Full employment encourages further investment as
demand is rising and expectations are more
positive about the future.

Loss of service
In those sectors with low wage rates it may be
difficult to attract workers and the quality of service
may deteriorate or discontinue.

An increase in confidence in the economy
Both business and consumers will have more
confidence in the economy which should
encourage higher economic growth in the future.

Inflationary pressures
Increasing incomes and spending tend to fuel
inflation in the economy. Increasing incomes and
MPM increase the demand for imports and the
Balance of Trade may fall into deficit.

Reduces inequality and may prevent poverty
When people find employment their income rises
and the level of poverty in the country falls
helping to reduce inequality within the country.
2 x 5 marks (2+3)

2 x 5 marks (2+3)
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competitiveness,
leading
to higher demand for exports. However, it could lead
to lower domestic employment
if the surplus is caused by a recession which has hit domestic demand and led to a fall in import spending.

2016 Q6 (c)

6 marks (3+3)
(c)

“Irish SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) are too dependent on the home market, Europe warns.”
(Source: Irish Independent, November 2015)
Outline the benefits and challenges for Irish SMEs operating in foreign markets.
[20]
The benefits for Irish SMEs operating in foreign markets
Access to larger markets/ Increased sales and profits
As Ireland is a very small market, entering foreign markets gives Irish SMEs access to more customers and
more opportunity to expand. If Irish SMEs can sell more goods abroad this will boost their revenue and
consequently their profits.
Economies of scale
If they are successful in increasing sales abroad, they will be able to increase production and gain the
advantages of large scale production and the benefit of economies of scale.
Diversifying risk
Rather than being overly dependent on the home market Irish SMEs have the opportunity to have a range of
customers in different markets and would suffer less should demand in the home market fall.
28 | P a g e
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2016 Q6 (c) Con+nued
The benefits for Irish SMEs operating in foreign markets - continued
Easier to access finance
Larger firms are able to raise finance for future expansion more easily and find it easier to access credit.
Government support available
The Irish government may offer grants or subsidies and assistance in entering the export market through the
various state agencies e.g. Enterprise Ireland.
2 x 5 marks (2+3)
The challenges for Irish SMEs operating in foreign markets.
Transport costs
These increase the prices of the exports. As Ireland is an island nation these costs can be significant and can
make our goods more expensive.
Labour costs
Labour costs in Ireland tend to be high which will increase costs of production and make it difficult to compete
with goods produced in other countries.
Exchange rate risks in trading outside Eurozone countries
If the Euro rises in value relative to the trading partners, then Irish exports become more expensive and this
presents a challenge when Irish firms are trying to compete abroad.
Language skills
A lack of language skills has always been a challenge for Irish business but poses more of a challenge in the
emerging markets in Asia.
Bureaucracy in other countries/regulatory hurdles
These regulatory hurdles, particularly outside the EU, hinder the possibility for Irish SMEs to expand. It is
challenging for Irish SMEs to break into new markets e.g. China.
Level of costs if coming from a small market
Irish SMEs don’t have the benefits of economies of scale compared to large MNCs and this makes it difficult
for them to attract business, based on price.
Competitiveness
If the inflation rate in Ireland is higher than that of our competitors, then this makes Irish goods less attractive
abroad.
Other costs e.g. insurance costs, utilities such as electricity, gas, broadband etc. are generally higher in Ireland
than in other European countries –increase costs of production and will affect the competitiveness of Irish firms
abroad.
Accessing credit
If Irish firms can’t get access to credit from banks to fund expansion it will make it difficult for them to enter
international markets.
Capacity of the firm
Irish SMEs may not have the capacity to meet demand for their products abroad if they successfully secure
contracts.
2 x 5 marks (2+3)
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2015 Q4
Q4 Enterprise & Profits / Investment in Ireland’s railways / John Maynard Keynes
(a)

(i)
(ii)

State and explain two economic characteristics of enterprise as a factor of production.
Explain the importance of profits in a market economy.

(30)

(i) State and explain two economic characteristics of enterprise as a factor of production.
Enterprise can earn a loss
It is the only factor that can earn a loss due to a fall in demand or excessive production costs.
Returns can vary
The returns can vary from supernormal profits to losses / the returns to the other factors are guaranteed.
Return is residual
Enterprise receives its return only after the other factors have been paid for.
It is different from the other factors where the payments are agreed in advance or contractual.

2 characteristics at 5 marks each (2 + 3)
(ii) Explain the importance of profits in a market economy.
Encourages risk taking and entrepreneurship
Profits are a prerequisite for encouraging entrepreneurs to undertake the risks inherent in business / without
profits no firms would supply goods or services.
Indicates the best use of resources / consumer demand
Profits are an indication to entrepreneurs that they are providing goods and services that consumers want /
they are responding to consumer demand / they indicate areas which are the most suitable for the use of
scarce resources.
Encourages investment
When profits are earned this may encourage entrepreneurs to invest further in ventures /encourage the entry
of new firms into the industry.
Provide funds for expansion
Entrepreneurs may use the profits earned to re-invest in their existing business / diversify production etc.
Profits reward innovation
Entrepreneurs who earn SNPs do so because they may be more efficient / entrepreneurial innovation /
minimise costs of production and increases profits.
Source of revenue for the government
Profits earned by entrepreneurs are taxed (with exceptions) by the government and become a source of
revenue for the state. They can use these profits to further develop the economy.

4 points at 5 marks each (2+3)
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2015 Q4 Con+nued
(b)

(i)
(ii)

Distinguish between the terms capital and investment as used by economists.
Discuss the case for and against the Government investing in Ireland’s railways.

(30)

(i) Distinguish between the terms capital and investment as used by economists.
Capital
Capital anything made by man used in the production of goods and services.
Capital refers to the equipment/machinery used in the production process.
Capital is a stock concept.
Investment
Investment involves the production of capital goods / capital formation.
In economics investment relates to a firm buying new capital, such as machinery or factory buildings.
It is any addition /increase to the capital stock/spending on capital equipment. It is a flow concept.

2 explanations at 5 marks each
(ii) Discuss the case for and against the Government investing in Ireland’s railways.
The case for:
Facilitates geographic mobility
It allows people to travel more easily between different parts of the country, from home to work and so
increases the geographical mobility of labour.
Balanced regional development
Improved rail infrastructure could lead to a better standard of living in the regions and so promote regional
development e.g. the West of Ireland.
Less traffic gridlock
Greater use of rail transport may reduce traffic congestion as the economy starts to pick up.
Relatively environmentally friendly compared to car
Could encourage the use of public transport so less fossil fuels will be used thereby saving scarce
resources.
Capital intensive investment
Investment in railways requires huge capital investment which would not be provided by private enterprise
and so should be provided by the government.
Improved infrastructure
Investment is needed to maintain existing rolling stock so that a quality service is provided to consumers
on an on-going basis. As a result of investment, travelling times may decrease which may increase demand
by both individual users and firms.
Social benefit
It provides a mode of transport for those people who do not have a private mode of transport so therefore it
is socially desirable etc.
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2015 Q4 Con+nued
The case against:
Very capital intensive
As the capital required is quite high it will have major funding implications for government which will
increase state borrowing. Ireland currently has a high national debt.
It is a very long term investment
It might be too expensive as it is a very long term investment and investment in buses may be a better and
more cost effective measure in the short term.
Opportunity cost
Subsidising lines that are not making returns involves an opportunity cost such as investing in road
improvements.
Reduction in the demand for rail services
The investment may not be cost effective as there has been a fall in passenger numbers, in freight traffic
and in the use of the Dublin suburban rail network.
Commitment to on-going subsidies / cost to taxpayer
In 2013 a €258m subsidy was provided and this could remove the motivation to keep costs down.
Increased competition from bus companies / improved motorway network
Competition on certain routes has increased greatly e.g. buses from Dublin - Galway: high frequency, 24
hour operation, faster journeys, lower fares, no subsidies and high vehicle standards etc.

4 points at 5 marks each (2 + 3)
Must have a minimum of one argument in favour / one against
The expected responses given are not exhaustive
(c)

(i)
(ii)

State and explain the three motives put forward by John Maynard Keynes for holding
assets in the form of cash.
Outline one main influence on each motive.

(15)

Statement
Transactionary

Explanation
People desire to hold money for day-today spending / as a medium of exchange.

One main influence
Level of income:
People on higher incomes spend more, and so
the transactionary demand will increase.

Precautionary

People hold money for emergencies / for
the unexpected.

Level of income:
The higher the level of income the greater the
precautionary demand for money.

Speculative

People desire to hold money for any
possible profitable future investment
opportunities.
Hold money to avoid losses from holding
interest-bearing assets.

Interest rates:
If interest rates are high, the demand for bonds
is relatively high whereas the demand for
money is relatively low.
The higher the rate of interest the more
attractive it becomes to store wealth in bonds
rather than money and with this the speculative
demand for money declines.

3 at 5 marks ( 1 + 2 + 2 )
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(b) In January 2015, the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) introduced restrictions on residential mortgage
lending (bigger deposit requirement for mortgage loans and upper limits on borrowing based on income).
State and explain the possible economic impacts of these restrictions on the Irish property market.

(20)

Possible responses include:
Could ease the trend of rising property prices
The restrictions may limit the increase in house prices by placing a limit on effective demand (purchasing
power backed up by income).
Potential supply effect
The restrictions could result in increased demand for rental properties renting / increased rents. There may
be a bias towards first time buyers. There may be an increase in the number of mortgages due to their
smaller average size.
Could lead to lower levels of construction activity when new homes needed
This contradicts government housing policy which aims to encourage new home supply. The restrictions
may discourage house building because developers and their financial backers will be put off.
Greater safety around the mortgage business
The restrictions may increase the resilience of the banking and household sectors to financial shocks /
shocks in the Irish property market. Lenders will be less vulnerable in the event of property prices falling
by reducing the losses in the event of default.
Help stabilise the business cycle / reduce the boom-bust in the cycle
Prudent lending activity may take place as the housing market activity begins to improve. It could ensure
the goal of responsible borrowing is achieved/ the restrictions may eliminate the boom-bust cycle which
has occurred.
Could hinder the recovery in the property market
High rents and tax increases have made savings difficult. These restrictions may make it difficult for
people to move out of the rental market to home ownership.

3 impacts: 7 marks (4 + 3) + 7 marks (4 + 3) + 6 marks (3 + 3)
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(b) Economists classify unemployment into different types.
(i)
(ii)

State and explain three types of unemployment.
Outline one appropriate government policy response for each of two unemployment types
that you have explained in part (i) above.
(25)

(i) State and explain three types of unemployment.
Cyclical unemployment
This type of unemployment arises due to fluctuations in the business cycle (Keynesian unemployment).
Cyclical unemployment arises due to downturns in the economy.
In theory those who lose their jobs in the downturn should be re-hired in the recovery phase of the cycle.
The deviation of unemployment from its natural rate.
Structural unemployment
This type of unemployment occurs when there is a change in the pattern of demand for a particular skill set.
Changes in the pattern of economic activity in an economy/ Industries are unable to adapt or compete in the
face of changing demand or new products. New technologies have displaced skills e.g. pre-fabricated
buildings have displaced block layers.
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Frictional unemployment
This type of unemployment occurs when people are ‘between jobs’.
The unemployment results because of the time it takes for workers to search for the jobs that best suit their
tastes and skills. Workers will leave one firm and move to another. The period when they are searching for
new employment causes ‘frictional’ unemployment due to the normal working of an economy: workers quit
to find better jobs; employers let workers go to replace them with better workers.
Seasonal unemployment
Unemployment caused by seasonal variations in demand/ by fluctuations in some activities at some period
during the year. During the summer months the tourist industry is much busier than winter time and so this
industry will employ more workers. These workers may then lose their jobs during the winter months.
Institutional unemployment
This arises due to obstacles to the mobility of labour or the removal of the incentive to work.
It can arise when there is a shortage of housing in areas where jobs are available; when the gap between Job
Seekers Benefit and take-home pay in available jobs is so small that there is no incentive for the workers to
take up employment. The existence of closed shop practices in workplaces.

3 points at 5 marks each (2 + 3)
(ii) Outline one appropriate government policy response for each of two unemployment types above.
Cyclical unemployment
Policymakers should use monetary and fiscal policy to counteract this type of unemployment i.e. take
measures to stimulate aggregate demand.
Structural unemployment
This type of unemployment requires that workers be retrained into areas of employment that are needed
e.g. ‘Springboard’ programme/ focus on the characteristics of the unemployed person in an effort to make
them more employable.
Frictional unemployment
Provide retraining schemes for workers/ Aim to provide a better match of workers skills with employers
e.g. SOLAS / Internet/Reduce workers search periods between jobs, by ensuring workers are aware of job
vacancies.
Seasonal unemployment
Firms could try to extend their season e.g. hotels could try to attract customers e.g. offer different packages
to attract customers at different times of the year.
Institutional unemployment
Improve geographical mobility of labour and try to make it easier for families to move houses.
Offer incentives to take up employment e.g. a reduction in the rate of income tax / reduction in USC for
workers who leave social welfare schemes. Try to liberalise working practices so that no barriers to
employment exist.

2 measures at 5 marks each (2 + 3)
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(c)

According to the Quarterly National Household Survey (QNHS) the rate of unemployment was 11.1% in
the third quarter of 2014.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(i)

Name one other commonly used source of unemployment statistics in Ireland.
State and explain the reasons for the differences between both sources.
Outline the possible economic effects which a rise in the level of employment, due to
economic recovery in Ireland, may have on the Government current finances.

(25)

Name one other commonly used source of unemployment statistics in Ireland.
The Live Register

5 marks
(ii)

State and explain the reasons for the differences between both sources.
The Live Register overstates the “true” level of unemployment because it includes:
1. People who are legitimately working part time and signing on part time, therefore they are not
unemployed:
All those on Jobseekers Benefit (JB)
All those on Jobseekers Allowance (JA)
Part-time workers (those who work up to 3 days a week), seasonal and casual workers entitled
to Jobseekers Allowance or Benefit
2. People who may be drawing social welfare but who may also be working (in the black economy) at
the same time.
3. People who may not be actively seeking employment
4. Those signing on only for ‘PRSI credits’ and are not unemployed

2 reasons at 5 marks each
(iii)

Outline the possible economic effects which a rise in the level of employment, due to
economic recovery in Ireland, may have on the Government current finances.
(Current) revenue increases
More PAYE, as more people working. Those in employment will have a higher disposable income
which they are likely to spend and hence pay more indirect tax to the government.
If firms’ profits rise as a result of increased sales then corporation tax receipts could also rise.
(Current) expenditure decreases
If more people are working then the government will have to pay out less in social welfare payments.

2 effects at 5 marks each (2 + 3)
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Q4 Economic terms / Location of a firm / residential property and mortgage arrears
(a)

Explain, with the aid of an example, each of the following terms:
Derived Demand / Transfer Earnings /Supply Price/ Economic Rent.

(20)

Derived demand
Is where a factor of production is demanded not for its own sake but for its contribution to the production
process.
An example of derived demand is the demand for land around Dublin and other large cities, which existed
during the boom as a consequence of the demand for housing.
Transfer Earnings
Can be defined as the earnings of a factor in the next best alternative employment.
Appropriate example.
Supply Price
Is the minimum payment necessary to bring a factor into use and maintain it in that particular use.
Appropriate example.
Economic Rent
This is any payment to a factor of production above the necessary supply price of a factor.
Appropriate example.

Explanation: 3 marks each/example: 2 marks each = 20 marks

(b)

(i)

(i) Outline two economic characteristics of ‘land’.
(ii) Discuss three economic factors which influence a firm’s decision on where to locate its
operations within Ireland.

(25)

Outline two economic characteristics of ‘land’

Land is fixed in supply
An increase in price being offered for land will not bring about an increased supply.
The supply curve for land is a vertical straight line.
Quantities of land can be reclaimed and soil erosion may take place but these have little effect on total
supply.
Land has no cost of production to society as a whole
As land is a gift provided by nature it has no cost of production to society as a whole.
Any payment to land is above its supply price of zero and this is termed economic rent.
Land is a non-specific factor
Land can be used for various purposes. It can be switched from agricultural use to industrial / residential use.

2 characteristics: 5 marks each = 10 marks
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(ii)

Discuss three economic factors which influence a firm’s decision on where to locate its operations
within Ireland.
Possible responses include:
Closeness to similar firms
Many IT/ Tech companies (Google, LinkedIn, Facebook) have now located within the same area in Dublin
(known as the "Silicon valley" of Dublin). The essential support services are available close by.
Availability of a skilled workforce
Firms need a workforce with diverse language skills / engineering skills / IT Specialists so that they can
commence operations and do so with minimum training costs.
Proximity to market / raw materials
A firm which relies on a steady flow of consumers must locate close to the market i.e. a boutique.
A firm which relies on the usage of large amount of raw materials must locate close to the availability of
these e.g. a power generating station.
Well developed infrastructure
Having a well developed infrastructure is crucial when firms are deciding where to locate. This includes
road, rail and air transport network etc. The availability of high speed broadband is also critical in this
regard.
Government Incentives
Availability of Advance Factories together with attractive grants are another consideration to take into
account when deciding where to locate. The IDA and Enterprise Ireland provide supports.
Commercial Property Prices
With the downturn in the economy and the property crash, commercial property prices together with
commercial rents have significantly reduced. This has made Ireland a more attractive place to locate
industry. Google has purchased commercial property recently in Barrow Street, Dublin.
Social Infrastructure
Firms will consider the availability of schools, hospitals, parks etc so that their workforce can have a good
lifestyle.
Planning Laws
Irish planning laws are flexible enough to facilitate large multinationals who wish to set up here. Such laws
facilitated the construction of the Swedish Ikea outlet close to Dublin, which led to the largest retail outlet
in the history of the state, being built.

3 factors: 5 marks each = 15 marks
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(c)

(i)

State and explain three factors that caused the price of residential property to fall considerably in
Ireland in the years following 2007.

(ii)

Mortgage arrears (i.e. the inability to meet mortgage loan obligations) is the biggest single
personal debt issue for many households.
Discuss one possible economic impact of mortgage arrears on each of following:
the household
the banking sector
the Irish Government.

(i)

(30)

State and explain three factors that caused the price of residential property to fall considerably in
Ireland in the years following 2007.
Possible responses include:
Property market collapse
As a result of more and more land being rezoned and the construction boom, the supply of property
exceeded the demand for it, except in the larger cities (Dublin). Many parts of the country now have
ghost housing estates, particularly in areas in the West of Ireland.
The Banking Crisis
Due to a change in lending guidelines and greater credit controls following the banking collapse, many
banks now are unable to lend out money as the criteria to secure loans makes it almost impossible for
them to do so. There are also fewer banks operating in the Irish economy now.
Economic recession / Weaker demand in housing market
With the downturn in the economy and the accompanying drop in economic growth, there has been a
decrease in the demand for housing. Increases in taxation have resulted in lower disposable incomes
leading to reduced demand and prices. Economic uncertainty resulted in some people not trading up to
larger houses.
Emigration
With the downturn in the economy and lack of job opportunities, many young people have been forced
to leave the country, with a consequent drop in demand for residential property.
Speculation in housing
During the boom, increases in property prices fuelled speculative demand with more people seeking
investment opportunities. With the onset of the recession, fewer people were willing to invest in
property as it is deemed a very unstable investment.

3 factors: 5 marks each = 15 marks
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(ii)

Mortgage arrears (i.e. the inability to meet mortgage loan obligations) is the biggest single
personal debt issue for many households.
Discuss one possible economic impact of mortgage arrears on each of following:
the household / the banking sector / the Irish Government.

Possible responses include:
Households
Lack of consumer confidence
Increasing debt leading to less spending in the economy and less aggregate demand. Consumers are
deleveraging rather than consuming. Mortgage arrears can therefore decrease consumer confidence and
hence consumer spending. This can have a negative impact on the economy and society as a whole resulting
in reduced spending and a reduction in aggregate demand.
Reduced creditworthiness
Mortgage arrears may mean that households’ creditworthiness could be adversely affected thus limiting their
ability to borrow.
Less houses for sale / depressed property market
People may be less willing to sell their homes because they will realise losses. This may also have
implications on the ‘mobility of labour’ and the flexibility needed to move to areas where employment
opportunities arise. There is little movement in the property market.
Social housing requirement
When people fall into arrears and their house is eventually repossessed, those people then end up on the
social housing list, thus leading to an even longer waiting list. The burden on the tax payer becomes even
greater.
The banking sector
Debt write-down deals
Banks may suffer loss of profits due to non-repayment of loans. They must develop strategies to deal with
outstanding debt- the forced restructuring of loans into interest only, split mortgages and the extra cost of
debt collection. This will have an impact on the banks’ ability to lend and on its own indebtedness.
Subject to more regulation and legislation
Banks may be subject to more regulation on debt write-off /restructuring / insolvency legislation where it has
to agree as a creditor to a solution. Their ability to meet the stress tests being carried out by ECB may also be
affected.
Unemployment in the Banking Sector
Irish banks together with some foreign banks operating here, have pursued a policy of rationalisation, thus
radically reducing the number of employees in the sector. The major banks have both pursued the policy of
reducing staffing numbers in an effort to cut costs.
Collapse in share prices of bank stocks
Investors have lost confidence in the banks and so their share prices have fallen resulting in reduction in
profits, reduction in the capital value of the banks, increase in bank debt and the nationalisation of some
banks.
64
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Irish Government
Reduced Tax Revenue for Government
Since many people have been unable to sell their property due to slowdown in property sales, there is a
consequent loss of revenue from property transactions including stamp duty for the government etc. Also as
people are not buying there is a loss of transaction taxes for the government. Consumers because they have
reduced disposable incomes are not spending and so tax revenue to the government may be affected.
More debt write-offs / Guarantor for the Irish banks
The government have de facto become guarantor for the Irish banks. Bank losses are ultimately pushed
onto the Irish taxpayers/ Recapitalisation of the banking sector due to non-repayment of capital. Thus, the
government may be on the line for future bank liabilities (capital injections).
Increased demand for Social and Affordable Housing
As a consequence of debt default repossessions and the fact that consumers are finding it more difficult to
secure a mortgage, a greater proportion of people are being forced to look to the government to provide
social housing. In the greater Dublin area, the housing waiting list has increased dramatically.
New measures introduced by government to deal with banking/housing crisis
The government has had to introduce new legislation, increase regulation of the banking sector and try to
help households to cope with mortgage arrears.
Measures include: a new Insolvency Act to aid banks to write down debt following bankruptcy /
More regulation of banks to deal with arrears / new codes of behaviour for debt collection / A national
mortgage-to-rent scheme allows people in mortgage difficulties to switch from owning their home to renting
it as a social tenant. People who take up this option no longer own their own home.

One possible economic impact per category: 5 marks each = 15 marks
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(b) “Ireland heads Forbes’ list of the best countries for business.” (Forbes Magazine Dec 4 2013). Discuss the
economic benefits Multinational Companies (MNCs) can bring to a small economy such as Ireland. (20)
Possible responses include:
Employment / improved standard of living / economic growth
Multinational companies employ many people here in Ireland particularly in the technology, pharmaceutical
and medical devices, chemical industries. Employment boosts income and spending within localities.
Employment will also be created in support industries.
Balance of Payments Benefits
Multinational companies have a major impact on the Balance of Payments by boosting the level of exports
from Ireland and earning much needed revenue for the economy.
Investment in Research & Development and Education
The level of investment directed towards universities and other third level institutions that are involved in
research and development, has increased dramatically. This in turn has meant that Ireland can continue to be
to the forefront of technological advancement / new technology and management techniques leading to
increased production capacity into the future.
Increased Government Revenue for the economy
As more and more multinational companies set up here, there is a greater contribution being made by these
companies towards the exchequer in the form of corporation tax and both direct and indirect taxes.
Increased demand for Commercial Property
As Google, Facebook, LinkedIn etc. have decided to locate here, there has been an increase in the demand for
both office space and commercial property, particularly in Dublin.
Promotes regional development
Many multinational companies have located in the West of Ireland and other peripheral locations, due to the
existence of grants and advance factories thus greatly aiding the government’s aim of balanced regional
development.
New technology introduced
The introduction of new technology increases the skill base of Irish workers which improves employee
mobility and expertise.
Benefits to indigenous companies
With the presence of more multinational companies, there is a knock on effect for indigenous companies e.g.
transport/logistics companies involved in the distribution of products together with packaging companies etc.
Improved reputation for future FDI
As more and more international / multinational firms choose to locate here, Ireland's reputation as a location
to transact business improves.
Indigenous MNCs encourage more FDI
Ireland's reputation for doing large scale business here increases FDI confidence in Ireland. MNCs such as
CRH, the Kerry Group, Glanbia, Paddy Power etc. encourage more inward investment.
Development of a "silicon valley" (clusters of MNCs with core competencies)
Inflow of high-tech firms in clusters. New technology firms are attracted to areas where technology firms
have already located.

4 points of information: 5 marks each = 20 marks
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Q3 (a) + (b) + (c)
Q3 Labour / Gender Pay Gap / Karl
(a)

State and explain four economic influences on an individual firm’s demand for labour.

(25)

1. Marginal revenue productivity of labour
How productive is the worker? Will the worker generate more revenue than his wage rate?
2. (Minimum) Wage rate
If the wage rate increases then this increases the costs for employers and may reduce their demand for
labour.
3. Demand for output
An increase in the demand for the firm’s output may increase the demand for labour.
4. Price of other factors of production (including capital)
Prior to employing more labour the firm would compare the cost of the additional labour with that of
other factors of production available to determine which is the most competitive.
5. State subsidies
If the state were paying subsidies for the hiring of additional labour then this may make it more
attractive to employ additional labour.
6. Taxation Rates on the firm’s profits
If the profitability of a firm is reduced by higher tax on a firm’s profits then this may affect a firm’s
decision to employ additional labour.
7. Payroll taxes / Employers rate of PRSI
If the rate of personal taxation increases then labour may seek a higher wage rate making the firm less
competitive. Similarly if the rate of PRSI / USC on labour increases this is an additional cost for the
firm, which may reduce its demand for labour.
8. Availability of technology
A firm’s demand for labour will be affected by the availability of new technologies particularly if it
helps to reduce costs.
9. Trade union involvement
If a worker is a member of a trade union then the firm may not employ this worker.
This applies to some firms in Ireland who prefer to operate without the involvement of trade unions.

First 3 points at 7 marks (4+3) each
4th point at 4 marks (2+2)
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(b)

Explain, with the aid of a labour market diagram in each case, how equilibrium wage rates are
determined in:
A free labour market;
A labour market where a trade union has negotiated a minimum wage.
(25)
A free labour market:
Wage Rate
S/C labour

WE
D/C labour

Qty. of labour
A free market is one where there are no restrictions on the demand and supply of labour.
Where the demand for labour equals the supply of labour the equilibrium wage rate is set.

Diagram: 5 marks
Explanation: 7 marks (4+3)
A labour market where a trade union has negotiated a minimum wage
Wage Rate

S/C labour

WMIN

D/C labour
Qty. of labour

The trade union may negotiate a minimum wage rate: this is set at WMIN.
No workers will be supplied below WMIN.

Diagram: 5 marks
Explanation: 8 marks (4+4)
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(c)

(i)

Women in Ireland earn on average 17.1% less per hour than men, according to a study by the
European Commission (Tackling the gender pay gap in the European Union, 2011).

(15)

Outline two possible reasons for the lower wage rates earned by women in the Irish economy.
1. Discrimination in the workplace
Women and men may not be paid the same wages even though they do the same work due to illegal
discrimination.
2. Lack of enforcement by State agencies
State agencies do not enforce the existing legislation or take legal action against offenders.
3. Balancing work and family responsibilities
Women work shorter hours and often part-time to combine family responsibilities and paid work. Career
progression can be interrupted by maternity leave.
4. ‘Glass ceiling’/fewer women in senior and leadership positions
Women are under-represented in most senior positions, in politics and in certain sectors within the
economy such as on boards of management.
5. Different jobs, different sectors
Women and men carry out different jobs and often work in different sectors. In health and social work
women make up 80% of workers.
6. Undervaluing of women’s work and skills
Women’s skills and competencies are often undervalued, especially in occupations where they are in the
majority. This is reflected in lower rates of pay.
7. Gender role of women / Tradition
Some people may still consider that a woman’s role in society is to stay in the home and rear children
and this may still cause rates to be lower in some societies.

2 points at 5 marks (2+3) each
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(ii)

Outline one measure that could be taken to close the gender pay gap.
1. Awareness - raising Campaign
Governments could put in place measures to raise awareness on gender equality and company good
practice. A widespread advertising campaign during ‘European Equal Pay Day’ might raise awareness
of the gender pay gap and initiate change.
2. Collective Agreements
Social partners could make provisions in collective agreements on gender equality and require
companies to report on salaries and plans to close the gender pay gap.
3. Labour Inspections / Name and shame the offenders
Labour inspectors could be trained to carry out inspections on equal pay violations and publish names
of offenders.
4. Audits by companies
Gender equality plans and audits enable companies to measure their progress in implementing gender
equality and equal pay.
5. Make pay systems transparent
Transparent pay systems are very important in implementing equal pay e.g. software to help companies
analyse pay and staffing structures and verify if equal pay exists.
6. Gender Equality Studies
A government could implement studies into the issue and take action to implement strategies to close
the gender pay gap.
7. Implement / enforce existing laws
Governments could also ensure that current laws are enforced by taking legal cases against offenders.
8. Education on gender stereotyping
Policies could be pursued which challenge ‘traditional’ views of women in schools, home and in the
workplace.

1 point at 5 marks (2+3)
Explain briefly Karl Marx’s economic theory about the exploitation of labour in a capitalist system.(10)
Marx argued that workers were paid subsistence / minimum wages by their employers.
The value of the goods produced by a worker was more than the wages paid to the worker.
(The difference between the two he called the ‘surplus value’ or profit to the employer).
This illustrated that workers were exploited and in time would be replaced by capital resulting
in their unemployment.
70 (6+4)
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Q8 Unemployment / National Debt / Ageing population
(a)

‘The rate of unemployment among 15-24 year olds in Ireland has increased by 74% between
2006 and 2011’ (Profile 3 At Work, Central Statistics Office, July 2012).
(i)
(ii)

(i)

Explain three economic consequences of a high rate of youth unemployment on the Irish
economy.
Discuss three measures which the Irish government may introduce to reduce the problem of youth
unemployment.
(30)

Explain three economic consequences of a high rate of youth unemployment on the Irish economy.

Statement

Explanation

Increased government
(current) expenditure

The government will have to fund a higher social welfare bill.

Reduced government
(current) revenue

With fewer people working the government will collect less in both direct
and indirect tax revenue.

Loss on return on
investment in education
‘Lost generation’

With young people not contributing to society the state loses out on the
taxpayers’ investment in their education.

Emigration

With less job opportunities available some people who are able may
consider emigrating if job opportunities exist elsewhere.

Social costs to society

Crime, vandalism and anti-social behaviour may increase among young
people who are bored and have no stake in society. This could increase
policing costs for the government.

Increased demand for
places in third level

With employment prospects poor those who had not availed of third level
education may now seek that opportunity putting pressure on the resources
of both the colleges and the state (for finance).

Less incentive for
businesses to invest

As there is less demand for goods and services by people on lower incomes
businesses may be less willing to invest resulting in reduced output.

3 points at 5 marks (2+3) each
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(ii)

Discuss three measures which the Irish government may introduce to reduce the problem of youth
unemployment.
1. Provide more opportunities for education / training
Universities / ITs/ Solas could ensure that good quality education and skills training is provided to meet the
demands of certain growth sectors in the economy.
2. Subsidised work placements/internships
The government could give a welfare ‘top-up’ to individuals willing to do work experience and offer
placements with companies to develop their skills and experience.
3. Lower PRSI contributions
For those businesses which take on and train additional young workers the government could reduce the
employer’s PRSI.
4. Reduce the minimum wage
This will reduce costs for businesses and may encourage them to hire extra workers.
5. Healthy banking sector
Make sure Irish banks are adequately capitalised and are able to lend to businesses encouraging more
employment in businesses in the economy.
6. More school based vocational training
Review the curriculum at second level to reflect the current / future needs of the labour market and thus
help address the labour shortages.
7. Policies to encourage geographical mobility
This may allow young people to take up work in other geographical locations thus increasing employment
e.g. subsidised accommodation; travel expenses.
8. Reduce costs for business including payroll and other taxes
The government could, through regulation, force those firms supplying utilities to reduce their
prices. This could reduce the costs for businesses, which may lead to a reduction in prices.
Demand may increase resulting in an increase demand for labour. This may help decrease export
prices thereby increasing aggregate demand, resulting in employment.
9. Reduce rates of social welfare for ‘young’ unemployed
The differential between the social welfare rate and the wage rate will then be increased and this may
encourage more young people into the labour market.

3 points at 5 marks (2+3) each
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Q3 firms
Q3 Terms, Entrepreneurship, Survival 2012
of Small
(a)

(i) Explain the following terms in relation to a factor of production:
Supply Price;
Transfer Earnings.
(ii) Explain the concept Economic Rent and outline two circumstances under which a factor of
production can earn it.

(25)

(i)
Supply Price:
The minimum payment necessary to bring a factor into use and maintain it in that particular use.
5 marks

Transfer Earnings:
The earnings of a factor in the next best alternative employment.
or
What a factor must receive to keep it in its present use and prevent it from transferring to another use.
5 marks.

(ii)
Economic Rent:
Any earnings of a factor of production above its supply price/transfer earnings.
5 marks.

Two circumstances under which a factor of production can earn it:

1. Shortage in the supply of any factor of production
If land / labour is in short supply, its price will increase.
2. Possession of a rare skill or talent
If a person has a skill which is in great demand e.g. a professional soccer player then they can
command high fees.
3. Rent of Ability
An entrepreneur who invents a much sought after commodity may command high income.
4. Completely specific factors of production
There is no opportunity cost in the use of an existing factor of production which is completely
specific (not adaptable to other uses e.g. a railway station) . If a payment is made for the use of this
specific factor then this entire payment would be economic rent as the opportunity cost is zero.
2 points at 5 marks each.
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(b)

(i)
(ii)

State and explain the economic reasons why entrepreneurship is important to the
development of the Irish economy.
State and explain three means by which the Irish Government could encourage
entrepreneurship in Ireland.

(30)

(i) The economic reasons why entrepreneurship is important to the development of the Irish economy.

1. Creates employment
Entrepreneurs need workers to produce goods/services. They provide viable employment
opportunities for labour and help decrease unemployment.
2. Organises production
Entrepreneurs organise the other factors of production into production units. Without entrepreneurs
these factors of production would lie idle.
3. What to produce / prices to charge
Entrepreneurs decide which goods and services are going to be produced and in what quantities, by
anticipating consumer demand and deciding the prices to be charged.
4. Innovation
Successful entrepreneurs may invest part of their profits into developing new commodities which
will benefit society thereby improving the standard of living / quality of life.
5. Encourages further investment / Enterprise culture
Entrepreneurs put both their money and skills into a business in the hope of making a profit and this
may encourage further investment in the economy if successful.
6. Outlet for savers funds
Entrepreneurs provide an investment outlet for savers funds, generating a return on savings.
7. Revenue for the government
Entrepreneurs help generate revenue for the government through taxation revenues: corporation tax;
VAT; income taxes.
8. Improve Balance of Payments
If the goods produced by the entrepreneurs are exported this will help improve the balance of
payments position.
9. Creates wealth
Successful entrepreneurs create wealth, thereby leading to economic growth / increase in GNP.
3 at 5 marks each.
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(ii)

State and explain three means by which the Irish Government could encourage entrepreneurship in
Ireland.

1. Enterprise education
If the government encouraged greater emphasis on enterprise education in schools and colleges
then more individuals may be willing to undertake the risks involved.
2. Taxation policies
If the government maintains corporation profits tax rates then individuals may see the possibility of
greater profitability. Similarly a reduction in VAT rates may increase demand for commodities and
increase sales.
3. Government Policies / regulation
If the government reduced the regulations involved in setting up a business or removed
administration obstacles then more people might become entrepreneurs. Also, if they offer grants
and other incentives for establishing a business then more people might do so / create a favourable
business environment.
4. Labour market policies
The availability of an educated / skilled workforce acts an incentive to individuals to establish a
business. Investment in universities / 3rd level colleges.
5. Improved economic outlook / confidence in economy
If the government, through its economic and social policies, presents a positive outlook about the
economy then individuals may take more risk.
6. Develop infrastructure
Investment in communications technology through the provision of broadband access will
encourage people to start up business.
7. Improve competitiveness
Currently the competitiveness of Irish industry is improving. If measures can be taken to improve
competitiveness further then individuals may be encouraged to start a business e.g. more
competitive quotes for communications, insurance, energy etc.
8. Availability of bank credit
By stabilising the banks the government may make it possible for the banks to provide credit and
so encourage people to borrow and establish a business.
9. Government initiatives
Examples include: ‘Action Plan for Jobs 2012’ provides support for businesses struggling to access
credit with €100m Micro Finance Loan Scheme, €150m Development Capital Scheme and a Loan
Guarantee Scheme.
3 at 5 marks each.
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(c)

‘There are 200,000 small firms in Ireland employing 655,000 people’.
(Small Firms Association, December 2011)
Discuss the reasons why small firms survive in the Irish economy.

(20)

1. Small size of market / Scale of operation
The restricted size of the market may not facilitate the operation of large scale business e.g. in a
rural area a small shop may be viable while a large supermarket may not.
2. Personal services
Consumers may desire personal attention in the provision of goods or services and a small firm may
be the only type of business which can provide this e.g. a plumber providing repair services to
households.
3. Consumer loyalty
A small firm may have built up a reputation over the years in the provision of goods and services to
its customers and they may respond by being loyal to that firm, making it difficult for other firms to
gain a foothold.
4. Support the community
Citizens in smaller communities may support local business so that the continuity of supply is
guaranteed, thus helping to maintain a viable community e.g. farmers’ markets supplying local
produce to local business.
5. Traditional / Niche markets
The type of product / service being supplied might make it more suitable for a small firm.
Examples include: wedding planners; handmade/ craft products; perishable products etc.
A small firm may find it easier to locate close to the market where it might be difficult for a
larger firm to do so e.g. roadside sellers of local produce can be flexible in choosing their
location.
6. Exclusive nature of the commodity
Heavy goods which are costly to transport may be manufactured locally on a small scale to supply
nearby markets e.g. the manufacture of concrete blocks in areas which service local markets.
7. Availability of capital
Small firms may find it very difficult to get the finance to expand their operations and hence the
business remains small.
8. Membership of voluntary groups.
Some firms producing on a small scale may offset the disadvantage they have in competition with
large firms by engaging in a joint marketing strategy with other small suppliers – hotel groups,
individually owned grocery shops trading under a shared name (Spar, Centra etc)

4 at 5 marks each.
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(b)

(i)

(i) State the rate of unemployment in Ireland during 2012, as indicated by the Live Register.
(ii) Outline the limitations of the Live Register in measuring the rate of unemployment in the Irish
economy.
(20)

State the rate of unemployment in Ireland during 2012, as indicated by the Live Register.

14.8% (May 2012: 432,907)
(Forecasted rate during 2012: 14.1%)

5 marks
(ii)

The limitations of the Live Register in measuring the rate of unemployment in the Irish economy.
Included but should NOT be:

(a) It includes people who are legitimately working part time and signing on part time:
All those on Jobseekers Benefit (JB) - excluding systematic short-time workers
All those on Jobseekers Allowance (JA) - excluding smallholders/farm assists and self-employed
persons
Part-time workers (those who work up to 3 days a week), seasonal and casual workers entitled to
Jobseekers Allowance or Benefit.

(b) It includes those people who may be drawing social welfare but who may also be

working (in the black economy) at the same time.
(c) It includes those people who may not be actively seeking employment.
(d) It includes those signing on only for 'PRSI credits' and are not unemployed.
Excluded but should NOT be:

(e) People who though unemployed and seeking employment are not on the live register

(because they are not entitled to any benefits).

3 at 5 marks each.
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Q3 Marginal revenue productivity, Investment, Investment in public transport
(a)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Define the term Marginal Revenue Productivity (MRP) of a factor of production.
State and explain two factors that can influence MRP.
Outline two difficulties that may arise in measuring MRP.

(25)

(i) MRP:
The extra revenue earned when an additional unit of a factor of production is employed.

5 marks
(ii) Two factors that can influence MRP
1. The productivity/ commitment of the factor.
The more productive each additional factor employed is then the more MRP that factor will earn.
The more conscientious a person is then the more productive that person will be.
2. The selling price of the output.
If the selling price obtained on the market is rising or constant (and not falling) then the higher will
be that factor’s MRP.
3. The Law of Demand.
On the market, the law of demand dictates that in order for more to be bought then price must be
reduced – this affects the MRP obtained by the firm.
4. Quality / Specialised nature of the factors/Unique talent.
If the quality of the factor used improves then that factor may become more efficient and so
additional output will be produced, resulting in increased MRP.
5. Training/Education provided for the factors.
If the factor is more highly trained / has attained a good standard of education then it may become
more skilled, resulting in increased efficiency and more output.
6. Expertise of the entrepreneur.
If the entrepreneur has expertise in organising the production unit, then each factor may be more
productive and work to its maximum efficiency.
7. Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns.
As each additional unit of a factor is used a point will be reached where the additional output
produced will decline and so MRP will decline.

2 points x 5 marks each
(iii)

Outline two difficulties that may arise in measuring MRP.

1. Not all factors produce physical output.
Where services are provided no physical output is produced and so MRP cannot be measured.
2. Output not sold in the market place.
In the public sector where output is not sold in the market it is difficult to calculate MRP.
3. Combination of capital and labour to produce additional output.
It is difficult to measure the contribution of each individual factor.

2 points x 5 marks each
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(b)

‘Capital Investment has been an important driver of economic advancement in Ireland over the past ten
years, providing the capacity and scope for growth8.
(The National Recovery Plan 2011 D 2014)
(i) State and explain three reasons why investment is important for the Irish economy.
(ii) Describe three factors that currently influence the level of investment in the Irish economy. (30)

(i) State and explain three reasons why investment is important for the Irish economy.

1. Increased productive capacity
Greater investment allows the country to produce more output / it replaces worn-out capital
resources.
2. Increased labour productivity
More investment allows labour to become more efficient. Investment allows workers to use more
up-to-date capital goods, making them more efficient.
3. Increased employment
Extra investment increases aggregate demand resulting in the demand for more employees to meet
this additional demand for goods & services.
4. Increased GNP
Increased investment leads to higher GNP, greater demand, increased spending and a higher
standard of living.
5. Investment generates future wealth for the economy
Investment into the economy means that we are safeguarding the future wealth creating capacity of
the country, by ensuring that we have capital goods in the future.
6. Increased Government Revenues
An increase in investment will increase economic activity. This will generate additional revenues
for the government for use within society.

3 points x 5 marks each
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(ii) Describe three factors that currently influence the level of investment in the Irish economy.

1. Rates of interest / Cost of borrowing
As rates of interest increase, the cost of borrowing increases. Thus the lower will be the profit
earned. Hence investment will fall / MEC may fall.
2. Business people's expectations
Currently many business people are pessimistic about the economy and so they are less likely to
invest.
Irish business people are more pessimistic about the future for various reasons: potentially higher
tax rates in Ireland; higher interest rates; poor economic growth rates.
3. Government economic policies
If government policy is favourable towards investment then investment tends to rise.
Examples of favourable policies currently include: attractive state grants; a policy to maintain
corporation tax at current levels; continued development of infrastructure etc. The government
policy to provide additional training places; reduced VAT for some industries and reduced PRSI
for additional workers hired may help attract investment into Ireland.
4. The international economic climate
Ireland is an open economy, which relies on foreign investment.
If the international economic climate is in a slump then this may result in a fall in demand which
will cause Irish businesses to suffer.
5. The Marginal Efficiency of Capital
The greater the potential MEC for any possible investment project then the more likely the
investment will take place.
6. Stability in the banking sector
The policy of the state to stabilise the banking sector should help the flow of credit, and so
encourage risk taking.
7. The cost of capital goods
The greater the cost of capital goods the lower the profitability of the investment,
hence investment tends to fall.
8. Availability of a skilled English speaking workforce
The workforce is English speaking which may attract investment.
People have time to re-train during the current period of unemployment.
Ireland currently has a pool of highly skilled workers.

3 points x 5 marks each
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(c)

Advise the Minister for Transport on two possible economic advantages and two possible economic
disadvantages of investing in public transport, rather than investing in the construction of new roads. (20)

Possible economic advantages

Possible economic disadvantages

Better use of scarce resources
There will be less fossil fuels used per
passenger, thereby saving scarce resources.

Investment may be costlier than investment
in roads
The cost of investing in public transport may be
greater than the cost of building roads.

Improved public infrastructure/Regional
Development
This will benefit society and lead to a better
standard of living from the enhanced public
transport facilities. Further development of rural
areas leading to geographical mobility of labour
Reduced CO2 emissions /
Environment better protected
If more people use public transport and limit the
use of cars it will result in reduced emissions /
less penalties under Kyoto agreement.

People in rural areas disadvantaged.
If the investment is confined to areas with large
populations then people in rural areas cannot
avail of these services.

Reduced traffic congestion
With the possibility of less road traffic the costs
associated with traffic congestion should fall.

Subsidies from the state
Public transport may require continued
subsidies from government to encourage its use
e.g. subsidy for CIE etc.
Behaviour of roads users unchanged
If the number of roads users is not reduced then
the investment in public transport may have
been wasteful of resources.

Reduced imports
If more people use public transport then it may
result in a reduction in the import of cars and of
oil.
Increased employment
If demand increases then there may be more
employment provided by transport providers.

Loss of taxation revenues
If private transport users reduce their use then it
may result in a loss of VAT; excise duties ;
motor taxes to the state.

May argue the opposite of this point

Benefits to transport providers
If more people use public transport then
revenue for providers will increase allowing for
continuity of service; may help reduce subsidies
payable from the state; and may allow
economies of scale to be achieved, resulting in
lower prices.

Costs of not investing in roads
The road infrastructure may deteriorate; the
costs for business may increase; Ireland may
fall behind in international road developments.

2 x 5 marks

2 x 5 marks
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(c)

TThe number of staff in the Irish public sector grew by 15.5% from 2001 to 2008, according to
OECD statistics8.
(Report on the Sources of Ireland8s Banking Crisis, 2010)
Discuss four measures the Minister for Finance could take to reduce the public sector wage bill.

1. Reduce the numbers employed in the sector
Do not fill vacancies when they occur / natural wastage.
Introduce a voluntary redundancy package e.g. as in the HSE.
2. Reduce rates of pay per employee
Pay new entrants into the sector lower rates of pay than existing employees.
Adjust pension entitlements to reduce the cost of future pensions.
3. Change terms of employment
Defer incremental pay increases.
Negotiate pay reductions for state employees / wage freeze.
Cap the pay of higher paid civil servants.
Ban overtime for state employees/offer career breaks.
4. Change pension entitlements
Reduce the pensions given to current pension holders.
5. Outsource services e.g. IT / Payroll
This will mean that less staff is required in the public sector to provide these services.

20 marks (7+7+3+3)
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(c)

‘The unemployment rate in Ireland in December 2010 was 13.6%8. (The Central Statistics Office)
(i) Discuss two economic measures which the Government could take in order to reduce the level of
unemployment in Ireland.
At the end of the year 2010, the EU and the IMF agreed €85bn of financial support for Ireland.
(ii) Discuss the economic effects of this financial support on the Irish economy.

(30)

(i) Measures the government could take to reduce the level of unemployment in Ireland.

1. Reduce taxation
If the government reduced rates of VAT this would help reduce prices. This may encourage people
to spend, thereby increasing demand and lead to an increased demand for labour.
2. Subsidise additional labour employed
The government has reduced the rate of PRSI on additional labour hired. This helps reduce the cost
of labour and may encourage employers to hire additional labour.
3. Reduce costs for business
The government could, through regulation, force those firms supplying utilities to reduce their
prices. This could reduce the costs for businesses, which may lead to a reduction in consumer
prices. Demand may increase resulting in an increased demand for labour. This may
decrease export prices thereby increasing aggregate demand, resulting in employment.
4. Government prudent management of the economy
If public confidence is restored then people will start to spend, resulting in increased aggregate
demand and boosting employment. Prudent economic management of the economy is essential to
help restore confidence.
5. Infrastructural development
Funding of improvements in the capital and social infrastructure e.g. the renovation / construction
of schools etc, directly leads to employment in the construction industry and, through the multiplier
effect, leads to increasing spending and growth in employment.
6. Maintain a low corporation profits tax base / attract high value added FDI
The low rate of CPT is seen as an essential element in Ireland’s ability to continue to attract mobile
foreign direct investment. This can be used as part of a packages used to encourage companies to
locate here and so increase employment.
7. Investment in education / training
The government must continue to invest in education and training. This investment will allow
workers to up-skill and so acquire those skills in demand currently. Develop an internship
programme.
8. Banking stability h availability of credit
If the government can re-capitalise and rationalise the banks successfully then credit may become
available which will boost investment, thereby encouraging economic growth and employment.

2 points x 5 marks each
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(ii) Discuss the economic effects of this financial support on the Irish economy.

Positive economic effects

Negative economic effects

1. Pay public sector workers
The support means that these workers can
continue to be paid.

1. High cost of repayment
The high rate of interest on these loans is a
further drain on scarce state resources.
Inability to borrow in international markets.

2. Maintain public services
Essential services can continue to be provided
e.g. schools, hospitals, security, prison service
etc. Without the financial support the
provision of these services would cease.

2. Taxation increases / expenditure cuts
The loans must be repaid and this means a
combination of taxation increases and / or
expenditure cuts which will reduce the
standard of living.

3. Continuity of a banking system
The financial support means that the banks
can continue to operate and this may mean:
(a) that the economic system can function
(b) banking jobs are at less risk.

3. Loss of economic sovereignty
Economic policies in Ireland will now be
dictated by the EU/IMF, rather than by the
Irish government.

4. Acceptance of tax adjustments
Citizens may more readily accept the need for
taxation measures which will ensure the
survival of the economy.

4. Loss of confidence in economy
Citizens may lose confidence in the
government’s ability to manage its economic
affairs. This may lead to a fall in spending. It
may deter investment in the economy resulting
in less FDI, unemployment, the ‘brain drain’.

5. Acceptance of wage moderation
The need for financial support may encourage
all workers to accept the need for wages
reductions / increased productivity.

5. Unemployment / Emigration
With reductions in spending and a drop in
investment there may be an increase in
unemployment and this may result in an
increase in emigration.

4 points x 5 marks each
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Question 3 Labour, Black Economy
(a) With reference to the factor of production labour, explain the following terms:
Derived Demand / Marginal revenue Productivity / Wage Drift / Cyclical Unemployment.

(20 marks)

Derived Demand
Where labour is demanded for its contribution to the production process.
MRP
The extra revenue earned when an additional unit of labour/ is employed.
Wage Drift
When wage levels rise above the negotiated levels.
Cyclical Unemployment
Unemployment that results from reduced demand for goods and services.
(Unemployment resulting from the economic recession / decline in trade cycles /
reduced aggregate demand).

4 at 5 marks each.
(b) (i) State and explain four factors which influence the efficiency of labour as a factor of production.
(ii) Outline one possible economic advantage and one possible economic disadvantage, to the Irish
economy, of reducing the National Minimum Wage.
(30 marks)

Education / Training / Qualifications:
the better the quality of education / training
/qualifications attained by the worker the more
efficient / productive they may be.

Degree of specialisation:
by concentrating on performing a single task
workers become faster and more skillful
and therefore are more efficient.

Innate / natural talent of the worker:
some workers may possess innate / natural
talents making them highly efficient.

Climatic conditions:
if a place of work is too hot or too cold then this
may affect the workers productivity.

Quality of the other factors:
the better the quality of the other factors which
the worker uses then the more efficient the
worker.

Management expertise:
good managers can get the best out of their
workforce, leading to efficiencies, improved
staff morale/staff motivation, leading to
increased output.

Availability of other factors:
efficiency may be improved if the worker has
a greater quantity of other factors of
production available for use.

Commitment of the worker:
if workers are highly motivated and committed
to work then they will operate more
efficiently

Living conditions of the workforce:
if workers are healthy, well nourished and
have decent accommodation then they will
work in a more efficient manner.

4 points at 5 marks each. State: 2 marks. Explain: 3 marks.
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(ii)

One possible economic advantage and one possible economic disadvantage, to the Irish
economy, of reducing the National Minimum Wage.

Advantages
Lower labour costs
Resulting in continued production and
reduced risk of business closure.

Disadvantages
Reduced standard of living
Workers will now receive lower income and
so their standard of living will fall

Lower selling prices
With production costs falling this may lead
to lower consumer prices and increased
competition

Reduced aggregate demand /spending
Lower incomes will reduce spending and so
the demand for goods and services may fall
resulting in unemployment/less VAT
receipts.

Increased demand / protection of jobs
The lower wage rate leading to lower
prices may lead to increased demand and
hence greater demand for workers.
Indigenous jobs are protected e.g. jobs in
the tourism sector.

Impact on general wage levels
This reduction may indicate to employers
that all wage levels should fall and this may
result in a possible reduction in standard of
living among the entire workforce.

Investment stimulus
Reduced costs may lead to increased
investment by entrepreneurs / increased
foreign direct investment.

Workers on lower incomes suffer most
If the reduction is confined to those on the
minimum wage rate then the burden is not
being shared equally within the workforce,
which is not equitable.

Reduced risk of re-location
Irish wage levels may fall more into line
with other countries and this may result in
less firms considering re-locating to
countries outside Ireland.

Discourage employment
The reduction may not encourage people to
join the workforce/ it may lead to a greater
participation in the black economy.

1 at 5 marks.
State 2 marks. Explain: 3 marks

1 at 5 marks.
State 2 marks. Explain: 3 marks
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(c)

There has been a sharp increase in the rate of savings in Ireland in the past year.
(i) Discuss two factors currently influencing the rate of savings in the Irish economy.
(ii) Outline three economic effects which an increase in the rate of savings may have on the Irish
economy.
(25 marks)
(i) Discuss two factors currently influencing the rate of savings in the Irish economy.

Future Expectations for the economy
People are concerned about the future of the economy which is affecting consumer confidence. As
a result people are tending to postpone purchasing and save instead.
Security of savings
Due to the current economic climate people are less inclined towards risky investments and prefer
the security of state backed savings.
Price levels / real rate of interest
Current deflation results in an increase in the real rate of return on savings.
Deflation means that people need to spend less to buy goods and services and so their ability to
save is increased. In a period of falling prices consumers may not spend expecting the price to fall
further and thereby save instead.
Quality of financial products
If the products available produce reasonable returns then people are more likely to use them as a
form of saving. Due to the banking crisis consumers are seeking greater security for their savings
e.g. An Post<s ENational Solidarity Bond<.
Deferred spending
Though income levels are falling (unemployment is rising and those in employment have reduced
disposable incomes due to higher tax rates), deflation is occurring, consumers are spending less
and are deferring spending until later. This results in forced savings.
Future Levels of state benefits
The state faces an increasing pensions' bill for public servants. People are fearful for their future
pensions and this may be contributing to increasing savings currently.

2 points at 5 marks each.
State: 2 marks. Explain: 3 marks.
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(ii) Outline three economic effects which an increase in the rate of savings may have on the Irish economy.

Reduced spending within the economy / leakage from circular flow of income.
People who save more spend less and so the demand for goods and services may fall.
Increase in unemployment.
Falling demand for goods and services will result in a reduction in demand for labour resulting in
increased unemployment.
More funds available for investment.
Increased savings will mean that more funds are available in financial institutions for borrowing by
individuals and businesses. This may help economic growth.
Reduced inflation.
With less spending and falling demand there will be reduced pressure on prices resulting in lower
inflation and, possibly, increased competitiveness.
Reduced demand for imports.
Less spending may mean reduced demand for imports thereby helping to improve our Balance of
Payments.
Increased revenue for government.
More savings mean increased revenue from DIRT to the government.
In 2008 DIRT was worth Q658.8m to the exchequer. In 2002 DIRT was worth Q206m.
Stabilise banking sector.
Increased savings result in increased funds available to banks. This may lead to increased stability
in the banking sector at a time when confidence needs to be restored.

3 points at 5 marks each.
State: 2 marks. Explain: 3 marks.
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Question 8 Unemployment
(a)

Discuss the factors that influence the size of the Irish labour force.

1. Wage levels within the economy.

Higher wage levels in recent years act as an incentive for more people to supply labour. However,
recent wage restraint may see a fall in this figure.

2. Structure of population/ Size.

Ireland’s population has increased with more citizens within the working-age bracket. The size of the
labour force increases, e.g. Ireland has a smaller population than France resulting in a smaller labour
force.

3. Participation Rate.

The number of people willing to work within the 16-65 age groups has increased. More women
working/people who once retired are willing to take up part-time employment.

4. Rates of income tax within the economy.

In the past a reduction in income tax rates acted as an incentive for people to join the workforce. In the
2009 budget the new ‘Income Levy’ could now act as a disincentive to work and negatively affect the
size of the labour force.

5. Labour mobility.

The workforce in Ireland has become more occupationally mobile: there are less barriers in place
preventing the movement of workers. With EU enlargement, the free movement of labour is increasing.
The recent down turn in the Irish economy may see many immigrants moving home and an increase in
emigration of Irish citizens.

6. Government Policies.

The government has moved to ease restrictions on the entry of immigrants to Ireland aiming to liberalise
entry requirements into certain occupations e.g. pharmacies; hospital consultants.

3 points @ 8 marks + 6 marks + 6 marks graded
(b)

According to the Quarterly National Household Survey (QNHS) the rate of unemployment was
7.7% in December 2008.
(i)

Name one source, other than QNHS, for unemployment statistics in Ireland.

Live Register
Census (of Population)

Source: 4 marks
(ii)

State, with reasons, which of the measurements of unemployment used by each of these
sources gives the most accurate estimate of Irish unemployment.

The Quarterly National Household Survey – 3 marks
Provides a more accurate measurement of Irish unemployment because it excludes:
1. People 'signing on' who are actually working.
2. People who work Part-time (working up to 3 days per week), seasonal workers and casual
workers (who are entitled to Unemployment Benefit / Unemployment Assistance if they meet the
statutory requirements).

3. People who claim UA / UB who are not seeking work /or are not available for work.
4. The QNHS includes those people who are unemployed, but for many reasons, may not draw the
dole and do not sign on.

2 reasons @ 4 marks each graded
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(c)

(i)

Outline the main causes of the recent increases in unemployment in the Irish economy.

1. Economic recession / cyclical unemployment.
The current worldwide recession has resulted in a reduction in aggregate demand resulting
in the closure of businesses and hence the lay-off of workers. This is not confined solely to
Ireland as many firms worldwide have reduced their workforces.
2. Re-location of industry.
Businesses that need to reduce their costs and wish to survive have moved to lower cost
locations e.g. Dell manufacturing moved to Poland resulting in job losses in Limerick.
The loss of income results in a further job losses and jobs lost in firms who supply to these
firms.
3. Irish companies exporting to US and UK.
The rise in the value of the euro against the UK pound sterling and US dollar resulted in a
reduction in demand for their output and this resulted in job losses in export oriented
industries e.g. Waterford Glass; loss of jobs in the hotel and catering industry.
4. Banking crisis.
The crisis in the banking sector has resulted in a major reduction in the availability of credit
for businesses. This has meant that businesses are being forced to close with the resulting
loss of jobs e.g. the closure of various restaurants in Dublin.
Some banks may cause closures by foreclosing on those firms who are having difficulty
repaying their loans.
5. Uncertainty for the future.
With the downturn in economic activity and the severity of the recession people are fearful
for the future. Many are reducing their spending and some are deferring spending. This
further reduces demand and results in job losses e.g. the closure of firms in the retail sector
and consequent job losses.
6. Reliance on construction sector / structural unemployment.
Much of Ireland’s economic growth relied on the development of this sector. With the
downturn the immediate effect was the major loss of jobs in this sector with the
accompanying loss of jobs in all allied trades / industries. This change resulted in significant
job losses.

4 points @ 5 marks graded
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(ii)

Discuss economic policies which the Irish government might pursue in order to reduce the level of
unemployment.

1. Reduce taxation.
If the government reduced rates of VAT this would remove the divergence between rates of VAT
in the Republic and those in Northern Ireland. It would also help reduce prices. This may
encourage people to spend, thereby increasing demand and leading to an increased demand for
labour.
2. Subsidise additional labour employed.
If the government reduced the rates of PRSI on additional labour hired it would help reduce the
cost of labour and may encourage employers to hire additional labour.
3. Reduce costs for business.
The government could, through regulation, force those firms supplying utilities to reduce their
prices. This could reduce the costs for businesses, which may lead to a reduction in prices.
Demand may increase resulting in an increased demand for labour. This may help decrease
export prices thereby increasing aggregate demand, resulting in employment.
4. Prudent management of the economy / improved regulatory framework.
Many economic commentators suggest that the government needs to restore confidence in the
public. If confidence is restored then people will start to spend, resulting in increased aggregate
demand and boos employment. Thus prudent economic management of the economy is essential
to restore confidence.
5. Infrastructural development.
Funding of improvements in the capital and social infrastructure directly leads to employment in
the construction industry and, through the multiplier effect, leads to increasing spending and
growth in employment.
6. Maintain a low corporation profits tax base / attract high value added FDI.
The low rate of CPT is seen as an essential element for Ireland to continue to attract mobile
foreign direct investment. This can be used as part of the package used to attract companies to
Ireland and so increase employment.
7. Investment in education / training.
One of the factors which attracts companies to set up in Ireland is the availability of an educated,
skilled workforce. To maintain this advantage the government must continue to invest in
education and training. Investment will allow workers to up-skill and so acquire those skills in
demand currently. Possible availability of EU funding for training and up-skilling workers.

4 points @ 5 marks each graded
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Factors of Production Enterprise and Public Sector Wage Bill
Define the factor of production ‘Enterprise’
Outline two characteristics which make ‘Enterprise’ a unique factor of production.
Do all entrepreneurs earn the same level of profit? Explain your answer.
(30 marks)
Define the factor of production ‘Enterprise’

Enterprise is the factor of production that organises the other factors of production into a
production unit to produce a good/service. It undertakes all the inherent risks in the hope
of making a profit.

12 marks graded.

(ii)

Outline two characteristics which make ‘Enterprise’ a unique factor of production.

1.

It can earn a loss
• It is the only factor that can earn a negative return (loss).
• This does not arise with the other factors of production as they are guaranteed a
return

2.

Returns can vary
• The returns can vary from super normal profits to losses.

3.

Return is residual.
• Enterprise receives its return only after the other factors have received theirs
• It is different from the other factors since their payments are contractual /
agreed in advance.

2 points at 6 marks each graded.

(iii)

Do all entrepreneurs earn the same level of profit? Explain your answer.

No, all Entrepreneurs do not earn the same level of profit.
1 mark
This is due to a rent of ability. Some are better than others and can earn a supernormal profit or
an economic rent. The entrepreneur cannot be replaced easily by another because of talent and
business acumen possessed. If the entrepreneur works in a more competitive industry he/she
may earn lower profits than an entrepreneur in a less competitive industry.

5 marks graded.
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(b)

A computer software engineer, who earns €40,000 annually in her current employment, decides to
become an entrepreneur and set up her own business in which she expects to earn €75,000 annually.
(i)
(ii)

What is this entrepreneur’s supply price? Explain your answer.
If the business performs as expected, will the entrepreneur earn an ‘economic rent’?
Explain your answer.
(15 marks)

(i)

The entrepreneur’s supply price is €40,000 as this is the minimum payment she needs to

(ii)

Yes, if the business performs as expected the entrepreneur will earn an economic rent.
She will earn €35,000. As her supply price is €40,000 and she will earn €75,000 annually as
an entrepreneur, the economic rent earned is what she earns in excess of her supply price.

receive to work as a software engineer.

15 marks graded.
(c)

Public services are labour intensive and as a consequence the public sector wage bill accounts for a
significant proportion of government current spending.
(30 marks)
(i)

Explain why Marginal Revenue Productivity (MRP) might not be a suitable method for setting
wages in Public Sector.

• Physical output is not always produced. Many jobs in public sector are services, so it is
difficult to measure output, thus making it difficult to measure Marginal Physical Product
(MPP) and consequently MRP.
• The goods/services produced within public sector are often not sold on the open market
or at market prices. It is therefore difficult to estimate price or marginal revenue.
• When Capital and labour are used together it is difficult to estimate whether the extra
productivity is due to labour or capital e.g. computerisation of government departments
in the Civil Service.

3 points at 5 marks each graded.
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(ii)

Outline an alternative method for determining wage levels in the Public Sector.

1.

Pay comparability:
As productivity is difficult to measure then it may be best to compare those workers in
the public sector with those workers in the private sector doing similar work / with
similar qualifications.

2.

Benchmarking:
It was introduced by the government as a method of setting wages in the public sector.
The Benchmarking Review Body examines the earnings of similar jobs in the private
sector and makes a recommendation on wage increases based on this.

1 point at 7 marks graded.
(iii)

Identify possible ways in which the Minister for Finance could reduce the Public Sector wage
bill.

•
•
•
•
•

Limit the numbers employed in the public sector e.g. ban on recruitment
Limit pay increases in the public sector e.g. benchmarking
Introduce a voluntary redundancy package in the public sector.
Privatise state companies
Reduce perks for state employees e.g. pension entitlements

2 methods at 4 marks each graded.
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Q3 Factor Market: demand, supply & mobility
(a)

The demand for labour as a factor or production is a derived demand and is affected by that factor’s
Marginal Revenue Productivity (MRP).
(i)

Explain each of the underlined terms.

Derived demand

Marginal Revenue Productivity

Where labour is demanded for its contribution to
the production process or from the demand for
the goods it produces.

The extra revenue earned when
an additional unit of factor of production is
employed.

10 marks graded.
(ii)

Outline TWO developments, other than a fall in MRP, which may result in a firm reducing
its number of employees.
(20 marks)

Demand for Pay increases.
If the workers are successful with such demands, costs of production will increase and profitability will fall.
This may result in the firm having to make workers redundant.

Introduction of new technologies / mechanisation.
Increased mechanisation of the production process / introduction of cost saving technologies will reduce the
demand for labour.

Fall in demand for the firm’s output.
Any factors that causes a drop in the demand for the firm’s output e.g. higher prices for the commodity, may
lead to a reduction in demand for workers.

Government Policies.
If the government pursued policies which make it more expensive to employ workers then the employer may
reduce the workforce e.g. raising the minimum wage rate.

Increased competition on the market.
If new firms enter the industry existing firms may suffer a reduction in demand, resulting in a loss of jobs in
that particular firm e.g. opening of new supermarkets in many towns around the country.

Increases in the costs of production.
Any factor which causes a firm to become less competitive will result in a loss of sales, leading to job losses.
e.g. currently oil/petrol costs are increasing which may result in job losses.

2 points at 5 marks each graded.
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(b) (i) State/explain THREE factors which are currently affecting the supply of labour to the Irish economy.
1. Wage levels within the economy / Backward bending supply of labour.
Higher wage levels in recent years act as an incentive for more people to supply their labour.
For some workers as wage levels increase they may prefer increased leisure and reduce their supply.
2. Size / Structure of population.
Ireland’s population has increased with more citizens within the working-age bracket. S. of Labour increases.
3. Participation Rate.
The number of people willing to work within the 16-65 age group has increased. More women working;
people who once retired are willing to take up part-time employment.
4. Rates of income tax within the economy.
In recent years these have fallen acting as an incentive for people to join the workforce.
5. Labour mobility.
The workforce in Ireland has become more occupationally mobile: there are less barriers in place preventing
the movement of workers. With EU enlargement, the free movement of labour is increasing.
6. Government Policies.
The government has moved to ease restrictions on the entry of immigrants to Ireland; they are reducing the
rate of PRSI on employers and are aiming to liberalise entry requirements into certain occupations e.g.
pharmacies; hospital consultants; decreasing the average length of the working week i.e. nurses.

3 at 7 marks each graded.
(ii) The demand for labour has increased significantly in certain sectors of the Irish economy in recent years e.g.
construction. Discuss THREE economic consequences of this situation.
(30 marks)
1. Pressure on wage levels to rise.
Employers will be forced to increase wage levels in order to attract workers into those areas where
shortages are occurring.
2. Deterioration / Loss of services.
Where workers are not available it will result in either a deterioration of services in those areas or a
total loss of certain services.
3. Loss of investment.
Indigenous and foreign entrepreneurs may see such shortages of labour as a deterrent to investing and
starting a business.
4. Inflationary pressures.
If wage levels increase such increases may be passed on to the final consumer in the form of higher prices.
5. Immigration
Shortages of labour in the Irish labour market are reported internationally. FAS has attempted to entice
foreign workers to Ireland. The number of applications for refugees’ status has also increased.
6. Difficulty in attracting / keeping workers in some sectors.
With current labour shortages and the attractiveness of higher pay in alternative employments certain
sectors find it increasingly difficult to attract workers e.g. in the hotel, catering, tourism industries.
May require state intervention for the re-training of workers to fill sectors with vacancies.
7. Inability to maintain development of the state’s infrastructure.
Because of the shortage of workers, developing the infrastructure at the pace necessary to sustain
economic growth is not possible and this may affect future investment.

3 at 3 marks each graded.
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(c) ‘At a time of full (or near full) employment in the Irish economy, it is important that there should be the
maximum occupational mobility and geographical mobility of labour’.
(i) Distinguish between the two underlined terms.
(ii) Outline THREE economic policies which could increase either occupational mobility of labour
or geographical mobility of labour, in Ireland.
(25 marks)

Geographical mobility of labour

Occupational mobility of labour

The ability/ease of a worker to
move from one area to another

The ability/ease of a worker to
move from one job to another

5 marks graded.

5 marks graded.
Economic policies:

1. Housing.
Increase the availability of affordable
housing in those areas of shortages.

1. Education courses.
Provide courses for further education
opportunities and at costs accessible to
workers.

2. Educational facilities.
Improve the availability of educational
facilities to ease concerns of parents.

2. Training / Re-training.
Provide opportunities for training / retraining at times / costs suitable for
workers.

3. Social infrastructure.
Improve the social infrastructure so as to
make the areas more appealing for families
e.g. shops, parks, leisure facilities.

3. Government Policies.
Change regulations on work permits; on
access; FAS Training schemes; remove
unnecessary language / cultural barriers.

4. Trade Union Barriers.
4. Supports by Government.
Reduce barriers to entry into occupations
The government might provide adequate
e.g. NUJ, Equity; Irish Hospital
supports so as to entice people to move e.g.
Consultants.
help with re-location costs etc.
5. Information / Knowledge:
Provide up-to-date
information on the possibilities of moving.
Improve knowledge on the opportunities
available for mobility.

3 policies at 5 marks each graded.
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Q3 Capital, Investment and Keynes
(a)

2006 Q3

Distinguish between the following terms, using relevant examples in each case:
(i)
Fixed Capital and Social Capital;
(ii)
Savings and Investment;
(iii) Capital Widening and Capital Deepening.

Fixed Capital
The stock of fixed assets
Explanation
Example

Plant, Equipment, Tools

Social Capital
The assets/wealth owned by the
community/society in general
2 marks
2 marks
Hospitals, Parks, Roads
2 marks
2 marks

Savings

Investment

Owners of capital who receive
Explanation interest. The decision to save is
made by individuals.
Income not spent

Example

(25 marks)

Users of capital who pay interest. The
decision to invest is made by
producers/firms.
Production of capital goods /
Additions to capital stock

2 marks
3 marks
Income €100 less Spending of €80
Purchase of new machinery by a firm
means Savings = €20
2 marks
2 marks
Capital Widening

Capital Deepening

The amount of capital per worker
The amount of capital increases
remains unchanged.
resulting in more capital per worker
in the economy.
Explanation An increase in the capital stock,
which leave the capital/labour ratio
unchanged.
2 marks
2 marks
Example

Period 1: 4 machines & 4 men
Period 1: 4 machines and 4 men
Period 2: 8 machines & 8 men
Period 2: 12 machines and 8 men
2 marks
2 marks
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(b) State and explain FIVE factors affecting the level of investment in the Irish economy.

(25 marks)

1. Rates of interest / Cost of borrowing
The higher the rate of interest - the higher the cost of borrowing – the lower the profit earned.
Hence investment will fall / MEC may fall.
2. Business people's expectations about the economic future.
If business people are optimistic about the economy or their sector they are more likely to invest.
Currently Irish business people are more optimistic about the future for various reasons: lower tax
rates in Ireland; good industrial relations climate; low interest rates; rising economic growth etc.
3. The cost of capital goods.
The greater the cost of capital goods the lower the profitability of the investment,
hence investment tends to fall.
4. Government policies.
If government policy is favourable towards investment then investment will tend to rise.
Examples of favourable policies include: attractive state grants; reduction in corporation tax ;
development of infrastructure etc.
5. The international economic climate.
Ireland is an open economy, which relies on foreign investment.
If the international economic climate is booming then this may result in a growth in demand,
benefiting Irish business.
6. Irish Labour market.
• Due to the existence of the partnership model, Ireland has a relatively peaceful industrial
climate. This ensures uninterrupted production and is helpful to increasing investment.
• The availability of an educated / skilled workforce may continue to attract high ‘valueadded’ type firms to Ireland.
7. The Marginal Efficiency of Capital.
The greater the potential MEC for any possible investment project then the more likely that that
investment will take place.
5 factors at 5 marks each graded
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(c)

(i)

State and explain Keynes’s THREE motives for holding money: 15 marks graded.

Transactionary

Precautionary

Speculative

Money demanded for
day-to-day expenses

Money demanded for
emergencies

Money demanded for any
possible profitable
investment opportunity

e.g. illness, house repairs.

(ii) Explain, with the aid of a diagram, Keynes’s theory on the relationship between the holding of money and
the rate of interest.

10 marks graded
Motive

Rate of Interest

Transactionary

The demand for money for transactionary reasons is not
affected by the rate of interest.

Precautionary

The demand for money for precautionary reasons is affected
slightly (negatively) by the rate of interest.

Speculative

The demand for money for speculative reasons is greatly
affected (negatively) by the rate of interest.

!

When the rate of interest is low, the opport unity cost (of the interest foregone) is low,
so people prefer to hold money.

!

When the rate of interest is high, the opportunity co st is high – as it is now more costly to hold
money – so now less money is held.
100
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(c)

Ireland has attracted many multinational companies to establish operations in recent years.
There has also been a trend for some of these companies to relocate to eastern Europe or Asia.
(i)
Outline reasons why multinational companies locate in Ireland.
(ii)
Outline possible reasons for the current relocation to other regions.

(25 marks)

(i) Outline reasons why multinational companies locate in Ireland.

1. Availability of a skilled/English speaking workforce.
Firms have available a large, highly educated and multi-skilled workforce.
This helps reduce the training costs for these firms. An English speaking workforce is a major
attraction for foreign firms.
2. Low rates of taxation.
The rate of corporation profits tax in Ireland is one of the lowest within the EU.
3. Access to EU market / Member of the euro currency.
Firms which locate in Ireland have access to free movement of their goods within the EU.
Ireland is a member of the euro and this makes payment for international transactions within the
eurozone much easier and hence more attractive.
4. Availability of state incentives.
Firms can avail of attractive grants and other incentives provided by the state.
Examples include: advance factories; serviced industrial estates; contribution towards training costs;
grants towards research and development etc.
5. Good industrial relations.
Social partnerships have resulted in relative industrial peace offering firms uninterrupted production.
6. Attractive rates of return on investments.
Firms locate here because the rate of return on their investment is sufficiently more attractive than is
available elsewhere.
7. High rate of economic growth.
The rate of economic growth in Ireland is one of the highest within the EU and this has lead to
confidence amongst investors, who see Ireland as an attractive market for their goods.
9. Stable economic climate.
By international standards Ireland’s economy is performing exceptionally well. This has increased
business confidence which encourages firms to locate here.

15 Marks: 3 points at 5 marks each graded.
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(ii)

Outline possible reasons for the current relocation to other regions.

1. Lower wage costs outside Ireland.

• Businesses have stated that labour costs in Ireland are prohibitive and cite the introduction of the
minimum wage rate, the existence of social partnership etc. as factors that have led to these higher
wage costs.
• Labour costs in Eastern Europe and Asia are more competitive.

2. Rising costs of Production.

• Many firms have voiced concerns about increasing costs such as insurance, refuse charges, energy
costs, the high costs of available land for expansion and development etc.
• These costs increases make our exports less competitive.

3. Infrastructural problems.

• Ireland faces many problems with infrastructure. Examples include transport difficulties; lack of
affordable housing etc. Workers now face very high costs for buying a home resulting in higher
wage demands by workers.

4. Assession of new EU member states.

• Since May 2004 ten new countries joined the EU and these countries now offer companies access
to the EU market; availability of cheaper labour; room to expand etc., hence they have become an
attractive location for mobile industry.

5. Regulatory Framework.

• Actions by the central government, local government or the EU have placed further requirements
on industry. These actions impose a stricter regulatory framework for firms to operate.
• By moving to Eastern Europe and Asia regulations may be less strict making it easier to operate
e.g. protection of the environment may face less protection.

6. Advances in International Communication

• Advancements in global communications have made it possible for service firms to locate to places
which were not options in the past and still carry out their business. They can now do so at lower
unit costs and thereby increase their profits. An example of businesses which have re-located are
international call centres i.e. credit card companies.

Marking Scheme: 10 marks
2 points at 5 marks each graded.
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(b)

The Irish economy is currently experiencing close to full employment.
(i) Explain the underlined term.
(ii) Discuss TWO economic benefits and TWO economic difficulties of a full employment economy in
Ireland today.
(25 marks)

(b) (i) Full Employment is defined as :

9 marks graded

Full employment exists when all those seeking work are working at existing wage rates.

Economic consequences of
a full employment economy in Ireland today
Economic benefits

Economic Difficulties

1. Increased standard of living.

1. Possible labour shortages.

Higher incomes will allow a greater quantity of
goods and services to be purchased.

These may occur causing difficulties for
employers in meeting production targets.
Need for recruitment overseas / relaxed
immigration rules.

2. Increased government tax revenues.

2. Inflationary pressures.

With high employment the government will
collect more direct and indirect tax revenue.

Rising incomes and spending tends to fuel
inflation within the economy.

3. Reduced social welfare bill.

3. Pressure on the state’s infrastructure.

The government will be paying out less in social
welfare payments.

Difficulties may occur with housing, roads, child
minding services , public services etc.

4. Increased aggregate demand within
the economy / Economic growth

4. Wage Demands.
Where shortages of labour are occurring
employers may be forced to increase wage rates in
order to retain their workforce.

High employment will increase aggregate
demand within the economy and this will
further increase GNP.

5. Increased investment.

5. Deterioration / Loss of services.

A buoyant economy encourages further
investment as demand is rising, and expectations
are positive about the future.

In those sectors with low wage rates it may be
difficult to attract workers and the quality of
service may deteriorate or the service may
discontinue.

4 points at 4 marks each graded.
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Marginal Revenue Product (MRP) equals Marginal Physical Product (MPP) multiplied by
Marginal Revenue (MR).
(i) Explain the underlined terms. (ii) Outline the factors which influence MPP and MRP.
Marginal Physical Product (MPP)

Definition

(25 marks)

Marginal Revenue Product (MRP)

The extra output produced when an additional
unit of factor of production is employed.

The extra revenue earned when an additional
unit of factor of production is employed.

1. Quality / Specialised nature of the factors.
If the quality of the factors used improves then
they become more efficient and additional output
will be produced.

1. The productivity of the factor.
The more productive each additional factor
employed is then the more MRP that factor will
earn.

2. Training/Education provided for the factors.
If the factors are trained they become more
MPP and skilled resulting in increased efficiency and more
output.
MRP
Factors
Influencing

3. Expertise of the entrepreneur.
If the entrepreneur is expert in organising the
production unit then each factor will be more
productive and work to their maximum
efficiency.

2. The MR / selling price of the output.
If the selling price obtained on the market is
rising or constant (and not falling) then the
higher will be that factor’s MRP.
3. The Law of Demand.
On the market, the law of demand dictates that
in order for more to be sold then price must be
reduced – this affects the MR obtained by the
firm.

4. Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns.
As each additional unit of a factor is used a point
will be reached where the additional output
produced will decline.

25 marks graded.
(b) (i) Define LAND as a factor of production. (ii) Outline TWO economic characteristics of land.

(i) Land: Anything supplied by nature which helps in the production of output. 6 marks graded.
(ii) Economic Characteristics of land: 12 marks graded.
Factor
Land is fixed in supply

Explanation
Nature has provided only a certain amount of land and
this cannot be increased by man.
The earnings of land are economic This is because land is a gift of nature.
rent / it has no cost of production.
It is a non-specific factor of
This means that it is not confined to one specific use but
production
its uses can change.
The price of land does not affect
This is unusual for factors. In the case of labour if wages
the quantity available
fall the supply of labour may increase or decrease.
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(iii) Explain the concept of Economic Rent and illustrate with a relevant example: 12 marks graded .

Economic Rent: Any earnings of a factor above its supply price/transfer earnings.
Example: Any appropriate / relevant example.

(c)

The price of residential property has increased in Ireland in recent years.
Discuss FOUR reasons for this development.

Reason
1. General Inflation.
2. Demand:
Reduced interest rates
Availability of loans

3. Demand:
Economic growth

4. Demand:
Age structure of population
Growth in urban centres
Immigration

5. Demand:
Speculation in houses.

6. Inadequate supply.

7. Inflation in the
Construction industry.
8. Government policies.

(20 marks)

Explanation
Inflation in Ireland has been rising – this leads to a
general increase in prices, including house prices.
Interest rates continue at a low level and this has led to
substantial increases in mortgage lending by financial
institutions.
Financial institutions have also eased lending
restrictions in recent years.
With economic growth and high employment more
people are entering the property market thereby
increasing demand.
The following factors have led to an increase in demand:
An increasing proportion of Ireland’s population is
within the age- group capable of buying property.
Returning emigrants and a rise in immigration.
Land supply is limited in urban centres putting upward
pressure on house prices in these areas.
Socio-economic factors i.e. divorce / separations etc.
Increases in property prices fuels speculative demand
with more people seeking investment opportunities in
property / growth in demand for ‘second homes’.
Availability of Section 23 incentives and tax
designated zones has attracted investment in certain
areas leading to demand for holiday homes.
Supply side issues include: lack of zoned land;
hoarding of land; planning difficulties; labour shortages
etc. All these factors limit supply thereby increasing
prices.
Inflation within the construction sector is running at a
higher rate than the general rate of inflation further
fuelling property price increases.
The lack of affordable housing has forced prices for
rental accommodation upwards and this has fuelled
speculative demand for property.

4 points at 5 marks graded.
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CARS :
lie between 4 machines
MACHINES : lie between2005
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(c)

(c)
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2.67 machines. (2⅔)
0.375 of a car. ( ⅜ )

Ireland is promoted abroad as an attractive location for investment by foreign firms.
(i) Discuss THREE economic reasons why foreign firms choose to invest here.

1. Availability of a skilled workforce.
Firms have available a large, highly educated and multi-skilled workforce.
This helps reduce the training costs for these firms.
2. Low rates of taxation.
The rate of corporation profits tax in Ireland is one of the lowest within the EU.
3. Access to EU market / Member of the euro currency.
Firms which locate in Ireland have access to free movement of their goods within the EU.
Ireland is a member of the euro and this makes payment for international transactions within the
eurozone much easier and hence more attractive.
4. Availability of state incentives.
Firms can avail of attractive grants and other incentives provided by the state.
Examples include: advance factories; serviced industrial estates; contribution towards training costs etc.
5. Good industrial relations.
Social partnerships have resulted in relative industrial peace offering firms uninterrupted production.
6. Attractive rates of return on investments.
Firms locate here because the rate of return on their investment is sufficiently more attractive than
available elsewhere.
7. Availability of an English speaking workforce.
An English speaking workforce is a major attraction for foreign firms.
8. High rate of economic growth.
The rate of economic growth in Ireland is one of the highest within the EU and this has lead to
confidence amongst investors who see Ireland as an attractive market for their goods.
9. Stable economic climate.
By international standards Ireland’s economy is performing exceptionally well. This has increased
business confidence which encourages firms to locate here.

Marks: 3 points at 5 marks graded.
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(ii) Describe how these foreign firms, operating in Ireland, may affect Ireland’s Balance of Payments.

Effect on the Balance of Payments – Current Account.
1. These foreign firms may bring with them staff / expertise from their home country.
Part of the salaries earned may be returned home (invisible imports).
2. Once they establish a plant they will require capital goods and raw materials.
Some of these may need to be imported (visible imports).
3. Some foreign firms produce their commodities for export (visible exports).
4. Profitable foreign firms may decide to repatriate their profits (invisible import).
Effect on the Balance of Payments – Capital Account.
1. When the foreign firms first come to Ireland they bring with them additional capital
investment. This is a long term capital inflow into Ireland.
Marks: 2 points at 5 marks graded.
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Question 4: Enterprise, Investment and Profit

(a) In relation to the factor of production Enterprise:
( 25 marks)
(i) Distinguish between insurable risks & non-insurable risks, stating TWO examples in each case.
(ii) Explain TWO reasons why ‘enterprise’ is considered to be a unique factor of production.

Definition

Examples

Insurable
Those risks which can be
mathematically estimated and an
entrepreneur can insure against
occurring

Non-insurable
Those risks which an entrepreneur
cannot insure against occurring
and

An insurance policy cannot be
purchased to provide compensation /
and
An insurance policy can be purchased the entrepreneur suffers the entire loss
to provide compensation in the event
3 marks
of loss
2 marks
1. Loss of profit.
1. Theft of stock or cash.
2. Bad decision-making.
2. Fire to premises/ damage to stock
3. Industrial relations disputes/Strikes
caused by fire.
4. Changes in taste or fashion.
3. Accidents to members of staff.
4. Accidents to members of the public 5. Entry of competition into the
industry.
/ public liability etc.
6. Changes in competitive conditions
e.g. new legislation. 2 x 3 marks
2 x 2 marks

(a) (ii) Explain TWO reasons why enterprise is considered unique:

1. It can earn a loss
• It is the only factor that earns a loss.
• This does not arise with the other factors of production as they are guaranteed a
return
2. Returns can vary
• The returns can vary from super normal profits to losses.
• The returns to the other factors are contractual while that to enterprise is residual –
the difference between revenue and costs (in the short term) accrues to enterprise.
3. Return is residual.
• Enterprise receives its return only after the other factors have received theirs.
• It is different from the other factors since their payments are contractual – it is agreed
in advance.
Marking scheme:
2 reasons x 5 marks graded.
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(b)

(i)
(ii)

Explain what is meant by the term Marginal Efficiency of Capital (MEC).
Discuss FOUR factors, other than MEC, which influence the level of investment by
entrepreneurs.
(30 marks)

(i) Marginal Efficiency of Capital: 10 marks graded
•
•

This is the extra profit earned as a result of employing one extra unit of capital
OR
It is the Marginal Revenue Productivity of additional capital goods minus their cost

(ii) Factors influencing the level of investment, other than MEC:

1. Rates of interest / Cost of borrowing
The higher the rate of interest - the higher is the cost of borrowing – the lower the profit earned.
Hence investment will fall / MEC may fall.

2. Business people's expectations about the economic future.
If business people are optimistic about the economy or their sector they are more likely to invest.
Currently Irish business people are more optimistic about the future for various reasons: lower tax
rates in Ireland; good industrial relations climate; low interest rates; rising economic growth etc.

3. The cost of capital goods.
The greater the cost of capital goods then the lower the profitability of the investment.
Hence investment tends to fall.

4. Government policies.
If government policy is favourable towards investment then investment will tend to rise.
Examples of favourable policies include : attractive state grants ; reduction in corporation tax ;
development of infrastructure etc.

5. The international economic climate.
Ireland is an open economy. We rely on foreign investment. If the international economic climate is
booming then this may result in a growth in demand benefiting Irish business.

6. Irish Labour market.
•
•

Due to the existence of the partnership model - Ireland has a relatively peaceful industrial
climate. This ensures uninterrupted production and is helpful to increased investment.
The availability of an educated / skilled workforce may continue to attract high ‘value-added’
type firms to Ireland.

7. The Capital Stock in the economy.
In the long-term, the greater the stock of capital goods the lower will be the MEC and thus the lower
the level of investment.

4 points x 5 marks graded.
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(c) Discuss the role of profits in promoting development in a modern market economy. (20 marks)

1. Encourage risk taking.
•
•

Profits are a prerequisite for encouraging entrepreneurs to undertake the risks inherent in
business.
Without profits no firms would supply goods or services.

2. Indicate the best use of resources / consumer demand
•
•

Profits are an indication to entrepreneurs what goods and services consumers want (demand)
and hence
indicate what areas are the most suitable for the use of scarce resources.

3. Encourage investment.
•

When profits are earned this may encourage entrepreneurs to invest further in ventures.

4. Provide funds for expansion.
•
•

Entrepreneurs may use the profits earned to invest in their existing business
to expand their existing activities / diversify production etc.

5. Continuity of production.
•
•

If normal profits are not earned then an entrepreneur will cease operating
hence they are essential to ensure that production continues.

6. SNP reward innovation.
•
•

Those entrepreneurs who earn SNP’s do so because they may be more efficient and or
because they are innovative or because they are minimizing their costs of production.

7. Source of revenue for the government.
•
•

Any profits earned by entrepreneurs are taxed (with exceptions) by the government and
become a source of revenue for the state.
They can use these profits to further develop the economy.

8. SNP’s may promote Mergers / Takeovers
•
•

The existence of SNP’s within some industries may entice large multinationals to takeover
these profitable business so that they
Increase their overall profits / gain a foothold in the Irish market e.g. rumours about AIB.

Marking Scheme
4 points x 5 marks graded.
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Question 4 The Labour Market
(a) Define each of the following:
(i)
Supply price of a factor of production.
(ii) Transfer earnings.
(iii) Economic Rent.
Supply Price:
The minimum payment necessary to bring a factor into use
and maintain it in that particular use.

7 marks graded

Transfer Earnings:
The earnings of a factor
in the next best alternative employment.
or
what a factor must receive to keep it in its present use
& prevent it from transferring to another use.

7 marks graded

(20 marks)
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Economic Rent:
Any earnings of a factor above its supply price.

6 marks graded

(b) A principal factor influencing the demand for labour by an individual firm is the
Marginal Revenue Productivity of Labour (MRP).
(i) Explain what is meant by the underlined term.
(ii) Discuss the factors, other than MRP, which influence the demand for labour
by an individual firm.
(30 marks)
(i) MRP of labour

10 marks graded

the extra revenue earned when an additional unit of labour is employed
(ii) Discuss the factors, other than MRP, which influence the demand for labour by an
individual firm.
1. The wage rate.
2. Demand for the firm’s output.
3. Price of capital relative to labour.
4. State subsidies paid to the firm.
5. Taxation Rates on the firm’s profits.
6. Payroll taxes.
7. Availability of technology.
8. Trade union involvement.

4 points at 5 marks each graded

The Wage Rate
If the wage rate the worker is seeking is higher than the revenue that the worker
generates then this worker will not be demanded.
Demand for output
If demand for the firm’s output increases then this may lead to an increased demand
for labour.
Price of other factors of production (including capital)
Prior to employing more labour the firm would compare the cost of the additional
labour with that of other factors of production available to determine which is the most
competitive.
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State subsidies
If the state were paying subsidies for the hiring of additional labour then this would
make labour more competitive and increase demand.
Taxation Rates on the firm’s profits
If the profitability of a firm is reduced by higher tax on companies' profits then this
may affect a firm’s decision to hire additional labour.
Payroll taxes
If the rate of personal taxation increases then labour may seek a higher wage rate and
this makes labour less competitive. Similarly if the rate of PRSI on labour increases
this is an additional cost for the firm, which may reduce their demand for labour.
Availability of technology
A firm’s demand for labour will be affected by the availability of new technologies,
particularly if it helps to reduce costs.
Trade union involvement
If a worker is a member of trade union then the firm may not employ this worker.
This applies particularly to some firms in Ireland, which operate without the
involvement of trade unions.
Marking Scheme:20 marks 4 points x 5 marks each graded

(c) The diagram below represents the supply curve of labour to a particular firm.
Wage rate
Supply Curve

Supply of labour
Explain the effect which each of the following developments may have on
this supply curve. Illustrate each answer by means of a diagram.
(i) The workers shift their preference towards increased leisure time
(ii) The workers’ trade union negotiates a minimum wage.
(25 marks)
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(i) Workers shift their preference towards increased leisure time:

13 marks graded

Diagram: 6 marks

Explanation:
7 marks graded
Workers will reduce the number of hours worked. Hence the supply curve of labour
may:
(a) shift to the left, work less hours at all wage rates
(b) after a certain higher wage rate work less hours, the backward bending supply
curve.

(ii) The workers’ trade union negotiates a minimum wage:

12 marks graded

Diagram: 6 marks

Explanation:

6 marks graded

If a minimum wage level is set at We then no labour will be supplied below this wage
rate or portion AB of the supply curve of labour will no longer apply.
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